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PREFACE.
This Guide to Inverness and the Highlands, now in its fifth
year, has from the very first been in every respect a marked success.
It is very highly and universally praised by the press and the public
and it had from the outset a very large circulation.
The Letterpress was extended during the last two years by seventy
to eighty pages, while the pictorial attractiveness and usefulness of the
book are much enhanced by a new artistic cover, a specially prepared
coloured Street Plan of Inverness, and a Map of Scotland showing
all the routes described north of Edinburgh and Glasgow.
But notwithstanding all these extensions and improvements the
publishers have resolved to reduce the price this year from its former
Skillmg to
per copy. This is made possible in
consequence of the large circulation which it has attained which
will probably now at this nominal price be trebled or quadrupled
and the valuable advertising patronage which has naturally followed
its phenomenal success otherwise.
It is believed the publishers may
claim for it to be the best Guide in the market at such a price.
The Illustrations are admittedly the finest of their kind that ever
appeared in any similar work, while as regards the literary contents
every effort has been put forth to make them worthy of the Scottish
price of a

SIXPENCE

—

Highlands.
The Guide, the first part of which is a succinct history of Inverness,
is so arranged as to enable the tourist to find any part of the Town he
may desire without difficulty. The earlier sections deal with the
great progress which the Highland Capital has made within the last
thirty years, and its history and chronology from the earliest times to
the present d.^y.
Its situation and climate are next enlarged upon.
Then follows a brief but comprehensive account ot all its principal
buildings and places of interest.
In the second section is a complete
Guide to the whole Highlands. P^inally, the more noted places and
buildings along the various routes by road, steamer, or rail, and the
most striking features of the magnificent and varied scenery which
everywhere abounds are briefly but sufficiently described.

A.M«
Inverness, /2/«^,

1897.
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of Flora Maedonald

Life

her Adventures with Prince Charles.

By the Rev.
Wilh

—

ALEXANDER MACGREGOR,

M.A.

;

authentic Portrait from the Paintino^ from Life
Ramsay in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

by

Opinions of the Press of the First Edition.

—

—
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,

" The

«>

i!===:i:=Sffi^f9==i::::>T

complete and authentic account of Flora Macdonald's life, and her
memorable achievement in contriving the escape of Charles Edward, that has yet
been written.
The narrative is written in a singularly simple and unpretentious style, and undoubtedly forms a valuable contribution to the history' of
one of the most interesting episodes in Scottish annals."— Scotsman
first

j

i

'

.

.

.

" The book is one of great value, occupying a unique place as the only
authoritative life of a woman whose heroic conduct has won universal admiration.
No well-furnished library can afford to dispense with it." Inverness Courier.
" The incidents are as sensational as any to be met with in the most thrilling

!

novel,"— O&a/i Times.
!

\

" The adventures of Flora Maedonald,
have never been recounted with
such a minute regard for truth as by the present writer."— Oban Telegraph.
.

,

" N"o better contribution to the history of the stirring times of the middle of
last century than an authenticated account of Flora, and her share in the events
of her time, could hardly, at this time of day, be given to the world.
The interest is sustained
The adventures are most graphically given.
throughout, and the whole narrative is in ' interest and sensation more like a
real
events
in a lonelv corner of the
relation
of
than
the
fiction
masterpiece of
It is a volume unexcelled in interest, of considerable literary
Highlands.
excellence, and invaluable to all who desiderate a correct knowledge of their
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

1

I

.

.

country's historical characters,"— ^recAm Advertiser.

i

*'
The very noblest romance in all our history is the story of Flora MaeMr Macgregor's life of her smacks of the Highland hills, and there is a
touch of Highland music in it as irom some old time hapischord that few can
play."— Greenock Advertiser.

!

donald.

A pleasantly written and most interesting volump, the only really authentic
Stripped of
trust Aorthy History of Flora Maedonald in existence.
every shred of sensational fiction, and yet more interesting to the thoughtful
reader, and even more genuinely romantic as a simple narrative of well-authenticated facts, than if presented to our attention with all the embellishments of
ballad poetry and romance.
Nether Lochaber.
*•'

and

.

.

'

'

" Full of vitality and reaAism..''— Northern Chronicle.

" The simple and unaffected

style of the narrative lends an additional charm
Unfortunately the author did not survive to see his work through the
and the appreciative memoir of his life prefixed to it by his friend, Mr A.
Mackenzie of the Celtic Magazine., forms a graceful tribute to his memory,"—
Dundee Advertiser.

to it.
press,

" The only complete authentic account of our distinguished country-woman
Told with all the warmth of an enthusli-jtio
that has yet been published.
admirer, and the grace of an accomplished wTiier."— Perthshire Constitutional.
,

Publishers
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.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
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BY

ALEXANDER MACKENZIE,

M.J.L,

of the Macdonalds and Lords of
Mackenzies
the Isles; of the Camerons of the Macleods of the Mathesons; of
the Prophecies
of the Highland Clearances
the Chisholms

Author

of the History of the

;

;

;

;

;

of the

Brahan

Seer, etc., etc.

This work, which was originally passed through the Scottish
Highlander^ has been carefully revised and largely extended,
and makes a handsome volume of 780 pages, Demy 8vo,
printed in clear, bold, antique-faced type, on superfine thick,
toned paper, Roxburgh binding, gilt top and rough edges,
uniform with Mr Mackenzie's other well-known Clan Histories.
'

It contains full accounts and complete Genealogies of
the principal families of the name.

Price of the few Unsubscribed Copies
f

Demy
Demy

8vO., handsomely hound

-

4to., large paper, fine margin

THE EDITION

IS

-

«£1

all

—

5s

2 2s

STRICTLY LIMITED.

ORDER FROM

A. & W. MACKENZIE,
47 HIGH STREET, INVERNESS,
Or through any Bookseller.

—
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RECENTL y PUBLISHED,

A Wew Edition, Improved & much Enlarged,
OP THE

HISTORYofthefflACKENZIES
By ALEXANDER MACKENZIE,

M.J.I.,

Author of the

Histoi-y of the Macdonalds and Lords of the Isles; of the Camerons;
of the Macleods ; of the Mathesons ; of the Chisholms ; of the Frasers ; of
the Highland Clearances ; the Prophecies of the Brahan Seer, etc.

The Volume contains several new Family Genealogies and extends to 648
pages as against 463 in the First Edition, which has for years being out of print
and selling at a high premium when occasionally picked up s3cond-hand.

Demy 8vo., handsomely Bound
£15
Demy 4to., large paper (only a few Cv>pies remaining)
2 2
A. & W. MACKENZIE, 47 High Street, Inverness.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS :—
" This second edition of the History of his clan will be Mr Mackenzie's chef
He has very evidently left nothd'ceuvre, his masterpiece as a clan Historian.
ing undone, no stone unturned in order to make the work as exhaustive and
complete as possible." Rev. Alexander Stewart, LL.D., "Nether-Lochaber."
" The volume is one which shows on the part of the author immense industry and great research. The manner in which this handsome book has
been produced by the publishers leaves nothing to be desired."— ^Sco^sman.
" This is not so much a new edition as a new book, containing, as it does,
200 pages mere than the first issue. Mr Mackenzie has, in fact, almost entirely
re-written the history of his clan, which he now presents to the public with a
not unjustified confidence in its completeness as a family history. The book certainly bears traces of laborious industry and wide research.
Few Highland
families, indeed, have had their ramifit ations followed out with the patience and
exhaustiveness that are here disp ajed by Mr Mackenzie."— GtoS(70M; Herald.
" The work exhibits great industry, and is undoubtedly a valuable contribution to the history of the Highlands. The clan is fortunate in having such a
diligent, able, and conscientious historian. The volume contains a portrait
of Mr Mackenzie and a beautifully executed example Of the clan tartan. It
can be highly recommended as an excelJent clan history " Inverness Courier.
" So much altered, improved, and extended that it is almost like an original
work.
.
The genealogies and histories not only of the Seaforth, Gairloch,
Cromartie, and other leading famili- s, but also many of the subordinate houses
of the surname are given in this book with great fulness and great accuracy.
Mackenzies with clannish feelings will find it a genuine mine of information,
and it has considerable interes-t too, from other points of view, for students of

—

.

,

.

general history."— J^' or/ Aern Chronicle.
" This massive and handsome volume is worthy in every respect of the powerful Highland clan whose changeful fortunes it traces with such care and
fidelity.
Many admirable features are introduced and the story of the clan is
told with historical accuracy and literary skill. The printing is a credit to our
northern press, and the binding is quite in keeping, b'^ing elegant as well as
strong. 'Ihe record of a powerful race, this admirable his'.ory reflects the
dignity and importance of its theme full of stirring incidents often brightened
by deeds of heroic yalom.' —The North Stc(,r.
;

by Post, 2s 9d.
SECOND EDITION— CONSIDERABLY ENLARGED.

Just Published— Price 2s 6d

:

TALES OF THE HEATHER,
EMMA ROSE MACKEHSiE.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS OF THE FIRST EDITION

:-

Gracefully and effectively told, and everyone who cherishes a
special sympathy with the Highland character will read the book with
hearty enjoyment." Scotsman.
•'

"Mrs Mackenzie is embued with the spirit of the tradition and
legends of the Highlands, and she tells her story in a manner which is
both interesting and attractive."— (r^as^'ow Herald.
"These simple and charming sketches reflect the very life of the
Highlands.
Mrs Mackenzie has shown the most artistic reserve
Well authenticated traditions have been
in narrating the Tales.
utilized with much taste and skill. Dundee Advertiser.
"Constructed with skill and penned with considerable literary
power." Gnenoch Telegraph.
"Mrs Mackenzie possesses a genuine literary touch, and the grace
and charm of her pen would carry the reader forward, even if he were
otherwise unwilling to be interested." Inverness Couiier.
"Written in an easy, graceful style." Northern Chronicle.
.

.

"Every page is entertaining, for the authoress wields a facile and
There is a judicious admixture of thrilling inpicturesque pen.
Rosscident-, pathos, and love, with here and there a dash of humour."
.

.

hire Journal.

A

"
daintily bound volume of 232 (now 252) pages, containing a
euccession of thrilling Highland stories, well told.''— Invergordon Times.
" Tastefully got up, and in this respect the elegance of the book
Mrs Mackenzie writes in a style
vies with its literary excellence.
which combines raciness with dignity, and she can work up a dramatic
situation excellently."— ^t^/^toia( Monthly.
.

" Well told,

full of

power.

Those who

delight

them."— ^(9"*

.

little dramatic
ago will find much to

romance and written with not a

like thrilling stories of long

Courant.

manner, and the interest is maintained throughout. All are redolent of the heather." Oban Times.
" Short studies displaying a sweetness in narrative positively charma book faultless" in type, paper, and binding."— 6>6a7t £"ic/;ress.
ing. .

"Each

tale is told in a pleasinsr

.

MACKENZIE,

Publishers-A. &W.
47 HIGH STREET, INVERNESS.

— —— —— —

——

— —

SHILLINGTHEEDITION
OF

Pfoplieeies of the
(COINNEACH ODHAR

ALEXAHQEE

By

Brakn

Seep

FIOSAICHE),

MACKEfvKlE,

THE HIGHLAND CLAN HISTORIAN.
EIGHTH THOUSAND.

—

Opinions of the Press on the First Edition
be safely commended to the lovers of the marvellous
as a sweet morsel." —Scotsnia7i.
" Welcome with avidity this brochiire.^^ Edijiburgh Courafti,
" Remarkable prophecies.
A curious and readable
book."— Glasgow II ndd.
"A weird prediction foretelling the downfall of the SeaChamber's Journal.
forth s.''
" A clump of wonders." Dundee Advertiser.
" Most wonderful fulfilment."— /^^(^//A Friend.
"Very singular and interesting."— A^^rZ/^^r;? Ensign.
" Remarkable utterances
exact fulfilment hard nuts to

May

"

—

...

—

—

Gree?iock Telegraph.
crack."
" If you wish to know all about the story of Seaforth, which
People^ s Journal.
is told with a terrible realism, get this book.''
"It is certain that such a prediction was prevalent before its

the coincidence was remarkable." —InverCourier.
very interesting book." Ross-shire Journal.
Most curious." Huntly Express.

fulfilment.
7iess

"
"
"
"

.

.

.

A

Most remarkable." Invergordo7t Ti?nes.
Most wonderful." Coleraine Chronicle.

"One

not a

little startled at the apparent fulfilment of
predictions."
Leith Herald.
the strangest accounts of byegone times and
Inverness
dvertiser.
beliefs."
" If the Editor of the Celtic Magazine had done no other work
he would have deserved well of his country." Highla7ider.
.
.
.
is

many of the
" One of

A

Als© mnothmw MMUioim, homm^ im
PRICE,

2s 6d.

BY POST,

Clatfi, ^llt.

2s Qd.

With an Appendix of 66 pages, on " Highland Superstition,
Second Sight, Fairies, Hallowe'en, Druidism, Wiihcraft, Sacred'
Wells and Lochs, etc.," by the Rev. Alexander Macgkegor,'
M.A., Inverness.

Inverness

:

A.

&

VV.

MACKENZIE,

Publishers.

Telegrams-''

KEEBLE, INVEENES5."

KEEBLE
(Many

years

Manager MOREL'S),

Merchant & Italian Warehouseman,
GENERAL CATERER & PROVISION DEALER,

l/l//ne

SO High

Street, Inverness.

Well Selected Stock
PORT, SHERRY, MADEIRA, MARSALA, CLARET,
BURGUNDY, HOCK, MOSELLE, CHAMPAGNE,
OLD COGNAC BRANDY, RUM,
LIQUEURS OF ALL KINDS.

GIN.

FAMOUS HIGHLAND WHISKY.
LONDON STOUT AND BURTON
IN CASK

ALES,

AND BOTTLE.

Mineral Water®.
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, & TOBACCO.

FOREIGN COMESTIBLES.
Fr©®0rv#€ §0mps, Meats, and Emtrees,
In Glass and Tins, "Ready for Use.
DELICACIES FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCHEON, & SUPPER TABLE.

SPECIALITIES FOR INVALIDS.
Choice Pickles, Sauces, Indian Chutney & Paste,
Cockscombs, Ra8:out, Sardines,
Anchovies, Bussian Caviare.

Oils, Truffles,

POTTED MEATS AND

FISH.

PRESERVED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Shooting Lodges Provided with every Requisite.
FREE DELIVERY TO NEAREST RAILWAY STATION.

.
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INVERNESS CAB FARES.
(Copied from Bye Laws for the Regulation of Cab Fares.)

Between the

EXCHANGE, HIGH STREET,
S

and the

D

S

D

Approach Road to Daviot House ..50
1
Artillery Battery, by Rose Street.
3 U
Bridge over Muckovie Burn

Lunatic Asylum Porter's Lodge ... 20
Muirtown Bridge and Hotel.
10
Ness Islands
1
Opposite Bunchrew House
1
Braerannoch House
3
Clachnahavry Village. West End.. J 6 Opposite Dochgarroch House
4
4
Steamboat Wharf, Muirtown
Culloden Tile Works
10
Thornbiish Pier
4
Culduthel Wood
1
Tomnahurich Cemetery (Entrance
1
Culcabock Village
10
Gate)
Entrance to Raigmoie House
1
Top of Cemetery
6
Culloden Moor
16
16 From the Exchange and Back, by
Holm Mills
Millburn, the Longman, & Shore 4
1 6
Kessock Ferry

FARES BY DISTANCE.— One mile

or under, Is and 6d for every addiReturn Journey, half -fare additional.
When the fare going is Is, Carriage shall wait ten minutes; when Is 6d,
fifteen minutes when 2s or upwards, twenty minutes if detained longer, a
charge of Gd for every additional twenty minutes or part thereof.
FARES BY TIME.— Making Calls, Shopping, Etc.— 2s for first hour
and 6d for every additional quarter.
FOR AN AIRING INTO THE C0UNTRY.-3S for first hour, and 2s 6d
;

tional half-mile or part thereof.

;

;

for

each succeeding hour.

From midnight

till

5 a.m., Double Fare,

From

to 8 a.m., Falre

and a

half.

—
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^^^ Pf^ESS ON THIS GUIDE.
"A handsome, well-written, and finely illustrated Guide. The information
detailed and accurate indeed the book may justly be described as the most
complete Guide to the town and district that we possess."— /nwerftcss Courier.
" Contains almost everything that such a book ought to contain." Chronicle.
" The artistic and literary charms of this really excellent Guide shine forth
The illustrations vastly
from every page of the finely printed volume.
Author,
surpass anything hitherto attempted in any publication of the kind
artist, and publisher must be congratulated on sterling good work. "—^or?/t Star.
''
Mr Alexander Mackenzie, the well-known historian, has issued a pictorial
Guide to Inverness which will be invaluable to visitors." Dundee Advertiser.
'' Under the intelligent
guidance of Mr Mackenzie, the Tourist will return
with a much) more vivid im^jression of the scenery and historical associations of
these places than would have been possible with the aid of the average tourist
guide.
People's Journal,
"•
The town and its historic buildings are described in a manner that cannot
The Guide in all respects will prove a trustworthy
fail to interest the visitor.
and interesting companion."— Scoismaw.
'•It will take the foremost place among works of this ^ind..^''— Perthshire

is

;

.

.

.

Constitutional.

" This truly magnificent Guide contains a score of full-paged illustrations,
produced in a style much superior to that of any other district guide that we have
seen.'"— Oban Times.

" A model guide-book in every respect.
The illustrations are far above the
The whole Guide shows the literary expert at his best— or
usual standard.
rather in holiday garb -and deserves to have, as we have no doubt it will have,
a great circulation."— 06a/i Express.
''
Up till the present the Capital of the Highlands has practically been without a handbook to its many attractions but Mr Alexander Mackenzie, M.J.L,
editor of the " Scottish Highlander," and the greatest clan historian of the age,
has now stepped in and provided a guide-book which, by its outstanding excellence, at once takes up a premier position. —Obaii Telegraph.
;

XV.

Telegraphic

^f?<:Zre.<?.<?— *'

MackenziB, Inverness."

-THE Glendrostan Whiskey
THE PREMIER WHISKEY OF SCOTLAND.
Sole Proprietor—

ALEXANDER MACKENZIE
This ^lagnificent Old Mellow Whiskey, which

is

acknowledged to be

the finest procurable, and unrivalled for excellence of quality,
in

Wood and

is

supplied

Bottle, at
2i,tl-

aadl ^4/- per SailloMt

And

delivered, Carriage Paid, to any part of England or Wales in
Gallon Casks and 3 Dozen Cases or upwards, as may be required.

Samples on Application^ a7td Special Terms for Clubs and Hotels.

Very Large Stock in Bond

Extra

Select

for

Home and

Lipeur Glendrostan

Bstiilil£sb@€

AWARDED

Export Trade.
36/-

Per

Gallon,

£

SIX GOLD MEDALS.

THE HIGHLAND RAILWAY.

TOURS

By
Rock,

FOR THE

Wood,
and
Glen.

By
River,
Loch,

and

SUMMER HOLIDAYS

Sea.

THE DIRECT ROUTE TO

INVERNESS AND NORTH OF SCOTLAND
Leaving

Perth

the Line runs by

of Killiecrankie,

Grampians,

skirting

the

Dunkeld through the far famed Pass
Deer Forest of Atholl, over the

and through Strathspey, affording magnificent glimpses

Ben Macdhui and

the

Cairngorms,

past the ancient

Towns

of

of

Forres

(where the traveller can diverge and visit Elffin, with its magnificent
Nairn, " The Brighton of the North," to Inverness, the

Cathedral) and

Capital of the Hiehlands.
choice selection of Tours at

Parties staying at Inverness can have a

Reduced Fares.

From INVERNESS Northwards
the line skirts the Beauly Firth to Muir of Ord (from whence a Branch
Line has recently been opened to Fortrose) on to Ding'wall, from which
point the traveller can visit the far-famed Strathpeffer Spa, "The
Harrogate of the North," or proceed through grand and striking scenery to

Strome Ferry, and thence by steamer to the Isle of Skve and the Outer
Hebrides, visiting on the route Loch Maree and Gairloch, or proceed
North through Ross, Sutherland, and Caithness to Thurso and
Wiek, visiting John o' Groat's House, and thence by Steamer to the
Orkney and Shetland Isles.
The

ivhole

Route affords an ever varying succession of
Scenery,

and

the most Picturesque

the

FINEST SHOOTING & FISHING IN SCOTLAND.
Tourists Tickets are issued from the principal Stations in England and
Scotland by this Route, along which there is now increased Hotel and Lodging

accommodation.

For full particulars as
and Coach Connections,

to Trains, through Carriages, Tours, Fares, Steamer
&c., apply to the Superintendent of the Line, Inverness^

or the respective Station Masters.

Qtkmwt@B St#@l,
Head

Office, Inverness.

Gen-^ral

Manager.

:

GUIDE TO INVERNESS
AND

THE HIGHLANDS
HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE.

—>>-f^§-<—
PROGRESS IN RECENT YEARS.

Inverness,
)-^\
^-"^

to

the capital of the Highlands, in 1645

had

a population of only 2400; in 1798 of 5107; in 1831
In 1 861 it went up to 12,509, and in 1891
of 9663.
7000 in thirty years.
19,214, an increase of nearly

During the

last three

decades, in the early part of which,

mainly from 1861 to 1871, railway communication had been
opened up with the north and south, the town progressed at
rate previously unknown, and situated, as it is, in the
most central position both for water and railway communication, it is destined in the near future to become one of
In addition to the
the m.ost important towns in Scotland.
population resident within the Municipal boundary already
which practically form a portion of
stated, the suburbs
the town, and aU of which have come into existence and

a

—

—

grown up during the last thirty years the inhabitants
There
number between fifteen hundred and two thousand.

--

GUIDE TO INVERNESS.

2

'
t

a proposal on foot at present to bring

is

the
will

all

these within

Burgh boundary, in which case the town of Inverness
show a population almost double what it had a genera-

tion ago.

But

the

insignificant

increase

when

of mere
compared

population
with

general prosperity of the Burgh.

the

is

proportionally

increase

in

the

Before the advent of the

Highland Railway, Inverness was a poor place.
In 185 1,
had only 1701 inhabited houses as against 2519 in 1881
and 4312 in 1891.
And while the annual value of the real
property of the Burgh in 185 1 was only ;!^23,6o3 (nearly
^5000 less than it was in 181 5), the annual value in 1891
was ;^92,446.
The Corporation revenue in 185 1 mainly
consisted of the rents and feu duties of the Common Good,
In
and amounted to ;^,38oo.
1891 the revenue of the
Town Council and Police Commissioners from all sources
These figures indicate a great
amounted to £2j,Z6().
advance in the material prosperity of the burgh, felt to be
largely due to the Highland Railway system, and especially
to the location of its works and head offices in Inverness.
At present there are nearly 900 people employed in the
town in connection with the Highland Railway, of whom
The amount paid in wages and
about 800 are artisans.
salaries each year is above ;^6o,ooo, of which over ;i^5o,ooo
or ;^iooo a week goes to the artisan class.
The buildings in Inverness and its suburbs cover more
than three times the ground covered by buildings in
superior class of houses now in vogue
1855, and the
cannot be compared with those in existence then.
The
it

stagnation of Inverness prior to the introduction of railways

by a statement in the New Statistical Account
and parish published in 1845, ^"^^ compiled by
the minister of the parish with the assistance of Mr George
Anderson, solicitor, Inverness, one of the writers of the
" Guide to the Highlands."
At that time the proportion of
unmarried females above 20 years of age to unrnarried
is

illustrated

of the burgh

From]

INVERNESS MARKET CROSS IN

1726.;

'

Burt.l

HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY.

3

males of the same age was about four to one, a state of
things no doubt brought about by the want of employment in
the burgh then for
In

male population.
of Parliamentary electors
was 507, the total in the four

its

number

the

1847

in

the

burghs
town of Inverness
Of these voters
forming the Inverness District being 918.
there were 51 in Fortrose, 118 in Nairn, and 142 in Forres.
The number of Parliamentary electors in Inverness in
1 891
was 2543.
The Municipal constituency in the Burgh
in
First Ward, 133
1847 was 416, divided as follows
In 1891 the voters
Second Ward, 129; Third Ward, 154.
numbered 3101, made up of 1260 in the First Ward 901
in the Second Ward
and 940 in the Third Ward.
In 1875 P'ii"liamentary power was obtained to purchase
the undertaking of the old Inverness Water and Gas Company, and immediately afterwards a supply of fresh water
was introduced by gravitation the original total cost of
Within the past few years an
both being about ^100,000.
arterial system of drainage has been laid down on both
:

—

;

;

;

—

of the river at

sides

a total cost of ^10,000, while at the

same time several of the leading thoroughfares have been
laid down with granite cubes, and the foot-paths re-paved
Caithness

with

flags.
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Inverness

Its

cillors.

antiquity,

so

founded.
before

a Royal Eurgh, governed by a Provost, four
of Guild, a Treasurer, and fourteen Coun-

is

Dean

a

Bailies,

the

annals

early
that

The

it

shrouded

in

the

when

it

early Scottish historians agree that

Christian

founded by Evenus

who

are

impossible to say

is

era,
II.

the

Boethius

saying

that

mists

was
it
it

of
first

existed
" was

King of Scotland,"
Buchanan concurs, while
that " Evenus was a good

fourteenth

died 60 years before Christ.

in Burns' Chronology we are told
king
he made Inverness and Inverlochy market towns 60
;

years before Christ."

These statements have been disputed
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by modern historians but it seems establisbed that Inverness was at a very early period the Capital of the ancient
Province of Moravia or Moray which extended from the
Spey in the east to the watershed of the present County of
Ross in the west, and from Loch Lochy in the south to
the Kyles of Sutherland in the north.
It was " the seat of
the Pictish Government," and it is said " that Gaelic was the
only language and tartan the only dress at that Court."
Druid Temple, two miles and a half to the south of the
Town, and the vitrified fort, the remains of which are
still
distinctly
traceable on the top of Craig Phadruig,
sufficiently prove that Inverness was a centre of importance
in the days of Druidism and hill forts.
At Bona, a few
;

—

miles
fort

to

— "an

encircled

west of the
oblong square,

the

with an

reference will be

We

are told by

town,

are

rounded

irregular

ditch,"

traces

to

made later on.
Adamnan that Columba,

missionary to the

Highlands,

visited

the purpose of converting Brudeus

of

a

Roman

and
which more detailed
the

at

the

corners

first

Inverness

II.,

in

the Pictish

Christian
565

for

monarch

of that day, who had his seat at Inverness, to Christianity.
" Brude in his pride had shut the gates against the holy

man, but the

by the sign of the cross, and knocking
open of its own accord. Columba and
the king with those around
his companions then entered
him advanced and met them, and received the saint with
due respect, and ever after king Brude honoured him."
The saint is said to have performed wonderful miracles in
at

it,

caused

saint,

it

to fly

;

Inverness during his

visit

in

the

way

of casting out evil

and wise men.
He
held several conferences with men of position on that occaThe Pictish and Scottish
sion and converted many of them.
Kingdoms were in 843 united under the rule of Kenneth
MacAlpine, and Inverness lost the distinction of being a
Capital.
The town is supposed to have been the scene of
Macbeth's castle is
King Duncan's murder by Macbeth.
spirits

and defeating the

king's seers
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stood upon the Crown, and

said to have

ground,

railed

Terrace,

is

of

in

and planted with

pointed out as
referring

Boethius,

its

to

a circular plot of
behind Victoria

trees,

Bellenden, the translator

site.

this

5

point

says

— " Makbeth,

be

persuasion of his wife, gaderit his friendis to ane counsall at
Innernes, quhare

And because he
Banquho and

King Duncane happinit

to

be for the time.

fand sufficient opportunite, be

support of

he slew King Duncane,
the VII. yeir of his regne."
Shakespeare adopts this
version.
In 1056 Malcolm Ceanmore, in revenge of his
father's murder, destroyed the building in which it is said
to have occurred, and raised another castle of his own,
otheris

his

friendis,

overlooking the river, on the present Castle Hill.
In the

1

Inverness received

2th century

its

present

arms

under the following circumstances.
Richard I. of England
required a subsidy from William I. of Scotland— William
the Lion to assist in fitting out an expedition in the time
of the Crusades to the Holy Land.
Inverness contributed

—

so

liberally

that

as

a

special

mark

of

his

appreciation

William made a grant of arms to the town with the crucifix
in the centre supported as at the present day with the
elephant and camel on either side.
It
has been maintained by some that a charter was
granted to the town by Malcolm III.
Of this no authentic
but it is certain that a Royal Castle existed
on the "Auld Castle Hill" before the time of Malcolm
In the reign of David L, 1124-53, Inverness was
Ceanmore.
constituted a Royal Burgh and the headquarters of a

record exists

;

whose jurisdiction extended over the whole of the
North of Scotland.
The place was then described " Loca
Capitali per totum Regnum^^ or one of the Capitals or chief
places of the Kingdom.
In 1161 Malcolm IV. visited the
town, and in 1163 he made Shaw Macduff, who was
called " Mac-an-Toisich," or son of the Thane, hereditary
constable of the Castle as a reward for great services
rendered by him in suppressing a rebellion which had
Sheriff,
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broken out in Moray
hence the name of Mackintosh.
William the Lion, who reigned from 1165 to 1215, and
who had granted four charters to the town, visited Inverness in II 96.
By the second of these, granted in 11 80,
he undertakes to make a fosse or ditch round the burgh
on condition that the inhabitants shall " enclose the town
;

good

within the fosse by

"palings" were

of the
his

charter

last

by

secured

the

existence as

king

this

earlier

They

palings."
in

one

continues

as

By

1689.

the

all

privileges

David

by

granted

some

did so, and

late

and

I.,

a weekly market to be held in the burgh
Sabbath day in every
time coming " on the
Charters were also granted by Alexander II. (who

establishes
in

all

week."

Inverness in 1219, 1220, 1222, 1228-29, and
and 1237, on which latter occasion a

visited

1217

in

grant

of

lands

the

of

was

Merkinch

1236),

previous

confirmed

burgesses, by a charter granted during that
I

in

to

the

In 1233

visit.

he same king endowed a monastery of Grey Friars in the
At the Reformation the lands connected therewith

town.

were converted into a glebe, and the
a burying place.
A fragment of a
the midst of the graves
stery

that

He

in 1250.

which

in

now

remains.

is

site

of the Church into

pillar

still

standing in

the only remnant of the

Alexander

III.

mona-

granted a charter

afterwards visited the town in 1260 and 1263,

latter

year he ratified the Annual of

Norway

at

Inverness.

In 1229 Gillespick MacScourlane burnt the town, spoiled
adjacent Crown lands, and put to the sword ail who
would not acknowledge him as their sovereign.
For this
crime he and his two sons were afterwards put to death.
At this early period the burgh was noted for shipbuilding,
and its reputation extended to foreign countries.
Tytler
mforms us that in 1249, Hugh de Chastillion, Earl of St.
Faui, one of the richest and most powerful of the French
the

barons,

consented

Crusades,

and

that

to

accompany

the

ship,

Louis

which

was

the
to

IX.

have

to

the

borne
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him and
orders,

same
ship

his

vassals

and

fact,

says,

Inverness."

at

to

Inverness.

at

7

Holy Land, was

the

the

Paris,

by

his

to

the

built,

historian,

refers

"this Count Hugh built a handsome
Other foreigners repeat the statement.
Count who was ship-wrecked in the

In 12S0 a French
Orkneys had a large ship built for him at Inverness to take
the place of the ship he had lost.
In 1263 Alexander III. came to Inverness, when he ordered
a new pallisade to be erected round the Castle.
From the

Chamberlain's accounts the cost
only

amounted

^i

to

i8s

of

additional

this

while

gd,

defence

expenses

the

of

a

wooden roof, built within the
stronghold, is put down in the same accounts at ^J 19s.
The Castle of Inverness was recovered from the Cummings of Badenoch by Edward I., in 1303, after which it
was stormed and taken by Robert Bruce, who in 1325
wardrobe,

with

a

directed

and speedy

double

a

precept

the

to

the

justice at

Sheriff of
suit of the

Inverness

invading their privileges by buying or selling
of

them and of the
In 1369 David

liberties of the

who

II.,

in

to

do

burgesses against
in

full

all

prejudice

burgh.

November

of that year

game

north to Inverness to punish the Lord of the Isles, granted

a

confirming

charter

the

of

rights

the burgesses

to

the

and to the tolls and petty customs of
the town.
The same King was again at Inverness in 1380,
and also in 1382, when he granted various other charters
lands

of

Drakies,

to the burgh.

In

1400

Donald of the

threatened to give

by a large sum.

it

to

The

Isles

approached

the flames unless

Provost,

it

town and
was ransomed

the

pretending to agree to his

part of the ransom a
which he and his followers partook so
liberally that they
soon became helplessly drunk.
The
Provost, followed by the citizens, taking advantage of the
intoxicated state of the enemy, advanced upon them, sword
in hand, on the north side of Kessock Ferry, and " put
terms,

sent

quantity of

the

spirits,

Island
of

chief

as
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whole

the

indiscriminate

to

slaughter," except

Donald him-

In 1410 the Island chief
who managed to escape.
on his way to Harlaw, fully revenged himself upon the

self

inhabitants by burning the town and the oak
described as " one of the finest in the Kingdom."

bridge,

Shortly

James I. caused the Castle to be strengthened,
was again placed under the governorship of Mackintosh.
In 14 1 2 there is an entry of a payment by the
king to Alexander, Earl of Mar, for outlays and labour
during the war against the Lord of the Isles, and among
other items is one of ^'100 for lime which the earl had
after

this

when

used

it

a fortalice at Inverness.

in the reconstruction of

1427 James I. visited the burgh,
Parliament, on which occasion he held
In

attended

by

his

Court

in

the

a

Castle, to which all the northern chiefs and barons were
summoned, when several of them were treacherously put
to death
and among others, Alexander, third Lord of the
Isles, was imprisoned for twelve months.
After the Island
Lord regained his liberty he collected 10.000 of his followers*
and again burnt the town.
He at the same time laid siege
to the Castle, but failed to take it.
In 1449, his son and
;

successor, John of the Isles, seized the Castles of Inverness,

Urquhart, and Ruthven, and

by

Inverness

in

1455,

plundered

surprise,

it,

Donald Balloch took
and burnt t to the

ground.

James

I.

was again

Inverness in 1428,

in

when he granted

another charter to the burgh, dated the 28th of August in
that year.

In 1457 James II.,
October, confirmed

who was
all

Inverness on the 12th of

in

privileges,

rights,

Hberties,

and

infeftments granted by his predecessors, by a charter dated
at

Edinburgh

days

ten

later,

on

the

22nd

of the

same

month.
In

James

1458
II.

carpenters,

there

is

for

oak

lead

for

an

entry

planks,
the

in

Exchequer Rolls of
wages of workmen,
lime,
seven locks, and
the

iron,

roof,
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There is also another
Alexander Flemyng for work
and repairs done inside the building, and for a fort round
In 1462 John,
the walls thereof, by command of the king.

various other repairs

to

item of ;^i8 9s od paid

the

Castle.

to

Lord of the Isles, obtained possession of the stronghold.
In 1464 James III. visited the town and resided for some
days in the Castle, on which occasion he granted it
a new Royal Charter, ratifying and confirming all its
He granted another on the i6th of
predecessors.

May

1474.

In 1499
James IV. was in Inverness in November 1493.
he was again in the town, when he attended divine service
in a Chapel which stood on the Green of Muirtown, afterwards called the " King's Chapel,'^ but now, as well as

small

a

burying-ground attached

Two

houses.

been

having

years
ferried

to

later,

in

from

Inverness

it,

covered over with

he

1501,

is

same year the town was again given
Donald Dubh, son of Angus Og of the

referred

to

to

the

Isles,

as

The

Chanonry.

to

flames,

by

who claimed

the island Lordship.

1508 the Earl of Huntly became heritable

In

Sheriff of

and keeper of the Castle, which he retained,
with a short interval during which possession was obtained
of it by the Regent Murray, until 1629, when he gave up
both offices for a compensation of /2500.
According to
the History of the Macdonalds^ "power was given to him
(Huntly) to add to the fortifications
and he was at the
same time bound, at his own expense, to build upon the
Castle Hill of Inverness, a hall of stone and lime upon
vaults.
This hall was to be 100 feet in length, 30 feet in
breadth, and the same in height
it was
to have a slated
roof, and to it were to be attached a kitchen and chapel of
the

County

;

;

proper

This Castle, built

size."

in

1508,

appears to have

continued in existence, though in a ruinous condition,
to

1726,

Wade.

when
It

down

was repaired and extended by General
was on the model of the old baronial keeps,
it
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with

suffered

it

and

and

windows, spoiled the pleasant plenishing
books which it contained, "and brocht

library of

rich

nocht

to

all

It

greatly,

gates

doors,

and turrets, and crowwas occupied by the clans in 1639, when
for we are told that they broke up the

storeys, high pitched roof

four

stepped gables.

kingdom

within

resignation

house,

that

decorment,"

for

1629

in

both

inferior

few

to

On

decoration.

or

the

held

offices

by

in

the

Huntly's

him

were

conferred upon Sir Robert Gordon for hfe.
In

1

5

previous charters in favour of the burgh were

14 all

confirmed by James V.

The

Mr Thomas

Protestant minister,

first

town and parish
became necessary to have a second

appointed

the

to

in

Howieson, was

1578.

In

1638

charge, and in

it

1643,

for preaching in Gaelic to a Highland and Irish
regiment then stationed in Inverness.
The minister of the

a third,

third charge, however,

In

July

1555,

the

was not permanently

the punishment of caterans

1562 the unfortunate

In

and remained

several

for

of Guise,

visited

several courts in the Castle, " for

when she held

the town,

settled until 1766.

Queen Regent, Mary
and pohtical

offenders."

Queen Mary came to Inverness
days.
Her Majesty was denied

Lord Alexander
and the
Munroes, coming to her aid, the stronghold was taken,
the deputy-governor hanged, and his head exposed on the
Shortly before she was dethroned, in
top of the Castle.
1567, Mary granted a charter to the burgh "in favour of
divine worship, and of the ministers of God's word, and of

access

Gordon

to
;

the

Castle

but

the

by

the

followers

Mackintoshes,

of

Frasers,

the

the Hospital."

In 1587 James VI,, being then of lawful age, ratified
Queen Mary's Charter, and in 1588 confirmed it by another.
In 1589 Master Oliver Coult was elected by the Magistrates
as

the

pounds
thQ

first

Law Agent

Scots.

Provost

and

In

for

the

town,

at

a salary of sixty

same year James VI. granted to
Magistrates powers of Justiciary
and
the

;
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the same king granted the "Golden Charter of
Burgh" which ratifies all previous rights, and grants
new lands and privileges, many of which have since been
lost, such as the right of pasture, peats, fuel, and turf, on
the right
Craig Phadruig, Caiplich, Daviot, and Bogbain
in

159^

the

;

customs
and
and villages north as far as Wick
as a trading monopoly in all places between the burgh and
This monarch, however, never visited the
Tarbet Ness.
nor did, we believe, any of his Royal successors,
town
until the advent of her present Majesty, who has honoured
it on more than one occasion during her gracious reign.
In 1613 steps were taken for repairing and upholding
the existing bridge at an estimated cost of 3000 merks
The town authorities agreed to find a third of this
Scots.
amount, the remainder to be raised by a tax on the lands.
In 1624
In 1620 the bridge was carried away by a flood.
it was replaced. Grant of Glenmoriston supplying the timber
is
It
described as "the weakest that
for ^1000 Scots.

of ferrying on Lochness

from

all

;

-the

right to

exact petty

the towns

;

;

ever straddled over so strong a stream."

stood, however,

It

for fifty years after this repair.

In

1625

Duncan

successful merchant,
kintosh, the lands

Forbes,

Provost

purchased, from

of Culloden, and

Inverness, and a
Mackintosh of Mac-

of

became the founder

of

the present family.

In 1640 a woman from Morayshire, Margaret Cowie,
opened a school in the town, and this was considered such
an interference with the rights of the parish schoolmaster
that the

Magistrates passed a resolution

that

not be allowed to teach beyond the Proverbs

!

she

" should

"

Castle- was repaired and garrisoned, by the
under Sir James Fraser of Brae, who surrounded the town with a ditch, cut down a number of
beautiful trees in the Grey Friars' and Chapel Yards, and

In

1644

the

Covenanters,

erected a strong gate at the top of Castle Street.
it

was

besieged

by

Montrose,

when he

set

fire

In 1645
to

the

—
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town, but he failed to take it, being
outskirts of the
compelled to raise the siege and withdraw on the arrival
of General Middleton at the head of the Covenanters.
In
1650 it was taken by Mackenzie of Pluscardine and Urquhart
of Cromarty, who destroyed a portion of it which was not
restored until 17 18.

1652 Oliver Cromwell took possession of the town in

In

name of the Commonwealth, and in the same year commenced to build a fort, still called after him, on the east
side of the river, below the present harbour.

In 1664, on the 28th of September, the old wooden bridge
Ness, built in 1624, was carried away while in

across the

the course of being repaired.

The

incident

described by

is

a contemporary writer in the following terms

:

" The great old wooden bridge of Inverness was repairing,
and by the inadvertency of a carpenter cutting a beam that

betwixt two couples, the bridge tending that

way, ten
on the river, with about two
hundred persons men, women, and children on it.
Four
of the townsmen broke legs and thighs
some sixteen
all the children
had their heads, arms, and thighs bruised
safe without a scart
a signal providence and a dreadful
lay

of

the

old

couples

fell

flat

—

—

;

;

—

sight, at 10 forenoon."

In 1685, a fine stone bridge was erected in

and

its

place.

It

was built, partly at the
expense of the town, and partly by subscription.
Macleod
of Macleod,
Lord Lovat, and other lairds contributed
handsomely, and on that account their clans were afterwards
allowed to pass over the bridge without paying toll. Some
years after, however, Lord Lovat gave up his privilege to
the town for a consideration, and the Frasers had afterwards
Macleod of Macleod's coat-of-arms
to pay like other people,
was placed over the gateway of the bridge in special acknowledgment of his subscription towards the cost of its erection.
The subscriptions v/ere demanded, by the highest authority
—the Privy Council— from all pans of Scotland, as will be
consisted

of

seven

arches,

i>.

'%

WK
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seen by the following extract from the Presbytery of Brechin
records: "3rd March, 1680 Printed papers remitted by

—

—

Lords

the

His

of

Majesty's

voluntary contribution to be

Privy

appointed

Council

collected

in

this

kingdom

a
for

bridge across the

building a stone

great river Ness, near
were dispersed this day
through the Presbytery and through the ministers appointed

famous

the

to

make

years

recommended

later

— "29

March,

]

And
682— the Moderator

the upgathering of the voluntary contribution

Inverness to the ministers of the Presby-

for the bridge at
tery,

Inverness,

intimation thereof in their respective bounds."

two

again

of

city

according to Council."

What

the result of this

remit

and upgathering was has not been ascertained, but it is
curious that the appeal should have been made at such a
distance and to a people who could have but little interest
This bridge, built in 1685,
in Inverness and its surroundings.
stood until it was carried away by the great flood of 1849.
Some of the inhabitants of the town hit upon a novel
expedient for getting relieved of the bridge toll. One Sunday,
as the people were coming from church, they and their
minister were shocked to see a number of people playing
On being remonstrated
shinty on the green of Muirtown.
with, the Sabbath breakers alleged that they could not
pay the toll, and were therefore unable to go to church,
and that they had nothing else to do but to amuse

The

themselves.

the result that no

After the
to

In

1691,

minister, after

stationed an

prevent

regiment
the

was ever

Revolution

of

at

the

the

inhabitants

of the

continued

to the

first

of Episcopacy, the

Jacobite

Presbyterian

Magistrates

force at the doors of the parish church

admission,

arrived,

settlement

placing

abolition

armed
his

the

on Sundays.

after exacted

1688,

be warmly attached to Episcopacy and

cause.

to

minister applied to the Magistrates, with
toll

sent

by

and
order

was completed.

was

it

of

the

From

until after a
Government, that

not

this

period

till

the battle of Culloden the town continued to decline.

after
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;

I

*

I

I

'

!

\

j

:

The first regular service of letters between Edinburgh
and Inverness was established in 1669, when letters were
carried by foot-runners once a week, wind and weather
permitting.
But some years later an enterprising carrier
advertised that his waggon would leave the Grassmarket
for Inverness every Tuesday, God willing, and on Wednesday whether or no.
Soon after this, the letters were
carried on horseback, and then on single-seated
cars.
Since then the mail coach has come and gone to give place
to the railway train.
In 1675 the old quay at Portland
Place was built, and the new one in 1738.
Until far on
in the last century, fishing boats sailed up on the east side of
the Maggot to the foot of Chapel Street, thus making the
In 1698 the Town Council
plfiice
almost an island.
decided to get " two able shoemakers to come from the

The

south."

room

for

the

old

Town

present

Hall recently taken
beautiful

Municipal

down

to

Buildings

make
was

erected in 1709, on the site of Lord Lovat's town house in
that
in
I

year,

when

it

was

acquired

by

the

Town

Council

a ruinous condition.
In

I

1714 the Magistrates and

Town

Council, on

the

14th

of June, entered into a contract " for cleaning and keeping
the streets and lanes or common vennels of the burgh free
from muck, filth, dunghill, or other nastiness whatsoever,
both on this and the other side of the river," and the
contractor was taken bound to perform the " offices of a
scavenger, as is usual and customary in other parts of this
These extracts from the Council records completely
nation."
dispose of Burt and his remarks about the Magistrates and
" the shower," as well as of the statement by

that Inverness

was swept

at

Duke

Dr

Carrutbers

the public expense for the

first

Cumberland in 1746.
The first carriage seen in the town or neighbourhood
was one brought by the Earl of Seaforth in 171 5, when "the
country people, ignorant of the use and nature of such a
driver as the most important
vehicle, looked upon the
time by order of the

of
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connected

personajje

On

the

made him

accordingly

same

September, the

of

2th

1

admittance to

secured

trates

and

it,

in passing."

low obeisances
!

with

I5

the

year,

the

Magis-

Castle for the adherents

under the Earl of Mar, but they were
by a strong body of Royalists, led
bv Rose of Kilravock. In Captain Burt's time the Castle,
which was built of unhewn stone, consisted of twelve
apartments for officers' lodgings, offices, and a gallery.
of the

Chevalier,

shortly

after

expelled

Town Hall of that day, the same author
one room in it where the Magistrates meet
upon the town business, which would be tolerably handsome,
but the walls are rough, not whitewashed or so much
Describing the

says, " there

is

and no furniture in it but a table, some bad
and altogether immoderately dirty.''
In 1726 Captain Burt was stationed in the Castle.
For
some time after this there were only five dress hats worn in
as plastered

;

chairs,
i

being the property of the

the town, these

and the three
the

of

Soon

ministers.

Town

Council

took

after,

to

Sheriff,

Provost,

however, the members

wearing hats on

the days

The first of these dignitaries who wore
one was Deacon Young of the Weavers, and the people
stared at him so much on the first occasion on which he
of the meetings.

appeared
1

in

that he exclaimed, " Well, after

it,

man

but a mortal
In

1740

come and

man

the

like

Magistrates

settle

what

am

saddler

to

all,

yourselves?"
advertised

for

"a

the town," there being no such trades-

in

prior to that date.

Castle was for some time occupied by
and afterwards by Lord Loudon.
The
latter, however, on the 17th of February, 1746, retired into
Ross-shire, whereupon, after a siege
of two days, the
In

Sir

17415-46,

John

followers
Castle,

the

Cope

of

Prince

which, on

Charles

the

19th,

on their southward march.

who

obtained
they

It

is

blew

possession

up before

of

the

starting

recorded that the engineer

applied the match to the train laid for the destruction

6
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of the stronghold, approached the second time to relight the

and as he came near
when he was thrown into the

fuse

;

explosion took place,

the

it,

air,

along with the materials

His mutilated body was landed 300 yards
on the Green on the west side of the river
but
though he was killed on the spot, a little dog which
accompanied him is said to have completed the aerial

of the building.
distant,

;

journey, with the body of his master, quite unhurt.

The
up
in

night before the battle of Culloden the Prince took

his quarters

Church

a house belonging to

at

Street,

four

doors below

No. 43, now occupied
wine and spirit merchant.

Duke

of

Cumberland

Mr

by

The

slept

in

Lady Drummuir,
Caledonian

the

Alexander

night after the

the

Hotel,

Mackenzie,
battle

same room and

in

the

the

The house

same bed.

is said to have been the only one at
town that contained a room without a bed
in it.
The workmen, while pulling it down in 1843, came
upon two ancient-looking muskets, which had been conBuried under a large stone they
cealed in the north wall.
found a jewelled ring, and in another part of the building
a knife and fork with ivory handles.
In 1760 the first chaise for hire was kept in the town,
and the first baker only made his appearance in 1763.
The chaise was the property of a Mr Duncan Robertson,

that time in the

farmer, Beauly.

In

it

a

1765

hemp

factory

was

built

Cromwell's

at

Fort,

That
1790 employed about a thousand people.
turned out a large amount of manufactured goods is proved

which

in

from the

that in 1770-71 the quantity of linen

fact

for Inverness

numbered 233,798

yards.

As

late

as

stamped
1846

it

employed 300 hands.
The High Church was built in 1769-72, except the steeple,
The spire is, however, of
which is of much older date.
the same date as the Church and is not nearly so ornamental

as

Inverness

the

was

former
in

1770,

one.

and

The
one

first

cargo

coal

imported

sufficed

for

to

the
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population for a year.
in

the town

was

in

The

first

Ij

shop opened

bookseller's

1775.

broke out in a house which stood on the
Northern Meeting Rooms, during the
Court of Justiciary week, when one of the Judges, Lord
In

site

1779 a

of the

fire

present

Gardenstone,

who lodged

being burnt to death.

in

the

He was

rushed into his room, rolled

house, narrowly

him up

in

carried his Lordship through the flames
street,

at the risk of her

life.

All

the blankets

and smoke

his clothes

tailor

all

Sunday

to clothe

who
and

into the

were burnt,

and, being Saturday night, there was no help for

employ a

escaped

rescued by the cook,

him anew.

it

but to

His

fair

was afterwards rewarded with a life-pension.
In 1783 a thread factory was established in Inverness,
which gave employment to more than a thousand men,
It was discontinued in 18 13 when
women, and children.
the building, in Albert Street, was converted into dwelling-

deliverer

houses.

The Northern Meeting was

instituted

in

1788.

In

1791

and in the
and town Steeple were built
following year the Royal Academy, which in 1895 was
removed to the handsome and commodious buildings now
The old Gaelic
occupied by it on the Hill, was opened.
It was re-roofed, re-seated,
Church was erected in 1792.
and completely renovated internally in 1886-87.
The Caledonian Canal was commenced in 1803 and
opened for traffic in 1822, the passage from sea to sea
having been made on the 23rd and 24th of October in
that year.
The total cost was ^1,200,000.
The Northern Infirmary was opened for the admission of
patients in 1804.
In 1806 the first coach was established
between Inverness and Perth.
The Inverness Journal, the first newspaper established
in the town, was started in
The wooden bridge
1807.
was erected in 1808 at a cost of ^4000. In 181 1 the first
mail coach, driven by two horses, was established between

the

old

Jail

;
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Inverness and Aberdeen.

between

Inverness

In

1819

and Thurso,

a

coach

driven,

as

was
far

on

put
as

Tain,

four-in-hand.

In 1820 a steamer began to ply for the first time on the
Caledonian Canai-between Inverness and Fort-Augustus.
In 1826 the town was lighted with gas at a cost of

^^^

£^7S7i
for a

sum

common

^^ 1^59
of ^4872.

^^*^

In

waterworks were completed

^^s^

the

183 1

streets

were

laid

v/ith

anew with granite blocks, and
the foot pavements laid down with Caithness flags at a
More than .,^15,000 was expended on
cost of ;i{,6ooo.
drainage and street pavement within the last ten years.
In 1834-5 t^^ present Court-house was built on the site
The CathoHc
of the old Castle at a cost of some ;^ 10,000.
In 1837
Chapel in Huntly Street was erected in 1836.
sewers, causewayed

many years occupied by
was built.
In 1839 St.
In
John's Episcopal Chapel in Church Street was opened.
1840 the West Parish Church was built. Bell's Institution,

the

Free North

the

Rev.

off

Church, for

Dr George

Academy

Street,

so

Macka}',

vv^as

erected in

1841.-

In

1842-3,

the

Old Post-Office, now the Inland Revenue Office, was erected,
and it was opened for business in the following year.
In 1844 the Crown Prince of Denmark and the King
In 1845 the General Assembly
of Saxony visited the town.
of the Free Church was held in Inverness in a large
of Bell's
in
the playground
pavilion specially erected
Inverness in a similar
It was again held in
Institution.
building, capable of holding between 3000 and 4000 people,
in 1888, on the site now occupied by the Palace Hotel.
In 1846-48 the new prison, adjoining the Court-House
on the Castle Hill, wai^ erected the foundation stone having
been laid in July, 1846.
The Suspension Bridge at the foot of Bridge Street,
erected in place of the old Stone Bridge carried away by
the great flood of 1849, v/as opened for traffic in 1855.
The Free High Church was opened in 1852 and the
j
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Cathedral

in

I9

The new Free North Church

1867.

Avas built

1892-93.

in

In

and

it

was

the

first

1858

possible

Inverness and

the

1855
in

for

north to south by

time

{via

In

rail.

Perth, across Druimuachdar,

1862 the

In

first

Nairn Railway was opened

continued

Aberdeen)

1863

the

line

;

it

to travel from
from Forres to

was opened.

line north

of Inverness, extending from

thence to

Dingwall, was completed.

tinued

Invergordon, and

to

making

thus

Keith,

to

in

In

1864 to

1863

it

was con-

Meikle Ferry, and

In 1868 the Sutherland Railway
thence to Bonar Bridge.
In 1870 the
from Bonar Bridge to Golspie was completed.
The Duke of
Dingwall and Skye line was opened.
Railway
was continued from Golspie to
Sutherland's
In 1874 the Sutherland and Caithness
Helmsdale in 1871.
In 1884 the
Railway was extended to Wick and Thurso.
and in the same
Keith and Portessie branch was opened
year all these lines, together extending to 42 5 X niiles, were
amalgamated into one great system under the designation of
In 1885 the Dingwall and Straththe Highland Railway.
In 1892 the first section of the
pefifer branch was opened.
new line from Aviemore to Inverness, via Slochd Muick
and the Valley of the Findhorn, was completed and used for
traffic as far as Carrbridge, and the remainder of that line
;

is

now

in

course of construction.

The Hopeman

On

the

1st

extension

—2

of February,

When

it

is

finished

it

will

Inverness to Perth by 28 miles.

shorten the journey from

miles

1894,

— was
the

also finished in 1892.

new branch from Muir

of Ord, through the Black Isle, to Fortrose

was completed.

The Workmen's Club, in Bridge Street, was opened in
The Collegiate School, in Ardross Street, was built
1872.
in 1873.

The new Town Hall was erected m 1878-80 and formally
opened by His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh on
the 19th of January, 1882.
The Forbes Fountain on the
Exchange was put up in 1880. The Theatre Royal in Bank
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Street

was

Buildings,

built in

1882.

situated

in

The

the

Public Library and

Castle

Museum

Wynd, were opened

in

The new Barracks, forming the Depot of the 79th
Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders, and erected at a cost
of ^60jOoo, were completed in 1886.
The new High School
was built in 1879-81 and opened in the latter year.
The
1883.

General Post-Ofvice

in

Queen's Gate was opened

The New Markets, originally erected in
down in 1890, and re-built in 1890-91 at a
the old

site,

cost,

in

1890.

were burnt
exclusive of

of ^^7 158 is 2d.

The new Royal Academy
built in

1870,

Buildings

1894 and opened in 1895.

on the Crown was

—

;
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>y$^^Z-<o

Some

sing of

Rome and some

of Florence

Will sound thy Highland praise,

And,

till

Hope

fair

;

I

Inverness

some worthier bard thy thanks may buy

for the greater, but don't spurn the less.

make a city fair are thine.
The rightful queen and sovereign of this land
Of bens and glens and valiant men, who shine
All things that

Brigh.est in Britain's glory-roll, and stand

Best bulwark of her bounds

— wide circling sweep

Of rich green slope and brown empurpled brae,
And flowery mead, and far in-winding bay,
Temple and tower

And ample
Rolls

its

are thine, and cast'ed keep,

stream that round

fair

gardened

isles

majestic current, wreathed in smiles.

So

sang Professor John Stuart Blackie.
But a greatei
he sounded the praises of Inverness centuries ago.
Referring to MacBeth's castle, which is supposed to have
stood on the Crown, Shakespeare makes King Duncan
speak of its fine situation and balmy climate in the following
immortal lines
than

:

Jirtng

Duncan— TYns,

Castle hath a pleasant seat

Nimbly and sweetly recommends
Un'o our gentle senses.

Banquo—

...

I

have observed the

;

the air
itself

air

Is delicate.

Inverness is beautifully situated on a peninsula through
which the rapid and sparkling River Ness finds its way to
In ancient times nearly the whole of the
the Moray Firth.
town was on the right or east bank of the river, but it has
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during this century extended to the
there

is

now

a large population,

For

left

or west side, where

many handsome new

streets,

and beauty, the
surroundings of Inverness are unsurpassed in Scotland, and

and

residences.

villa

several

strikingly

richness, variety,

picturesque views of

may be

it

obtained

without having far to go, particularly those from the Castle

Tomnahurich, and Craig Phadruig.
Behind the town on the east side of the river a gravel
terrace rises to a height of about loo feet, beyond which is
a long stretch of fertile table land, extending to Loch Ness
on the one hand and the Spey on the other. The portion in
the immediate vicinity of Inverness is to a large extent
Hill,

over with handsome

covered

and

their beautifully

laid

gentlemen's residences,

villas,

out

lawns

and

gardens, mostly

within the extended Royalty or Municipal boundary.

A

further back the district

is surrounded on either
by a range of hills which shelters the
town from the prevailing winds and draws away the rain
Loch Ness never freezes, the lowest temperature
clouds.
which it was ever known to reach being eight degrees above

little

of

side

the

river

freezing point, while the lowest temperature the river flowing

from
it

ever attained was within four degrees— -36 Fahr.

it

— as

entered the sea after running a course of six miles from

its

The

source.

winds

which

sweep

along

these

warm

waters of the Loch and River Ness for a distance of thirty
miles,

and an

Lochy

farther west, lose

equal

distance

The average
minimum by

Inverness.

reduced to a
hills,

is

only 30 inches.

an average

much

there

is

over

Loch

Oich and Loch

of their force before they reach

rain-fall

during

twelve

months,

the influence of the surrounding

On

no rain

half the days
at

all,

in the year on
and during the other

it
falls in small quantities.
The average temperature
4&8, a record only equalled in Scotland by certain
favoured portions of the Lothians and the county of Moray.

half
is

Burt, in his famous Letters fro7n the Highlands more than
a century and a half ago, referring to the climate of the

—
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district,

says

:— " The

air of the Highlands is pure and coninsomuch that I have known such cures
as might be thought next to miracles— I mean

sequently healthy

done by

it

23

;

distempers of the lungs, as cough, consumptions,

in

A
well,

careful writer

describing

withstanding
exceedingly

it

who knew
about

fifty

the Capital

years

high latitude, the

its

mild,

temperate,

and

agOj

etc."

of the Highlands

says

"

that

Not-

climate of Inverness

Sheltered

healthy.

is

by

which surround it at a little distance on every
town is warm and comparatively dry, and its
temperature exceedingly moderate, even when the heights
Lying
the neighbourhood are covered with snow.
in
near the inland termination of the Moray Firth,' says a
late report on the sanitary condition of the town, 'and
well protected by surrounding hills, the cold north-east
winds v/hich, especially in spring, blow from off the German
Ocean, are felt much less severely here than more to the
while placed as the town is at the end
east and south
of the Great Glen or Caledonian Valley, which, with its
lateral mountains, acts as a mighty tunnel to carry along
•and conduct across the island the softness of the west coast
and situated
breezes without their usual excess of rain
between the Moray Firth and Loch Ness, the whole district
partakes of a free and mild atmosphere.
Hence snow
seldom lies above a few days on the plain around Inverness, and the severity of the frost is less than is frequent
The constant flow of a
about Edinburgh, or even London.
broad rapid river, which was never known to be frozen,
the

side,

hills

the

'

;

;

through the centre of the town, must also contribute very
essentially to keep up a due circulation of air, and to

promote the health of the inhabitants and the regular sea
breezes, which daily affects the lower parts, at least, of the
Having so far drawn
town, must add co its salubrity.' "
upon this report the writer proceeds to say for himself
" The scenery in the vicinity is so rich, so varied, and
viewed from the high ground, so extensive, that it is allowed
;
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be almost unsurpassed

to

in

Our author then

Scotland.''

well-known Dr MacCuUoch, who, comparing
Inverness with Edinburgh, in his Letters on the Highlands^
says "When I have stood in Queen Street of Edinburgh, and.
looking towards Fife, I have sometimes wondered whether
Scotland contained a finer view of its class.
But I have

quotes

the

—

my

forgotten this on

Inverness.
If a comparison
Edinburgh, always excepting its own
disposition, the Firth of Forth must yield alto-

made

be
romantic

is

to

gether and
thing

is

Inverness must take the highest rank.

done, too, for

wood and

cultivation

altogether a

the

Edinburgh.

round

more

various,
others,

;

Inverness

and nearer.
and each is

that

characters

richness, a variety,

miss
the

arrival at

with

can

Everybe effected by

of which

here have

and a freedom, which v/e
mountain scenes are finer,

The
Each

outlet

beautiful,

different

is

whether

we

from

proceed

towards Fort-George, or towards Moy, or enter the valley
of the Ness, or skirt the shores of the Beauly Firth
while
;

a short and commodious ferry wafts us to the lovely country
opposite, rich with woods, and country seats, and cultivation.
the boast also of Inverness to unite two opposed qualiand each in the greatest perfection the characters of
a rich open lowland country with those of the wildest Alpine
scenery, both being close at hand, and in many places
intermixed, while, to ail this is added a series of maritime
It is

—

ties,

landscape not often equalled." Inverness has now many other
attractions and advantages which it had not when these
descriptions of

it

were originally written.

It

is

the centre

and steamboat communication with every part of
Its roads
the kingdom, north and south, east and west.
and streets have been vastly improved, and it has been
most thoroughly drained into large intercepting sewers on
both sides of the river. It possesses many handsome public
buildings and the hotel accommodation so extensively prc)vided for visitors is in every respect unequalled in any town

of railway

of

its

size in

Great Britain.

PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS AND PLACES
OF INTEREST.
THE EXCHANGE.
Starting from The Exchange, in front
Hall, we shall accompany the reader through

of

the

Town

the town and

point out the principal places of interest within the burgh

and

in its

more immediate neighbourhood.

The Forbes Fountain,

on the centre of The Exchange,
town by the late Dr George
Fiddes Forbes of Millburn, who also bequeathed ^6000 to
the Inverness Dispensary, and ^4000 to the Royal Academy.
It
was erected by Messrs D. & A. Davidson, sculptors,
Waterloo Place, and cost ^520. Beneath it is

was

in

1880

gifted

to

the

clach-na-cudain,
the

palladium of Inverness.

the old
is

Town

For years

Hall, surmounted by the

now placed

within

the

railed-in

it

lay

Town
space

in

front

of

Cross, which
at

the

west

The Clach in more remote
end of the new Town Hall.
times lay in front of the Exchange, in the neighbourhood of
an old apple tree which grew in the gutter between the
On this tree, after the battle of
open space and the street.
Culloden, a Highlander was hanged by Cumberland's followers, on suspicion of conveying news regarding the king's
army to the followers of Prince Charles, and the tree is said
to have taken the matter so much to heart that it never
after showed any signs of life, and finally withered away.
The famous stone, a boulder of bluish colour, oval in shape,
It
is now ensconced in the base of the Forbes Fountain.
has always been looked upon with veneration by Inver^

—

,
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nessians

at

home and

antiquity, but

it

abroad.

Its history

and that

is

lost

in

remote

had its seat in
ages gone by were

said that in olden times

is

it

upon it
crowned many of the earlier Lords of the Isles.
How
it found its way to the
Highland Capital is a mystery, but
it
soon became an object of the greatest interest to the

the west,

natives.

acquired

It

or Stone

standing

its

modern name

I
'

of " Clach-na-cudain,"

the Tub,

from the following circumstances
The servants and lasses who were accustomed to carry tubs
or stoups of water from the river, before the days of water
works, by means of a pole across their shoulders invariably
" Hither the lads were
made the Clach a resting place.
also wont to resort, and, in those times, when the press had
not penetrated so far north, the neighbourhood of the Clach
was the grand rendezvous for telling and hearing, not only
'

the

of

news of the

:

parish,' but the contents of

many

a private

from outlandish parts, conveying intelligence of sights
and deeds which could not fail to astonish the natives. In
addition to being the headquarters for gossip, the locality

letter,

was notorious
effectually

won

for

courting,

and

many a

the affections of amorous

many a match was made,"*
The Clach has been designated by

Sir

lassie

fair

there

swains, and there

Walter

Scott, the

Charter Stone of the burgh, and the term " Clachnacudain
boy" is a sufficient passport to a meeting of Invernessians
in

any part of the world.

THE TOWN HALL,
which we shall now enter, is in the early decorated Gothic
The foundastyle, and covers an area of 700 square yards.
tion stone was laid on the 14th of August, 1878, and it was
Highness the Duke of
formally opened by His Royal
The contract
Edinburgh on the 19th of January, 1882.
price was close upon ;^ 10,000, to which falls to be added
;^25oo paid for a building at the back of the old Hall,
* Recollections

of a Nonagenarian

:

Inverness,

i

S42.

•

From Photo,

by]

INVERNESS town hall.

ID. Whyte,
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admit of the widening of the

to

furnishings, and ;^5oo for
and partly re-furnishing the Council Chamber
in
1894, making the total cost of the present handsome
Of this amount ^5000
building somewhere about ^14,000.
was bequeathed by the late Duncan Grant of Bught, for
many years Convener of the County, and son of James
Grant, an old Provost of the burgh, to be laid out upon

Exchange,

;^iooo

about

for

enlarging

The

the public hall proper.

Quarries,

building

is

of a

erected

fine

and very hard sandstone from the Overwood
the vicinity of Glasgow, from designs
by

light-coloured
in

Matthews & Lawrie, architects, Inverness.
On a large
pane over the centre window, in a gable with round towers
corbelled out on the angles, facing the Exchange, the Town

Arms

are

entrance

A

sculptured.
hall,

which

is

feature

the

of

continued

by

a

structure

groined

is

the

vestibule

leading to the principal staircase, the stained glass windows
of which are blazoned with the Royal,
Arms.
On either side of the main

splendid

Municipal

of

suites

offices

;

Scottish,

and Burgh

entrance
those

to

there

the

are
right

Town Clerk, and those on the left
Town Chamberlain and Treasurer and Collector
Police Commissioners.
Behind the Town Clerk's

being occupied by the

by

the
the

of

are two fire-proof strong rooms

principal offices

the

town

up

the

charters
staircase

tending the
the

to

from

feet

The

full

Castle

containing

Proceeding
and other burgh records.
we come upon the Public Hall, ex-

length of the building from

Wynd, 66

long,

feet

Castle

broad,

feet

35

Street

and 33

floor to ceiling.

centre window, presented by

Mrs Warrand

of Bught,

contains figures of Ossian and of Sir Walter Scott, appropriately

representing ancient and

modern

literature,

while the

smaller figures represent Justice and Religion.
In

the

marble

of

recess

the

of this
late

window stands a

Robert

Carruthers,

life-like

LL.D.,

bust in

for

many

years proprietor and editor of the Inverness Courier^ by his

—
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distinguished son-in-law, the late Alexander Munro, a native
of Inverness.

corner

In the

on the

left

stands an excellently executed bust, true to

of the

platform

of the late

life,

Dr Donald Macdonald, for 47 years minister of the
High Church, by Andrew Davidson, sculptor, Inverness.
The windows in front of the Hall are filled in with

Rev.

stained
clans

in

glass,

the

and with the arms of the leading Highland
following

order

from right to

window
Macdonald
Isles,

with the top panel in each

left,

beginning

:

Lord of the
1st.
Macdonald of Clanranald.

of

Glengarry,

and

2nd. Mackintosh, Macpherson, and Cameron.

Munro, Maclean, and Robertson.
Ross, Mackenzie, and Matheson.
Grant of Glen5th. Macgregor, Grant of Grant, and
moriston and
6th. Macleod, Campbell, and Mackay.
In the upper portions of the eastern window, facing Castle
Street, are the Royal, Scottish, and Town Arms, while
opposite, in the Castle Wynd end are shown the arms of
the Frasers, Forbeses, and Chisholms, three clans not of
3rd.
4th,

;

The other subjeds in either gable represent
Law, Agriculture, Education, Literature, and
The ceiling, which
the Incorporated Trades of the Burgh.
Celtic origin.

Art,

is

Science,

arched,

is

tastefully

some remote period we

panelled

with

shields,

intended,

at

be decorated with the arms
of the Provosts and other prominent citizens of the town.
The portraits hung up in the Hall, commencing with
those on the Castle Street gable are on the left when
fear, to

looking towards the platform, in the corner next High Street,
Provost William Inglis, of Kingsmills, who occupied the
position of Chief Magistrate from 1797 to 1800.

In the right-

hand corner, when looking towards the platform, is
Duncan Forbes of Culloden, Lord President of the Court
of Session, so justly famed in connection with the Rising of
1745.

This

painting

is

a

copy

by Grigor

Urquhart,

an
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Culloden House.

Next

Inverness

from the original

artist,

in

comes

A

full length portrait of Queen Anne, taken soon after
Peace of Utrecht, presented by Sir William Augustus
Next comes a life-like
Fraser of Ledclune, Baronet.

the

portrait of

Sir

Henry Cockburn

Macandrevv,

He was

from 1883 to 1889.

Provost

Inverness

of

knighted by the Queen

in 1887,

on the occasion of Her Majesty's Jubilee, and this portrait,
painted by Sir George Reid, President of the Royal Scottish

Academy, was subscribed for by Sir Henry's fellow citizens
and other admirers, and presented in their name by Mr

^neas Mackintosh
as

representing

1892.

The next

community, on

picture

31st

October,

—

original, in the

Duncan Forbes

Bodleian Library, Oxford.

of Culloden, Provost of Inverness in 1626,

and founder of the Culloden
is

Friday,

is

Macdonald, the ever-memorable heroine of the
a copy by Grigor Urquhart of Allan Ramsay's

Flora

'Forty-five

famous

of Raigmore, to Provost Alexander Ross,

the

in the

family,

in

a

suit

of armour,

next panel to the right.

Dr John

Inglis Nicol, Provost of Inverness from 1840 to
comes next, while on the other side of the doorway is
The Holy Family, long supposed to have been an original
painting by Sasso Ferreato, an Italian, representing John
the Baptist worshipping the child Jesus, while Joseph and
Mr FraserMary with anxious expression bend over them.
Mackintosh informs us that the picture was presented to
the Directors of the Royal Academy in 1799 by Mr James
Clark, a native of Inverness, who, " was long settled in
Naples as a painter."
Along with this painting he bequeathed ;z{^725 to the funds of the institution and ^150 to

1845,

the poor of the town.
Mr Fraser-Mackintosh adds that the
" As Mr Clark
picture " is of comparatively little value."

must have been a thorough judge, it is clear he would not
think of bequeathing an inferior painting to be placed in a
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prominent place
probability

is

of the picture
picture,

in

that

town of

the

those

his

entrusted

birth,

with

and the great

the

transmission

from Naples substituted the present

inferior

defeating the wishes of the testator, and doing his

a slur on his knowledge and taste.
Such
do not disappear, and it would be interesting to
know where Mr Clark's real picture is."* It is described in
the will as " The Holy Family Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, Joseph, and St. John by Sassoferreatto " one word.
General Sir Hector Munro, C.B., who represented the
Inverness Burghs in Parliament from 1768 to 1780, and
again from 1784 to 1802 in all five sessions is represented
by the first portrait on the Castle Wynd gable of the
Hall, while in the other corner we have one of
Major James Fraser of Castle Leathers, dressed in a
unique Highland costume, a brother of Alexander Fraser
This is also a copy by Grigor Urquhart of
of Culduthel.
the original (arlist unknown), which was in possession of
the late Sir James Fraser, Commissioner of the City of
London Police, who died in 1892, and is now the property
of his only brother. General Robert Macleod Fraser, London.
William Simpson, Provost of Inverness from 1847 to
1852, has his portrait on the left side of the centre front
window, while on the right is a portrait of
Phineas Mackintosh of Drummond, who occupied the
civic chair from 1770 to 1773; 1776 to 1779; 1782 to 1785
and from 1788 to 1791. It is a copy by Park, grandson of
Dr Robert Carruthers, of the original at Holme, presented

best

to

cast

paintings

—

—

—

—

—

;

by Mr Charles Fraser-Mackintosh, the Provost's great grandnephew, M.P. for the Inverness Burghs from 1874 <-0 1885
and for the County from 1885 to 1892.

THE provost's ROOM.
Leaving the Hall by the eastern door, the Provost's Room,
used as a Waiting Room, may be entered on

generally

* Letters 0/

Two

Centuries.

A.

& W.

Mackenzie, Inverness, 1890.

1»RINCIPAL BUILDINGS
the

3I

Several engravings of Old Inverness exhibited on

left.

are reproduced

the walls, two of which

found

be

AND PLACES OP INTEREST.

in

this

Guide, will

by those of an antiquarian turn
compare the present with the past.

interesting

mind who

like to

of

THE COUNCIL CHAMBER.
Proceeding

the

to

opposite end

of

landing

the

our way to the Council Chamber, a neatly
compact apartment, considerably enlarged
gallery provided in 1894, with a

the

wall as you enter

left

is

we

and

a

press

richly panelled ceiling.

a portrait by

find

furnished and

Syme

of

On

James

Robertson, Altanaskiach, Provost from 18 16 to 1818
1822
and from 1829 to 1831
and over
1824 to 1827
1823
the mantlepiece, one of the late Prince Consort, in full High;

to

;

;

—a

copy of one painted more than twenty years
Corporation of Aberdeen by Sir George Reid
President of the Royal Scottish Academy.
His Royal

land dress

ago

;

for the

now

was presented with the freedom of the burgh
when he was received by the inhabitants with
unbounded enthusiasm. Next, in the Castle Wynd corner,
Highness

in

1846,

of one of the Cuthberts, at one time Chief
Facing the fireplace is a painting of Sir John
Barnard, a London Alderman, Lord Mayor, and M.P.
who some time last century took charge of a bill regulating
the Ale Tax for the Inverness Corporation, and afterwards
as a memento, presented them with this picture of himself.
is

a

portrait

Magistrate.

OLD BURGH AND OTHER ARMS,

Two

Town arms,
be seen in the
staircase.
A few years ago they were discovered in a dark
cellar below the burgh court-house, along with several other
panels bearing the Royal, National, and

painted during the reign of Charles

local

curiosities

of antiquarian

what they were intended
of the

year

Town
1686,

Hall

which

is

built

for.

in

originally

stone bridge, carried

away

in

I.,

will

but

interest,

In
the

the

no one knows

Castle

Wynd

arms of the burgh

occupied
1849,

^nd

a

panel
in the

in

gable
in the

the old

Castle Street
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gable there

a well-cut

is

reign of Charles

coat

Royal Arms of the

of the

also from the bridge.

II.,

THE TOWN STEEPLE.
Opposite the Exchange, forming

and Church

Streets,

showing

stands

Town

Steeple,

the

the

a cost of ^1600.
masonic honours on
was completed in 1791.

1789,

and
spire

and

it,

it

is

it

and

brought

The

with

laid

very

doubtful

within

the

the

with

28th

It

of

features

and limits of a classic mould.
and court-house which adjoined
of an older jail, and of the Steeple itself,
lines

total cost of the old jail

built

on the

was £33So.

site

Of

this

sum

the

Town

Government, ;^iooo, priA-ate
the Northern Counties, ;^5oo.
Of
General Sir Hector Munro, C.B.,
subscribed ;^200, and in addition
the

Early

Council paid ^1250,

subscriptions,

the private

M.P.

then

for

century
twisted.

much

Steeple.

difficulty,

restored

to

Inverness,

presented the town with
the

the

and

;{^6oo,

subscriptions,

was struck by lightning and very badly

the clock in

with

of a

exists

Gothic

distinct

stone

August,

155 feet high;

is

example

a better

if

combined,

tower

Bridge

of

The foundation

built in 1789-1791, at

was

junction

and graceful proportions,
crowned by an elegant spire,

its fine

in

its

present

the

spire

was,

It

position,

the

James Fraser, painter, a local character, better known
as " Jamie Lazy," taking a prominent part in the work.
The bells, which were cracked on the occasion of some
late

special rejoicings, were afterwards contemptuously termed
" The Skellats " from the thin tin-pot sounds they subse-

quently gave forth.

Turning to the west end of the Exchange we now proceed
up the Castle Wynd, passing on the right a substantial,
central, but otherwise badly-situated building, erected for

a

PUBLIC LIBRARY, MUSEUM, AND SCHOOL OF ART.

The Library was opened
seven thousand volumes.

burg gave the very

in

1883.

Mr Andrew

handsome

donation

It

contains

Carnegie
of

of

about
Pitts-

^1750, a few

—
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ago

years

Council

Burgh.

the

of

to

pay

upon

debt,

him

and
the

the

is

only

in

course

of

Town

Freedom

The Museum, though containing many

interest,

local

Library

the

off

conferred

thereafter

33

of

reHcs

formation,

and

what such an institution in the Capital
The School of Science and
of the Highlands ought to be.
Art since 1892 is under the charge of the Public Library
Committee, under whose management it has received a
The next building,
decided and much required impetus.
on the same side of the Wynd, contains the

falls

far

short of

.

POLICE OFFICE AND BURGH COURT-HOUSE
where
month.
in

the

local

magistrates

preside

in

Passing up the brae we leave the

month

turn,

new

by

prison, built

right, after which we pass round to the
County Buildings and Court-house, which occupy

1846-48, on the

front of the

the site of the old Castle of Inverness.

FINE VIEW FROM THE CASTLE HILL.

Here a view presents itself which for variety and beauty
Immediately
unsurpassed in any part of the world.
is
below flows the river Ness. Further away to the north-west,
on the lower level of the valley, the Caledonian Canal
sweeps along between Tomnahurich and Tor-a-Vean, while
to the north the Moray and Beauly Firths stretch along for
miles.

Further

north

still

rise

against

the

horizon,

the

prominent among them the huge Ben-Wyvis,
and Sgur-a-Vullin, further west, in the direction of Achnasheen, 3429 and 2750 feet respectively above the level of
Immediately opposite, across the river, is Saint
the sea.
Ross-shire

hills,

Andrew's Cathedral. Beyond, about a mile distant, is Tomnahurich, and further away still, slightly to the north
beyond the Canal, stands prominently Craig Phadruig
Larach-an-Tigh Mhoir with its prehistoric vitrified fort
The large building in the distance, across
on the summit.
the Caledonian Canal, situated under the shelter of Creag
Dunain, in a line from where we stand, slightly to the right

—
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is the Inverness District Lunatic Asylum,
which usually contains from four hundred to five hundred
inmates.
Away to the south is a glorious view of the
great Caledonian valley reaching almost to the end of Loch
Ness, while far beyond Mealfourvonie towers majestically
above its peers.
To the south-east of the Castle, on an

of Tomnahurich,

elevated plateau, numerous
thickly

of

modern

studded, forming almost

them

within

district of

Leys

the
;

municipal

and residences are
Inverness, most
Beyond is the
boundary.
a

villas

second

the whole surroundings as far as

the eye

can reach forming one of the most charming and magnificent
landscapes in the kingdom. Those wishing to enter

THE CASTLE OR COUNTY BUILDINGS
may do

Here they

so.

where the

will find

a commodious Court-Room,

almost daily, where

Lords
Northern
Counties, twice a year, and where the County Council has
In the building will also be found the prinits meetings.
cipal County offices.
The County portion of the Castle, which is only two
storeyed but massive and lofty, was erected in 1834-35,
the foundation stone having been laid with masonic honours
It was built
on the 2nd of May in the first-named year.
by Mr Cousin, contractor, Edinburgh, from an elegant
design by Mr Burn, architect of that city, and afterwards
It is in the Enghsh castellated style of the
of London.
Tudor period, and was originally intended to be turreted.
It cost close upon ;^io,ooo, defrayed by a voluntary assessIn the Court-Room is a
ment spread over twenty years.
portrait by Raeburn, subscribed for by the county, of the
Right Hon. Charles Grant (father of Lord Glenelg) for
In a niche in the
several years M.P. for Inverness-shire.
main stair is a bust, by Park, of William Fraser-Tytler,
County Convener.
for many years Principal Sheriff and
The portion of the building occupied as a prison was built

of

Sheriff presides

Justiciary

hold

courts

for

the

whole

of the

the

^
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in the same style of architecture but with a more
and pleasing effect, much enhancing the strikingly
picturesque appearance of the whole structure. The foundation stone of this part of the building was also laid with
masonic honours, in July, 1846.

1846-48

in

dignified

HIGH STREET.

We

shall

now

at

the western

to

the

left

Street,

and

return by the Castle

extremity
Castle

into

Street

cut out of the

Wynd,

or by the gate

and turn
Domesdale

Castle grounds,

of the

(formerly

Barn Hills

to

called

form on that side a

better defence of the Castle), one of the oldest in the burgh.

By

either

Exchange.

we

route

In the

shall

soon find ourselves back at the

the far-famed establishment
to

Her Majesty

the

High

corner of Church and
of

Mr

P.

Streets

is

G. Wilson, jeweller

Queen and other members

of the Royal

family.

A

few doors eastward,

in

High

Street,

is

the head office

Caledonian Bank, opened on the loth of February,
It is one
1838, in which year the company was formed.
of the most ornate buildings in Inverness.
Immediately

of the

opposite, at the junction of Castle Street with
is

the

Young

Men's

Christian

Association

High

Street,

Buildings,

classical structure of the Corinthian order, erected

a

by public

subscription from designs by the late John Rhind, architect,

Inverness.

It

has a

striking

sculptured

group above the

entablature representing the three Graces, Faith, Hope, and

The ground floor, is occupied by Mr William
Mackay's clan tartan, tweed, and general drapery warehouse.
Proceeding in the same direction, the Royal Tartan Ware-

Charity.

house,

popularly

known

for

the

" Macdougall's," strikes the visitor as

last

half

century

as

one of the handsomest
It has recently been rebuilt from
buildings in the burgh.
the foundation, and to those who take an interest in our
Highland products it will amply repay a visit. The business
has not only been conducted for^more than 40 years under
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the special patronage of the Queen and Royal Family but
under that of almost every Court in Europe.
A little further on, on the same side, is the Highland

Club,

a

substantial

and commodious structure erected

for

1839 by the late Thomas Alexander Fraser,
twelfth Lord Lovat, the Grants of Glenmoriston, and Ballin-

a

hotel

in

Mackenzie of Kilcoy, and others, in opposition to
Caledonian Hotel.
The prominent building next door
past the Club is occupied by the British Linen Banking
Company.
A few yards eastward we pass, at No. 47,

dalloch,

the

the publishing office of

THE ''SCOTTISH HIGHLANDER" NEWSPAPER

& W. Mackenzie, proprietors and pubGuide, as well as of several well-known and

and of Messrs A.
lishers of this

Clan Histories and other works dealing with the
Highlands and the social condition of the people.
The last building on the right, in High Street, where the
extensive business of the Inverness General Post Office
was carried on from 1844 to 1890, is now occupied, on the
ground floor, by the Inland Revenue Office, and on the
second floor by the Government and County assessors for
also by the
Inverness-shire, and for Ross and Cromarty

popular

;

Government assessor
Petty Street
there

but
to

the

is

for Sutherlandshire.

eastward of High Street,
is a continuation
nothing in that direction of special interest

tourist,

he

unless

desires

to

visit

the

Cameron

Barracks, to which attention will be directed in our ExcurCulloden,

Cawdor

We

in

Castle, and to Nairn, by road
meantime accompany the reader
along Inglis, Academy, Chapel, and Shore Streets to CromCrossing to
•vell's Fort and the Longman.

sions

or

to

rail.

shall

the

INGLIS STREET,

we pass the Inverness
Bank in the right-hand

office

Town and County
Hamilton Place, directly

of the

corner, in

H
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The Wesleyan Chapel,

opposite.

a

neat

building,

yj

forms

the north corner at the other end of the Street.

ACADEMY STREET.
The Inverness

space at the top of

same
in

side.

of the

office

Academy

Immediately opposite

Academy

Almost

Lane.

of the

side

of

the

directly

the

star.ds

street,

Bank,

in

open

the

next passed on the

is

the

is

Imperial

Hotel,

and Baron Taylor's
facing the latter, on the right hand

the angle formed by

side

Royal

Street,

Railway

Station

Street

Hotel, forming one

Station

two

Square,

of

the

other

handsome blocks in the Italian style,
with a good deal of ornament.
One of these forms the

sides

consisting

front

elevation

principal

of

and
Company.

of the
of

offices

Station

the

the

other

In

1875

contains
£^'2-f>o'^

the

and

^8000 were spent on extending and improving
building, which was found quite inadequate
for the growing requirements of the steadily and fast inThe fourth side
creasing traffic of the last twenty years.
of the square is formed by Academy Street and the Royal
in

1

the

88 1

original

the

Hotel,

the Station.
is

latter

The

directly

facing

the

local office of the

in the corner of the

principal

entrance to

North of Scotland Bank

Hotel buildings.

monument commemorating the
and men of the 79th Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders who fell in the Egyptian campaign was erected in
In

1893

the

handsome

officers

the square in line with the

Academy

Street foot pavement.

and executed by
George Wade, sculptor, London, and subscribed for by
It was unveiled by
the officers and men of the regiment.
14th of July,
Lochiel, Chief of the Camerons, on the
is

It

of white

Portland

stone,

designed

Mr

1893, in presence of a great crowd.

UNION STREET.
Opposite the Station Hotel, Union Street, formed of four

handsome blocks
line

parallel with

of classic

High

dignity, strikes

Street,

to the

left

in a

and uniting Academy Street
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with Church Street.

1861-64 on the

in

and

insanitary

This beautiful thoroughfare was erected
of a number of narrow lanes, closes,

site

by

hovels,

four

enterprising

citizens

— Mr

Charles Fraser- Mackintosh, afterwards for eleven years M.P.
for

Inverness burghs,

the

Sheriff of

and the

The

Fort-William,

Mr Hugh

late

Mr Donald
late Mr

Davidson, presently

Rose,

principal buildings

in

Mackay,

George G.

the

solicitor.

Union

Street are the

Presbyterian Church and the Waverley Hotel on the
south

in

side,

Drummond

corner formed

either

Street

;

and on the

by

its

United
left

junction

or

with

right or north side, directly

— about

the centre and imbeyond the Union Street entry to the New
Markets the Music Hall, with shops underneath, and seated
to accommodate about 1300 persons.
The Bank of Scotland,
a strikingly fine and substantial building, is in the angle
formed by the junction on that side of Union and Church

opposite

the

last-named

street

mediately

—

Streets.

Continuing his course along

ACADEMY STREET
the reader, immediately after passing the Royal Hotel, finds

himself at the main entrance to

THE NEW MARKETS,
first

erected

including the

burnt

down

by

the

site,

in

Town

of ;^386o.
1889,

and

Council

in

1870

at

a

cost,

That building was, however,
re-erected in
1890-91— much

extended by the addition of a large hall capable of holding
from 3000 to 4000 people, and a new fish market at an

—

expenditure, excluding the value of the old

THE OLD ROYAL ACADEMY

site,

of £7iS^'

SITE.

Here on the right stood, until in 1895 the Royal Academy
was removed to the new premises on the Hill, a plain but
It
was the old Academy, originally
imposing building.
built by public subscription, and incorporated by
Royal
Charter in 1792, Until, in May, 1887, it was re-constituted

PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS AND PLACES OF INTEREST.
under

Endowments

Educational

the

the directors continued to be

(Scotland)

Act

39
18S2,

the Provost of Inverness, the

and Dean of Guild
the Sheriff of the county,
Moderator of the Presbytery of Inverness, five Commissioners of Supply, elected annually by their own body,
subscribers of ^s*^, and the heirs and successors of original

four Baihes,

;

the

^100

subscribers of

each.

Since the

new Inverness Academy

and Educational Trust Scheme under the above-named Act
came into operation, the governing body has been composed
of three representatives each from the Town Council, from
the Inverness-shire County Council, and from the Burgh
School Board.

The
of

old building

shops

and

is

now transformed

offices,

while

the

has been occupied by the great

into a

handsome block

play-ground

at

the

back

Posting Establishment of

Messrs Macrae & Dick, the well known horse-hirers, since 1895.
Almost directly opposite, Queensgate, a new street, strikes
westward, connecting Academy Street with Church Street
in a parallel line with and a hundred yards north of Union
Street,
The right hand corner, abutting on Academy Street,
of a very handsome block erected in 1896 is occupied as the
Inverness Office of the Lancashire Insurance Company, while
the western or corresponding corner of the same block is
occupied by the well-known firm of Morel Bros., Cobbett & Son,
Limited, wine merchants, of Inverness and London. The principal building

— the fine

central

block— on the north

NEW GENERAL
erected by the

Government

in

side

is

the

POST-OFFICE,
1889-90, at a cost of ^14,000.

and commodious structure is in
It
has a
the Renaissance style, freely and ably treated.
recessed centre, flanked with slightly projecting wings, and
is three storeys high, terminating in a fine rich cornice and
balustrade, the whole embellished with classic features and

This handsome,

finished

in

the

imposing,

very

best

polished

ample accommodation not only

ashlar

for the

work.

It

has

ordinary Post-Office
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growing telegraphic requirements of
Edinburgh and Glasgow,
Retracing our steps to
are the most extensive In Scotland.

work but

also

for

the

Inverness, which, next to those of

ACADEMY STREET
we pass

East Church on the right and looking
Street, observe the Artillery Drill Hall,

the Free

along

Margaret

on the

left,

while in front

DR

is

bell's school,

surrounded by an extensive playground, a very chaste buildwith a strikingly handsome and
in
style,
ing, Grecian
beautifully proportioned portico of six Doric pillars.
It

,

1

:

i

Until the Inverness Academy and
Scheme came into force in 1887 this
institution was managed by the Provost, Magistrates, and
Town Council, to whom Dr Andrew Bell, of Westminster,
author of the Madras system of Education, left ^10,000

was erected

in

Educational

Trust

1841.

three per cent consols, to conduct the school on that system,

done for many years.
In
was taken over by the Burgh School Board, under
whose management it is now conducted as one of their
which, however, had not been

1890

it

ordinary elementary schools.

Academy Street and continuing our
we pass Rose Street with its well-known
Foundry, new Ware Rooms and Offices, and the commodious
Proceeding

along

course shorewards
Drill

Hall of the Highland

This

street leads to the excellent

Rifle Volunteers,

on the

right.

GOLF COURSE
of nine holes which a few enterprising citizens and enthusiof the Royal and ancient game have laid out,
on the Longman, in face of many difficulties and
very considerable outlay, and thereby added much to the
and they have much enhanced
attractions of the town

astic votaries
in

1893,

;

Iheir

claim

to

the

gratitude

of their

having, in the most generous and
it

open,

practically

free,

to

the

fellow

tov/nsmen by

handsome manner, thrown
public.

We

are

glad
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to

that there
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every prospect of the complete course

is

of eighteen holes being soon obtained.

Entering Chapel Street we come upon

THE CHAPEL YARD,
said to have been presented

to

the town

of Castle Hill, but really included in

burgh

the

to

in

It

1557.

by the Cuthberts

Queen Mary's charter
an ancient place of

contained

known as St. Mary's Chapel, and the Cemetery of
St. Mary is referred
to in authentic records as early as
The Chapel was destroyed by Cromwell, the materials
1 36 1.

worship,

being
are

used

still

build

to

many

his

There
below.
tombs and gravestones

described

fort,

ancient and curious

Chapel Yard, although several, beautifully sculptured
and of great interest, were destroyed by the followers of
Prince Charles in 1746, after they blew up the Castle, because
the owners refused to join and follow them to Urummosie
Moor.
After the battle of Culloden this God's Acre was
used by Cumberland as a fold for cattle taken in from Lord
Lovat's estates, which were forfeited on account of his lordin the

ship's support of Prince Charles.
in

it

Among

other families buried

Drummond,

are those of Holme, Culloden,

Fairfield,

and

Kingsmills.

Leaving the Chapel Yard the

visitor

keeps to the

right,

handsome and substantial Railway stone
viaduct which crosses the Ness below the Wooden Bridge,
leaves the Harbour and Docks on the left, and soon finds

passes under the

himself

treading

across

a

soft

green

sward,

which

once

formed the area of
Cromwell's fort.

Cromwell took possession of Inverness,
named after him. It was
five years in building and cost ^80,000 sterling.
It was
a regular pentagon, with ramparts, bastions, and wet ditch.
Its west side was washed by the river
and the ditch, which
was supplied from the river, contained, at full tide, sufficient
In

and

1652

in

Oliver

1653 began to erect the fort

;
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depth and breadth of water to

was

breast-work

three

storeys

a

float

small

bark.

constructed

high,

of

The
hewn

stone and lined on the inside with brick. The sally-port lay
towards the town, and the principal gateway faced the north.

The latter was approached by a strong draw-bridge of oak,
over which was a stately structure, bearing the motto " Togam
tuentiir

armaP

From

the bridge the passage to the citadel

lay through a vaulted passage, 70 feet long, having seats

each

on

In the centre of the area stood a large square

side.

and second of which conpowder magazine, granary and provision store,
while the highest was fitted up as a church. The building
was covered with a pavilion roof, surmounted with a neat
steeple containing a clock and four bells.
At opposite sides
of the area, within the ramparts, stood two large buildings,

edifice, three storeys high, the first

tained

each

the

four

high

storeys

—one

English

the

called

building,

—

having been built by English masons the other the Scotch
The fort
building, having been the work of Scotsmen.
altogether had accommodation for about 1000 men.
Crom-

was

well

of

it,

no

at

loss for the materials required in the erection

nor was he scrupulous as to the means employed to

Chapel

The

them.

procure

in Inverness,

Church

and

St.

Mary's

Chanonry were all demolished
fir woods of Strathglass
share towards the erection of the wooden

and the Episcopal
to furnish

Greyfriar's

the monasteries of Beauly and Kinloss,

castle of

the stonework, while the

contributed their

— the

oak used having been brought from England.
annoyed the Highland chiefs, who had writhed
under the iron will of Cromwell, that at their request, and
in acknowledgment of their loyalty, it was demolished in

port of

it

This

fort so

1662,

after the Restoration of Charles II.

the old

Academy, and most of the

The

town were

{^x\.

is

still

built

of the

its

stone bridge,

The

materials.

outline

of the

and the ramparts along one of the
day almost entire while in some places

quite distinct,

sides remain to this

part

of

The

oldest existing houses in

outer wall

;

may

still

be seen.

The southern
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commodious
From this
point a good view can be obtained of Fortrose and FortGeorge, on either side of the Moray Firth, about twelve
entry to the ditch has

which

wet-dock,

miles distant, as

been

widened

part

of

forms

well as

the

of the whole

a

into

harbour.

surrounding country

in all directions.

We now

retrace our steps, and, passing under the Railway

new Waterloo
between ;^8ooo and ^9000
and declared open by Mrs Provost William Macbean on 26th
February, 1896. Turning at this point to the left we proceed
by Waterloo Place, and leaving the Maggot Green on the
right, again pass the Chapel Yard.
Arriving at the angle
of Academy and Church Streets we keep to the right, and
continue our course along the latter until we reach and turn
first, on the right, into
Frl-vrs Lane, and then into Friars Street.
Passing
a few doors in the latter, also on the right, we come upon
Viaduct, turn to the right and take a look at the

steel girder Bridge, built at a cost of

the entrance gate of

THE GREYFRIARS CHURCH YARD
which is usually kept locked, but the key can be obtained
from the sexton, whose office is inside the Chapel Yard

On

gateway.

visitor is the

entering,

of a red granite

from the

the

that

object

first

strikes

only remains of the old monastery

Town

column

in

good preservation.

records that the

stones

of

— the

the
shaft

appears
monastery

It

the

were used by Colonel Lilburn, commanding the Protector's

A

troops, in 1653 for building Cromwell's Fort.

on

will

be

observed

built

in

the

south

wall

little

further

a figure in

armour with the head and arms broken off, supposed to be
a portion of the monumental tomb erected to the memory of
John Stuart, Prior of Coldingham, natural brother of the
In its
Earl of Moray, who died at Inverness in 1563,
original position the effigy

represented the prior " lying on

a couch with his head resting on a Bible."

More

recently
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has been suggested that the effigy

it

of Alexander

Stuart,

Lowland army
was Justiciar

at the battle of

of note

including

are

of

principal families buried

Macleans
and there
Chisholm
1776 and

that

the

in

and
to

from 1779 to 1782

;

down

are the

it

Mackintoshes

memory

of

Inverness

of Colin

of

of Dunain,
of

Borlum,

Dr William

from

Munro

The

1606.

to

Baillies

the

Provost

of Buntait,

Many

Churchyard,

Greyfriar's

Mackintosh

monuments

are

the

in

Dochgarroch,

of

may have been
who commanded

plausibility to the suggestion.

interred

Chiefs

the

Mar,

of

Harlaw in 1411. His lordship
the north and he died at Inverness in

which lends

1435, all of

men

for

Earl

to

1773

of Granada,

son-in-law
and of several other well-known Highland
names.
Cameron in his History of Inverness says " This
Monastery of Greyfriars was presented by Alexander II. in
1233, and was occupied by an importation of Greyfriars from
St. Johnston or Perth.
The buildings, which are said to
have been spacious and elegant, were destroyed by Alexander of the Isles when he burnt the town in 1428. After
his

—

;

they were rebuilt, but not so well as before.
The
second suite of buildings were thrown into ruins at the
Reformation, and their destruction completed by Oliver
According to
Cromwell to aid the building of the fort."
" Nonagenarian " a passage from the Monastery communithis

cated

with the

Church which

now occupied by
says, in the

time.

the

originally

stood

High Church, evidences

shape of arched

walls,

were found

on the

hill

of which, he
in

his

own

Returning to

CHURCH STREET
we continue our course

for

a short distance

until

we come

to

THE GAELIC CHURCH,
which

is

reached

entrance to the

a few

yards

before

our

arrival

High Church and Church Yard.

at

the

There

is

nothing striking about the Gaelic Church, but within

is

an elegant oak

pulpit.

It

was

at first called the

it

" Little
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Desk

and

"

came,

it

" Nonagenarian

not

and

"

became

it

the

Culloden,

from

but

alleged

as

Holland,

an auctioneer's rostrum.

originally used there as

way

from

others,

property

of Janet

45

Sinclair

some

In
of

by

being

E attar,

mother of William Robertson of Inshes
and according to
the Session records, under date of ist August, 1676, that
gentleman made a gift of it to the Church in return for
two pews in heritage forever: "for which two pews the
said William did give the little desk belonging some time
to his mother."
It was the same lady
the owner of this
;

—

curious

pulpit

burying

place

—

— who
of

erected

very

the

Robertsons

the

of

handsome

Inshes,

still

family
in

fair

Church Yard gate.*
The Gaelic
Church was erected in 1792 on the site of an older one
built in 1649, ^^^ which, after the battle of Culloden, was
used as an hospital and prison for the followers of Prince
Charles.
Among them were Provost Hossack, and ex-Propreservation,

the

inside

Fraser of the family of Achnagairn, both of whom
were supposed from their lukewarmness to the House of
Brunswick to have been secret supporters of the Stuarts."
These two magnates were, however, released on the following day, through the mediation of the minister.
The Church
was completely gutted out, re-roofed, floored, seated, and
internally renovated in 1886 and re-opened for public worship
vost
"

in

January 1887.

place

of

the

old

A

platform and desk has

now taken

the

carved pulpit, which has, however, been

placed on the right of

its

less

interesting

substitute

and

is

used on special occasions.
Immediately entering the Church Yard, we come upon

still

THE HIGH CHURCH,
erected

in

1769-72,

and seated

;^iooo sterling, excluding

for

i860 people, at a cost of

square

tower attached to it,
which belonged to the ancient Church.
One of the bells
which it contains was, according to tradition, brought by
the

* Invernessiana^ p.

II 5.

_ ^^^
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Cromwell from the old Cathedral of Fortrose, destroyed by

him to procure material for his fort, already referred to.
This Church was re-seated and otherwise internally improved
There are several handsome monumental tablets
eminent persons connected with the town and
neighbourhood inside the building, while outside in the
Church Yard there are a few ancient vaults and tombstones.
Several of Prince Charlie's followers were shot here by
Cumberland's orders the day after Culloden, and a headstone on which the executioners rested their muskets while
taking aim at the unfortunate victims is still pointed out.
Leaving the Church Yard we immediately come upon an

in

1891.

erected

to

ancient-looking building, directly opposite, popularly

known

as

THE OLD ACADEMY,
was built with materials from Cromwell's Fort.
In 1668
was bequeathed to the town by Provost Alexander Dunbar, as an Hospital, and it was afterwards, until the opening
of the Royal Academy in 1792, used as the Burgh Grammar
School, when its funds, amounting to £^0 per annum, were
made over, and are still paid by the Town Council to that
institution.
The building was subsequently used for various
It
it

purposes,

work

When
.an

such

society

parish

as

female

library,

rooms, and for the

fire

the cholera raged in the town

hospital,

then

poor house

as a

;

school, female
engines of the burgh.
it was again used as
and more recently it
the sale of beer and

has been at the same time used for
the head-quarters of a lodge of Good Templars.
In

Church

Greig
farthest

Street

Lane,

directly

Bridge,

corner,

the fine

left-hand

tower and

which,

Suspension

lofty

spire,

erected in

leads

to

the

noticed,

in

the

opposite,

will

be

church,

with

massive

its

1892 by the Free North

Congregation at a cost of ^9500.
The whole of the south side of the

It

is

Lane
the schools and

this handsome building,
and the old manse, while the opposite
Church Yard wall.

side

seated
is

offices
is

for

1450.

occupied by
attached,

lined

by the
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Proceeding along Church Street, and crossing

we

side

remaining
stair,

numbered

enter the court

example

the old Commercial Hotel
the

for

very

town

the

in

since the one in the Castle

new Town

common

every house

in

in

Hall.

of

the

Wynd

to

its

west

look at the only

turnpike

ancient

was removed when

was pulled down to make room
These stairs were at one time

Inverness,
principal

the

to

71,

47

the

second

streets

storey

being,

almost

in

until

a

com-

by them from the outside.
The Commercial Bank of Scotland, in the angle formed
at this point by Fraser Street is next passed on the same
side.
At the other end of Fraser Street on the left will be
observed the Free High Church, with its graceful and
elegant spire, and, on the right, the Fraser Street Hall,
built in 1826 for an Independent Chapel at a cost of ^800,
with seating accommodation for 650 persons, and until
Immediately opposite
a few years ago occupied as such.
the Commercial Bank is Queensgate (which at this point
connects Church and Academy Streets) and the new Post
Office buildings described at page 39.
Higher up on the opposite side we observe past No. 34
the Church Street entrance to the New Maikets, and im-

paratively recent date, entered

mediately afterwards
1839.

of

Then comes

Union

Street.

St.

the

John's

Bank

Almost

Episcopal

Church, built

in

of Scotland, forming the corner

directly opposite

is

the site of

LADY DRUMMUIR's HOUSE
where Prince Charles Edward Stuart lodged the night before
and the Duke of Cumberland the night after the battle of
The spot on which this
CuUoden, referred to at page 16.
old and historic building stood is now occupied by the
business premises of Mr Alexander Mackenzie, wine and
Four doors further on we pass
spirit merchant, at No. 43.
on the same side the Caledonian Hotel, facing Union Street,
and in the opposite corner, the well-known Highland ornament establishment of Messrs Ferguson & Macbean, jewellers
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Royal

His

to

members

Highness

Prince

the

Wales

of

and other

of the Royal family.

Bank Lane

Leaving

Inverness office of the

the

right

we

National

Bank

of Scotland on

on

pass

next

same side, and the Northern Meeting Rooms, a
commodious building, directly facing it, on the left.
by subscription

built

the

instituted

in 1789, the

Meeting

The

previous year.

itself

the.

the

plain but
It

was

having been

building was

originally

three storeys high, but having been injured by an explosion

powder which took place in its neighbourhood in 1801 it
was re-erected in its present form.
It has since then, however, been almost altogether internally reconstructed.
A few
steps more will take us to the Steeple Corner forming the
junction of Church Street with
of

BRIDGE STREET
Exchange and in front of the Town Hall, from
which we started at page 25. The first place of interest in
a continuation westward of High
this street, which is

at

the

next lo the steeple already described,

Street,

is

THE workmen's CLUB,
established

in

1872

by

the

late

Mr Donald

Macdougall,

the original founder of the business carried on so long
so successfully at the Royal Clan Tartan Warehouse.

side.
is

It

open

building

known

contains
to

visitors

on the

a good library

the

on payment of one penny.

right

hand

side

is

hand
and reading room and

about half-way along the street on

situated

and
It

of the

street

left

The
has

last

been

for centuries as

QUEEN Mary's house,
so called from the fact

Mary

1562, to put

of

that

Huntly,

the

who came north
down an insurrection

of Scots,

had been

refused

beautiful

as
in

far

but
as

entrance

to

in

by the Earl
the Castle by
house, and held

that year

the Governor, whereupon she occupied this

unfortunate

Inverness
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Court

within

for

it

joined

her

several

days,

and Munros,

kenzies, Rosses,

standard,

in

reduced

the

until

answer

Erasers,

49

Mac-

a proclamation,
stronghold, gained
ad-

the

to

Her Majesty's orders hanged the Governor,
Alexander Gordon, who at the time held it for the Earl
of Huntly, in front of the building.
The outside of the
mittance, and by

house has since undergone considerable alterations.

Having now arrived at the principal Suspension Bridge
by Government in 1850-55 at a cost of ^26,000,
the reader may turn to the right and proceed along Bank
erected

Street on the east side of the

river

if

he wishes

to

obtain

a nearer view of the Free High and Free North Churches

whose front elevations abut on the street and face the river,
and of the Theatre Royal, a neat, comfortable, and wellarranged play-house sandwiched half-way between them
He may then cross the Greig Street Foot Bridge and return
along the left bank of the river by Huntly Street, leaving
Free Church, and the West
the new " Queen
Street "
Parish Church, originally built at a cost of ;!{^2ooo, on the
had seating accommodation for 1800 persons,
right.
It
and was opened for public worship in 1840. The small spire
by which it is surmounted contains a couple of bells.
A
few years ago the Church was entirely re-seated and otherA large hall has been erected
wise internally renovated.
in connection with it, and when required it is let for public
purposes, very much adding to the comfort and convenience
at elections and on other important occasions of those who
reside
farther

on

west

the

up

the

side

street,

of the river.
the

A

building, erected in 1836 at a cost of ;i^2ooo,

450

persons,

continuing

is

in

passed,

the

same

soon

after

direction

short

distance

an

elegant

Chapel,

Catholic

which

will

find

and seated
the

for

pedestrian

himself at the

western end of

THE TRAFFIC SUSPENSION BRIDGE
which connects Bridge Street and the principal thoroughfares on the east of the river with those on the west side of
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it.

The

visitor

may,

if

so disposed, forego the whole detour

much consequence
on either bank of the
Ness can be seen to excellent advantage from the Suspension Bridge.
The view from the Bridge itself is also
very fine, particularly up the river and right and left of
it to and far beyond the Islands.
Young and Tomnahurich Streets are a continuation of
Bridge Street and High Street across the bridge, and it is
slightly the shortest but by no means the most pleasant route
The visitor should proceed by
to Tomnahurich Cemetery.

just described without losing anything of
for nearly all the places

;

referred to

NESS WALK

He

along the river bank.

on

the

Palace

right,

and

then,

From

Hotel.

pass the Victoria Hotel

will first

next

this

door,

point

is

the

got

recently

perhaps

and Castle

erected
the

best

anywhere
Passing along Ardross Terrace, which forms
in Inverness.
the angle between Ness Walk and Ardross Street, those
wishing to visit Tomnahurich Cemetery without first seeing
the Islands will turn to the right and proceed along the
on the left, first, Saint Andrew's
latter street, leaving
Cathedral, next the Northern Meeting Park and Stands,

view

obtainable

and, at
.four

western

the

Castle

terminus, the

Hill

Collegiate

School, these

buildings with their grounds forming the entire length

of the
this

its

of

south side of Ardross

Street.

The

more

direct

route to

thoroughfare

is

the

continuation of

Tomnahurich

Cemetery, but instead of proceeding in this direction we
would ask the reader to accompany us along the river bank
from Ness Walk to the Ness Islands, thence round by the

Bught to Tomnahurich Cemetery, and back to Inverness
by the Cemetery Road, Ardross Street, and Ness Walk.
Following the left bank of the river, immediately after
passing the angle of Ardross Terrace, we come upon
SAINT ANDREV^'S CATHEDRAL,
Standing

in

the

right-hand

corner,

with

Eden

Court,

the

5*

1
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of

seat

sconced

the

Bishop

among

of

Moray,

the trees

a

and

Ross,

short

distance

Caithness,

behind

it.

5

en-

The

foundation slone of the Cathedral was laid in 1866 and that
of

Eden Court

opened
1S78.

in

The former was completed and

1876,

and the latter finished and occupied in
1869
The Cathedral cost some ^20,000 to build and the
in

;

Both were erected from designs
Alexander Ross, architect, Inverness.
The Cathein the English Middle Pointed Gothic style and is

Bishop's residence ^8000.

by
dral

Mr
is

166 feet long, 72 feet broad, and SS feet high to the ridge
of the

roof.

The

to carry the towers

original

up

intention

to a height of

of

200

was

the

architect

feet,

but the funds

available at the time did not admit of the complete design

being carried

out.

A

little

further on

is

THE NORTHERN INFIRMARY,
opened for patients in 1804, the foundation stone having
been laid with full Masonic honours on the 6th of May,
there was a great procession and general
1799, when
It
was
turnout of the brethren and of the public.
originally built by pubHc subscriptions and donations, and
The
has ever since been maintained by similar means.
pedestrian may from this point continue along the west
bank of the river to the upper bridge leading to

THE NESS ISLANDS
but we recommend him

;

to cross to the

east or right

bank

by the Haugh Suspension Bridge, and on the other side
proceed by the Lady's Walk, formed on the narrow embankment between Eileanach House and grounds and the river,
until, at the end of the high wall on his left, he arrives at
the small wooden bridge which crosses an offshoot of the
Ness and leads him into the first of this beautiful and unique
group of Islands, which, with the exception of the Malks and
the series of elegant chain and neatly constructed wooden
bridges by which they are united, are in their natural state,
covered with wood, shrubbery, dense foliage, and wild

—
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forming one of the lovehest sylvan
any community in the kingdom can boast of,
and which no visitor to the Capital of the Highlands should
flowers,

altogether

retreats

that

fail

to

The

see.

farthest

away

of the

islands

is

exactly

a mile from the Exchange.

During the

last century it was the custom of the Provost,
and Town Council to entertain the Lords of
Justiciary when on Circuit to a sumptuous banquet on the
largest of these islands, at which salmon, caught in the
river before the eyes of their Lordships, formed the most

Magistrates,

interesting

not

if

and Hollands

the

principal dish,

— which

" while

claret,

brandy,

were sold, even here,
at prices which, at the present day, one can hardly credit
flowed in great abundance."
Having roamed through these
shaded and lovely groves we cross to the west side of the
river

in

those days

by the elegant bridge shown

turning

the

to

left,

leave

the

mediate neighbourhood on the same
passing the Bught Mill on the left
Canal, towering behind

on the

it

— with

in

our illustration, and,

General's
side.

Well

We

in

the

im-

then proceed,

— Tor-a-Vean,

across the

Bught House and grounds

right, to

TOMNAHURICH CEMETERY,
which we are now traversing,
Looked
above the level of the sea.
at from the east or west, Tomnahurich Hill appears exactly
like a boat or ship turned upside down, and the top, which
is thickly studded with handsome and costly monuments, has
been laid out in the form of a ship's deck. The well-gravelled
circular hollow below the general level, in which the carriage
The southern portion,
road terminates, represents the hold.
considerably higher than the other end, shows the quarter
rising abruptly out of the plain

to a height of 222 feet

deck,

while

the

deck of a large

remainder

vessel,

is

laid

out

like

and gradually narrows

the

ordinary

at the northern

extremity to the form of a ship's prow.

The
enter

adopting the Islands and Bught route will
Cemetery by the southern gale and, if in good

visitor

the
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climb to the top by a zig-zag foot-path in the

heart, can

face of the

S3

hill.

He

will,

however, find

it

much more

pleasant

round and up the west side to
the top, from which he will see the most extensive, most
diversified, and most beautiful panorama imaginable.
The
view of Inverness and its surroundings the Moray Firth,
with Chanonry Point and Fort-George in the distance, the
Soutars of Cromarty, with the Sutherland hills far beyond to
the north, and the fertile plains on the opposite side of the
Firth to Morayshire in the east
is, except that from Craig
to follow the carriage drive

—

—

and away the best that can be obtained
in
the neighbourhood of the town, and perhaps anyLooking to the west and north the mountains of
where.
Strathglass and Ross form a splendid background, while the
Phadruig,

far

magnificent view to the south

— the

along the great Caledonian

Ness rushing along in front, the Caledonian Canal sweeping around the base of Tor-a-Vean, the
handsome villas forming new Inverness on the hundred feet
terrace on the opposite side of the river, and the back
setting of hill and dale, mountain and valley, culminating on
a clear day in a glimpse of Loch Ness at the foot of the
towering and majestic Mealfourvonie and its giant companions must be seen, not described.
The reader, if fond of walking, can now proceed by the
Caledonian Canal right bank to the steamboat wharf,
cross at the upper Muirtovvn lock, and walk by Balnafettack
farm house to the top of Craig Phadruig, distant about
But the average
a mile from Tomnahurich Cemetery.
tourist will make that a separate and more comfortable visit
from Imerness, and in the meantime return by the northern
gate at the superintendent's lodge, along Cemetery Road,
Valley

River

passing

THE COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
already mentioned on page 50, in the right hand corner as

This institution was built from
he enters Ardross Street.
by .Nlr Alexander Ross, Inverness, and opened

designs
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in

1873.

It

is

conducted on the same system as the great
its pupils being prepared for admis-

English pubhc schools,

and Woolwich,
where many of them have been very successful and reflected
Passing the Northern Meeting Park,
credit on the school.
its two grand stands, and the Cathedral, the visitor in a
few minutes will find himself back at his hotel, having now
seen, if he has followed our guidance, all the places of
interest in Inverness and its vicinity, except
sion direct to the Universities, to Sandhurst

CRAIG PHADRUIG,
a v/ood-capped rock about a mile and a half directly west
from the town, on the summit of which, 555 feet above
sea level, he will discover one of the best specimens of the
pre-historic

vitrified

forts

in

the

Kingdom.

These ancient

remains are known among the Gaelic-speaking natives as
" Larach an Tigh Mhoir," or the Site of the Big House,
and the place is supposed to have been the residence of

King Brude, where he was called upon in the sixth cenby Saint Columba during his visit to Inverness.
But
this is by no means certain.
The vitrified matter forms a
rampart 270 feet long by 103 broad, and some very good
specimens of vitrification stones melted and welded together
by some firing process now unknown can yet be seen in
great quantity.
So many theories have been broached by
learned antiquarians regarding the origin of this and similar

tury

—

—

vitrified

remains that

it

would take a very bold man

to

express any decided opinion on the subject.

Craig Phadruig may be reached on foot by Huntly Street,
Greig Street, and Fairfield Road, crossing the canal by the
upper lock at the steamboat wharf and proceeding up the
ascent past the farm house of Balnafettack to the top
in

a cab, by Telford

Road and Muirtown

west bank of the canal to Balnafettack.
the

or

From

this

point

must be completed on foot.
the summit is one of the most magnifi-

remaining short

The view from

;

Bridge, along the

distance
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cent,

extensive,

and

possible description can
his

heart's

content

varied

do

it

in

the

justice.

the reader can

Highlands,

and

After enjoying

return

to
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no
it

to

Inverness by

either of the routes already described.

Having now completed the tour of the town and its vicinity,
we shall invite the reader to accompany us over the principal tourist routes in the Highlands.
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INVERNESS TO BEAULY, MUIR OF ORD, AND
FORTROSE IN THE BLACK ISLE.

Starting from
after

the tourist, almost immediately
Railway Station, crosses the River Ness

Inverness,

leaving the

by a massive stone viaduct of nine arches, five of which,
7 J feet span each, cross the bed of the river, with two of
20 feet span on land, across the streets which run at
either end of the bridge.
From this point, for about half
a mile, a very fine view is obtained on the left of the Ness
Tomnahurich on
Valley and the Great Caledonian Glen.
the east bank of the Canal, rises abruptly from the level
plain on which it stands, while further to the north-west,
on the opposite side, Craig Phadruig, with its pre-historic
Kessock Ferry, by which
vitrified fort, meets the eye.
ihe

Moray

the

right,

Firth

is

crossed

point

the

at

and on the farther shore
the

l^lack

Isle,

while

towering

Ross-shire

summits

in

noticed

in

the
the

the

hills

distance

Canal

Ross-shire,

into

where
rises

the

gently the

massive
in

its

is

is

the

passed on

Firth
fertile

begins,

lands of

Ben Wyvis and other

neighbourhood

beyond.

Basin

Beauly

An

training

rear

their

of

interest

ship

Briton,

object

formerly the Bt'illianf.

Crossing the
train pulls

up

Caledonian

Canal by a swing bridge,

at the old-fashioned fishing village of

the

Clachna-
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above, a few yards past the

and opposite the bridge by which the high road
crosses the railway, a desperate Clan battle was fought in
1454 between the Munros of Fowlis, who were returning
home with the fruits of a raid in the south, and a band
of Mackintoshes, who pursued them.
This engagement
has been commemorated by a tall obelisk erected in 1821
on the highest point of the rock, by the late Major H.
Robert Duff of Muirtown.
On the side facing Ross-shire,
the country of the Munros, it bears the word " Monro,"
and on the south side the words " Clan Chattan," with the
Station,

legend "

The Tutor of
Has inter rubus ossa conduntur."
He
who led the Munros, was severely wounded.
an arm and was left for dead on the field, but after-

Fowlis,
lost

wards recovered.
Mackintosh, who

Malcolm Og, grandson of Mackintosh of
was not present, the

" led " the other side,

battle being over before

he arrived on the scene.

Closely skirting the Beauly Firth, the train next pulls up
at

Bunchrevv station, near which, surrounded by a clump of

tall trees,

close to the seashore, stands

Bunchrew House

in

which the famous President Forbes of the 'Forty-five was
The extensive manure manufactory belonging to Messrs
born.
Cran & Co. is at the railway platform. As the traveller proceeds westward, the valley begins to open up to the left,
until, at Lentran station, it extends to a wide expanse of
level

country, while

away

in

the

distance,

straight

ahead,

stand out prominently the great mountain sentinels of Strathglass,

to

and Strathconon, some of which

Glenstrathfarrar,

an altitude of 3400

feet.

Across the Firth,

to

rise

the north,

Red Castle, the oldest inhabited residence in the Highlands,
having been originally built by William the Lion in 11 79,
nestles among the surrounding woods.
At this point the coach road, which hitherto ran close to
the line, takes a detour to the

left.

Following the railway, the next station

minutes

after

leaving

it

the

train

passes

Clunes.
A few
through the lands
is
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of Easter

Here was

and Wester Lovat.

residence of the Erasers, and

it

from

is

situated the ancient
this

particular spot

Leaving these two fine farms on the
right, the river Beauty is crossed by an iron girder bridge
from which, and as the train glides towards the Beauly railway station, the imposing modern residence of Lord Lovat,
erected in 1885, may- be seen on the left, rearing its turrets
above the wooded eminences which adorn the extensive
policies by which it is surrounded.
The new mansion house
built on the site of Castle Dounie, described by Sir
is
Walter Scott in his "Tales of a Grandfather," and destroyed
This
by Cumberland's troops after the battle of Culloden.
splendid modern mansion is in the Scottish baronial style,
with heavy masonry built of old red sandstone from the
Redburn quarry, about two miles from Beauly, on his Lordship's own estate— with mullioned windows, bill-roofed turrets,
It is 300 feet in length with an
and crow-stepped gables.
average width of 80 feet. The main building, which contains

that they take their

title.

—

86 different rooms, including the family Chapel, consists of
a western tower, a central block of private apartments, and
an entrance tower, flanked by a central tower 100 feet high.
It is altogether a picturesque and imposing pile, distinctly
seen from either road or rail, a prominent and striking
object in the beautiful and varied landscape by which it is
on every side surrounded.
BEAULY.

The venerable
Beauly,

John
tions

is

of the

ruin

well worth a

Priory, close

visit.

It

to the village

was founded

of

1230 by

in

Bisset, then proprietor of the district, but several addi-

were subsequently made
a

to

it

by successive Lords Lovat.

noble and graceful building, though for

It

is

a

roofless

ruin,

principally of the leading families of the

holms,

and

monuments

the

many

years

and now only used as the burying-place,
Mackenzies

of note,

it

armour, of the famous

of

Erasers, the Chis-

Gairloch.

Among

contains a recumbent effigy,

Kennelh-a-Bhlair,

seventh

other
in

full

Baron of

^

^
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in

A

1493.

north are the restored ruins of the ancient church

where a shocking tragedy is said to have
1603, when the Macdonalds of Glengarry,
under Allan of Lundie, set fire to the sacred edifice, a
thatched building, while the Sunday service was proceeding.
The church was crowded with a congregation of the Mackenzies of the district, and not a soul man, woman, or
was allowed to escape.
But the horrid deed was
child
soon after amply revenged by the friends of the victims,
who pursued the Macdonalds and put almost every one of
them, in the most merciless manner, to the sword. The Lovat
Arms Hotel, the principal one in the village, is first class.

of Cilhechriost,

place

taken

in

—

—

The

next station, after leaving Beauly,

Junction, where the Black

is

MuiR OF Ord

branch,

Isle

FOR FORTROSE AND ROSEMARKIE,

main

the

joins

line.

Here

all

passengers for

parts

all

of

change carriages and enter the Fortrose
train at the platform on the left.
The Black Isle Railway, which was opened for traffic on
the 1st of February, 1894, opens up a new and attractive
route for tourists, and brings the Royal Burghs of Fortrose
and Rosemarkie, which in recent years have been getting so
the

Black

Isle

popular as seaside resorts for those

in

search of health and

pleasure, within an hour's journey of Inverness.

immediately

almost

slowly along a curve

comparatively
Mulbuie,
miles,

is

crosses
of 11

uninteresting

covered

by

crofts

skirted on the

left.

main

the

line

The

train

and proceeds

chains for 460 yards through a
country.

and

The

crofters'

slope

of

the

houses

for

six

After passing through several

and having to the right obtained several peeps
slope and hills on the opposite side of the
Beauly Firth, of which a particularly striking view as well
which extend along its
as of the Inverness-shire hills
southern slopes for miles— is got at this point, on the
plantations,
of

the

Aird

—
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same

side

a few yards distant, and just before pulling up

at Redcastle Station,

KILCOY CASTLE,
restored in 1890 by

its

owner, Colonel John

Mackenzie, towers prominently on the
inhabited,

is

as

it

left.

Edward BurtonThis castle, now

stands a particularly good

specimen of

more modern castle, which came into vogue during the
half stronghold and half
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
the

—

family residence

— combining

considerable strength, elegance,

Tradition says that it was a hunting-box of
and comfort.
the Kings of Scotland, and the Stewart arms, supported
by a crown, are carved on a gablet cf the large round
Mr Alexander Ross, architect, Inverness, who
west tower.
it
was a simple
restored the castle, says of it that

quadrangular structure, with overhanging turrets at the
angles, and round towers at the diagonal corners, by which
the side walls were effectually flanked and protected, while
the small entrance door, situated in an angle of the tower,

The lower part of
was covered by the adjoining doven.
the building was covered by a hall and circular vault, all
roofed in

A

stone.

led to the upper

circular

flats.

stair

in

The dining

the

south-east tower

hall occupied the

first

above the kitchen, and on the lintel over the fireplace,
which bears the date of 1679, v^ere three elegantly carved
coats-of-arms, one being that of the founder of the family,
Alexander, third son of Colin Cam Mackenzie, XI. Baron of
Kintail, and his wife, Jean, daughter of Thomas Fraser
Alexander
of Strichen, to whom he was married in 161 1.

flat

Mackenzie, the first of the family represented by the present
owner, has a charter of the lands of Kilcoy, Drumnamarg,
and Muirton, in 1616, and a Crown charter of the Barony
of Kilcoy in 1618.
castle,

until

of Kilcoy,

its

The

last

restoration,

of the family

was

Charles

who

lived in

Mackenzie,

the

VII.

who was born in 1756, married in 1781, and
The old roof remained intact until about i860.

died in 1813.

A

little

to the right of the

Railway Station

is

Killearnan
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Free Church, a plain and common-place building, and immediately below the Church, but not seen from the train, is
the ancient

and

thickly-wooded

historic stronghold of
hills

— to

— the

Red castle,

sheltered by

western one of which

is

the old

and east of it, which form a
striking feature in the landscape on the right as seen from
the carriage windows.
Leaving Redcastle Station the train
Gallows

Hill

the

north

proceeds through a gently-sloping valley, passing the Free

Church Manse and a continuation of the Mulbuie crofts
left slope, with the farmhouse of Linnie on the right.
It then enters another hollow, with broken plantations on
either side, in course of which nothing of interest is seen
from the train until Allangrange is reached and left behind.
Immediately on leaving this Station the line passes under a
bridge over which the county road from Kessock Ferry to
Conon Bridge and Dingwall is carried, and skirts a young
plantation on the right, after which the first sight of the
Ord Hill, 633 feet above sea level, also on the right, is
obtained, the hills and mountains of Inverness-shire, still
further off across the Firth extending for miles east and
Here also, away to the north on the left, a passing
west.
glimpse is got of the massive Ben Wyvis, rising to an
From this
altitude of 3429 feet above the level of the sea.
on the

the

point

train

passes

through low-lying

over more or less with plantations

all

the

country

way

covered

to

MUNLOCHY STATION
up a few yards distant from the pretty village
snugly ensconced and completely sheltered
in from the north, east, and west, in the valley below.
Munlochy has an inn, a Free Church, a bank, doctor,
public school, post, telegraph, and postal order offices, a

where
of

large

the

it

that

pulls

name,

hall,

other

a

fine

before entering the
is

company

Rifle Volunteers and all
modern civilization.
Just
Station the Munlochy Burn and valley

accompaniments

crossed over an

of

of

embankment

53

feet

deep and a large

62
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culvert

for

From

stream.

the

this

point

a

view

fine

is

obtained of Munlochy Bay, with the famous Craigiehow of
Fingalian and fairy romance towering, and as
its

if

guarding

entrance, on the right bank, in the angle formed by the

Moray

junction of the bay with the

forming

coast

Firth, of

here comes into view, the

siderable stretch

which a conInverness-shire

a magnificent and far extending setting on

Immediately opposite Munlochy, on
between the village and Ord Hill, the summit
of which is crowned by the remains of a vitrified hill fort, is
the

opposite

the

slope

side.

DRUMDERFIT, OR THE RIDGE OF TEARS,
on which was fought a most sanguinary clan conflict. In
1372 a body of Maclennans from the west invaded the
eastern portion of Ross and pillaged Tain and Chanonry.
Returning westward they encamped for the night on this
ridge.
Hugh Fraser of Lovat, at the time King's Lieutenant
North, having heard of their depredations resolved to

in the

them.
Collecting his men, he marched
encampment, and by the aid of the Provost and

punish

of Inverness who, in

terms

of a

met him, he put every man

of

preconcerted

them

to

the

to

their

citizens

plan,

there

sword, except

one individual who concealed himself unobserved under a
" Lopan," a primitive kind of cart, from which, according
to

tradition,

farm

of

his

descendants,

Druim-a-deur,

years, derived the

name

or

who

afterwards

Drumderfit,

occupied the

hundred

four

of Loban, modernised into Logan.

The Frasers and Macraes who then
in the Aird, as vassals of the

assistance of the citizens

for

of

resided

at

Clunes

Frasers of Lovat, secured the
Inverness

under the following

The Maclennans had sent word to the
Provost from their encampment that unless Inverness paid

circumstances.

a heavy
fire

to

ransom the invaders would cross the Firth, set
town, and put the inhabitants to the sword.

the

Provost Junor

made

and as an earnest of

a pretence of agreeing to their proposal,
his intention

and good

faith,

despatched
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a large quantity of strong liquor to the camp. The Maclennans being greatly fatigued and without provisions, eagerly
fluid, and then fell into a promeantime the wily Provost collected
the stoutest and most warlike of the citizens, ferried them
across Kessock during the night, and meeting the Erasers
and Macraes, who had just arrived as previously agreed upon,
joined them and at once attacked and slaughtered every
soul in the camp, except the one man already named.
The
ridge is still thickly strewn over with cairns to commemorate
the dead, and it is to this day known as " Druim-a-deur,"
anglicised Drumderfit, or the Ridge of Tears.

partook of the intoxicating

found slumber.

In the

From IMunlochy

to

Fortrose

the

country

is

and the remainder of the journey becomes most

On

leaving the Station

the train

for a

short

very pretty
interesting.

distance runs

through a gently-sloping valley, skirting a thickly-wooded hill
In a few minutes Rosehaugh Gate Lodge is
on the right.
passed on the left, and immediately afterwards Rosehaugh
House, the beautiful Highland residence of Mr James Douglas
Fletcher, owner of the lovely estate of that name, is observed
picturesquely situated on a slight eminence on the left,
surrounded by its fine wooded poHcies, gardens, hot-houses,
and all the other accompaniments of a modern millionaire's
mansion.
Proceeding through a cutting the train in a few
minutes passes under a bridge by which the county road
from Dingwall and Kessock Ferry to Avoch and Fortrose
crosses from the north to the south side of the line.
The
Rosehaugh valley, through which the Avoch Burn runs on the
beautiful, and a striking object on its
is extremely
left,
northern slope is the ruin of old Avoch House, burnt down
some years ago, but still surrounded by its grand old trees
A little above it, on a terrace,
and well-kept gardens.
Away to the south on the prostands Ardendeith Tower.
montory bevween Munlochy and Avoch Bay is the prettily
wooded hill on which once stood the ancient Castle of Avoch,
but it is not seen from the Railway until Avoch is reached.
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This fishing village had,

in 1891,

a population of 1817, several

churches, a branch of the Caledonian Bank, a public school,

and a tweed
tending far
coast

and

portion

The view here from the
Moray Firth, along

factory.

out

the

into

for miles inland

— the

ex-

southern

landscape, comprising a large

Moray

and

Nairn,

Inverness,

of

railway,
its

and beautiful beyond description.

shires

—

varied

is

At Avoch, those desiring

to visit the interesting site of

THE ANCIENT CASTLE OF AVOCII
must leave the

turn

train,

the

to

along a pretty private road

and walk or drive
late Mr James

right,

made by

the

Hetcher of Rosehaugh several years ago, almost to the
summit of the Hill, distant a mile and a quarter and 390
feet above sea level.
The Castle, of which only the foundations can now be traced, stood on the summit of Ormond
Hill, now called Lady Hill, probably from its chapel having
is deIts situation
been dedicated to the Virgin Mary.
scribed by a writer of the seventeenth century as " Castletown
I

;

,

with the

ruins

of a

called

castle

the

Castle

of

Ormond,

sundry Earls, and last to the
It held a commanding position both
Princes of Scotland."
as regards land and sea, and no enemy could approach it
from either without being observed by the occupants of the

which hath given

castle

long before

existing

describes

as

Andrew Moray

to

they could
in

which

being

in

accounts
it

styles

of

get

there

near

possession

Bothwell, a

"lord

The

it.

any

is

of

earliest

mention

the

of great

of

Regent,
bounty,

it

Sir

of

sober and chaste life, wise and upright in council, liberal
and generous, devout and charitable, stout, hardy, and of
great courage," who retired to it from the fatigues of a
warlike career, died in it in 1338,
" Cathedral Kirk of Rosmarkyn."

and was buried

The

in

the

castle subsequently

passed into the hands of the Earls of Ross, but on their
forfeiture in 1476 it was annexed to the Crown, and in
Ul. created his own second son, James
1487 James
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Stewart, "

May,

Duke

1503,

called

Prince

the

resigned

hands, but during his

INIajesty's

richly-endowed

having received the

Dunfermline,

of Dingwall for the ducal
style of

Ormond, and Earl of
Ardmanach."
On the 13th of

of Ross, Marquis of

otherwise

Edirdal,

6$

title,

life

he reserved

Ormond

the Hill of

Ardmanach

Marquis, and the Redcastle of

Thus we had,

Abbey

dukedom

the

of

into

the

his

Hill

for the
for that

remote district of the Black
Isle, one of the regular appanages of the Royal family of
Scotland
and it is interesting to find that these titular

of Earl.

in the

;

designations

still

survive in the place

names

of the locality.

A MAGNIFICENT VIEW.
Leaving Avoch Station the train proceeds along the top of
Craigwood, 150 feet above the level of the sea, whose
musical ripple may occasionally, on a calm day, be heard
immediately below. The view from this summit simply baffles
the

description.

Ocean.

The Moray

The

Firth stretches out into the

German

counties of Inverness, Nairn, Moray, and Banfif,

are fully in view for scores of miles along

its

inland as far as the Cairngorm Hills and

Grampian range,

the south and east.

To

the west a fine view

southern shores,

is

to

obtained of the

town of Inverness and the great Caledonian Glen, with

its

towering mountains on either side, the summit of Ben Nevis,

some 70 miles distant, being seen on a clear day. Immediately below and in front you have the ancient and picturesque
ROYAL BURGH OF FORTROSE,
the terminus of the line, where in another minute the train
stops.

Point,

Further away about a mile and a half
with

pretty

its

light-house,

is Chanonry
and Fort-George on the

opposite promontory across the Firth.

Fortrose Pier, and a

little

to the

Directly below

east of

it

is

the

what remains of

FORTROSE CATHEDRAL.

shows all now standing
The vandal hand of Cromwell
sacred edifice and carried away the stones

The accompanying
of this

historic

destroyed

the

illustration

building.
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of which

The

it

was constructed

to build

his

portion of the walls which are

still

Inverness.

fort at

standing consists

to the chancel and nave, and of the
some distance from the principal ruin, now
In
used as the Burgh Town Hall and Council Chamber.
its complete state the Cathedral consisted of choir and nave,
with aisles, eastern Lady-chapel, western tower, and chapterof

south

the

aisle

chapter-house,

house

at the north-east end.

There is no authentic record of its erection, but it is supposed to have been built by the Countess of Ross, whose
tomb is in the first or second existing aisle, towards the
end of the thirteenth or early in the fourteenth century. It
is described in Neale's Ecclesiological Notes as the " once
glorious Cathedral," and ''the style is the purest and most
elaborate

high
1

20

middle-pointed

authority,
feet

long

architectural

" the

from

gem

;

"

while,

whole
east

of the

according

to

west,

very

first

must

same

the

to

probably

though

church,

have

description.

not

been

an

The

ex-

mouldings, after so many years of
wonderful and shows that, in whatever
other respects these remote parts of Scotland were barbarous,
quisite

beauty

exposure to the

of the
air, is

in ecclesiology, at least, they were on a par with any other
branch of the mediaeval Church."
The piscina remained
in 1848, when Neale wrote his Notes, and the mouldings,
he says, were "truly the works of a master."
The south
aisle was separated from the chancel by two middle-pointed

arches,

now walled

up,

but

not

so

much

injured

as

to

extreme loveHness.
In the first of these
arches is a canopied tomb for the Countess of Ross, who
founded the church.
This, Neale says, "must have been
one of the most beautiful monuments I ever saw."
The
chancel arch is modern.
The nave consists of four bays,
destroy

their

much resembling

the

chancel

in

its

details.

The

fourth

bay is blocked up, and is used as the burying-place of the
Mackenzies of Seaforth, several of whom are interred in it,
as may be seen from the inscriptions on the wall.
The
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rood turret

still exists,

composition.

It

and. "is a very elegant though singular

stands at the junction

of nave and chancel, and acts as
the base,

it

is

67

a

of the

buttress.

south aisle

Square

at

bevelled into a semi-octagonal superstructure,

The
and has elegant two-light windows on alternate sides.
top is modem." The large bell now hung in the spire bears
the name of Thomas Tulloch, Bishop of Ross in 1460, and
from the inscrl^jtion it appears that the bell was dedicated to
The tomb of John
the Virgin Mary and Saint Boniface.
Fraser, bishop

1485-1507,

workmen were engaged

in

is

pointed out.

still

When

the

1854 cleaning out and repairing the

Cathedral, they found, built in the wall, near the high altar,
a stone sarcophagus, divided horizontally into two compartments, containing the skeleton of a tall man, supposed to be a
bishop, with vestments almost entire, and at his left side was a
piece of wood which looked like the remains of a crozier. The
Cathedral was dedicated to Saints Peter and Boniface, and
the

seal

of the

Chapter, bearing

saints, is still extant

upon

it

and used as the

the following inscription

:

the

figures

of these

seal of the burgh.

— " SiGlLLVM

Petrie et Bonifacci de Rosmarkin,"

or

It

two
has

Sanctorvm
the

seal

of

Saints Peter and Boniface of Rosemarkie.

THE CASTLE.
There was a Castle of Fortrose, and a Bishop's Palace, of
The palace stood near
which not a vestige now remains.
the Cathedral and was a residence of "great magnitude

and grandeur." The castle, the site of which is pointed out
at the west end of the burgh, was " greatly added to " by
Colin, first Earl of Seaforth, who " lived most of his time
at Chanonry in great state and very magnificently," where
he died in the 36th year of his age, on the 15th of April,
1633, and, like his father before him, who also died and
was buried " with great triumph " at Chanonry, was interred
in the Cathedral " with great pomp and solemnity," in a
spot chosen by himself, on the 18th of May following, the
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way from Edinburgh
Mackenzie chief.*
After the battle of Auldearn General Middleton advanced
to Fortrose and surrounded the castle, which was at the
After a siege of four days
time held by Lady Seaforth.
her ladyship surrendered, but having secured the stores
and ammunition, sent sometime previously by Queen Henrietta for the use of Montrose on
his expected arrival
Lady Seaforth, whom he treated
there, Middleton gave
" with the greatest civility and respect," possession of the
In 1649 General Leslie placed a garrison in it, but
castle.
Leslie subseSeaforth soon after attacked and took it.
king having sent a gentleman

to represent

quently

him

came

garrison in

it,

hanged,

regained

back,

and returned

attacked and retook

they

the

all

at the funeral of the

it,

placed

possession,

south.

expelled the garrison,

demolished

the

another

The Highlanders again

walls,

and

some of whom

razed

the

forti-

fications to the ground.t

THE ANCIENT CHANONRIE.
Fortrose was celebrated in

its day not only on account of
and Cathedral but for its position as a seat of
learning.
Its old name was Chanonrie, so called from its
ecclesiastical position as the seat of the Bishop of Ross
and the fact that within it was kept all official documents
and writs connected with the Church and with the land
of the county.
In 1444, it was first and in 1455 finally
united to Rosemarkie by a charter from James II., when
the new Burgh, formed of the two old municipalities, was
its

Castle

called

Fort

Ross,

now

softened

down

to

Fortrose.

This

was confirmed by James VI. in 1592 and again
in 1612, and it was further confirmed by Charles II. in 1661.
In 1622 Fortrose was "flourishing in the arts and sciences,
being at that period the seat of divinity, law, and physic, in
this corner of the kingdom."
It is now but a poor shadow of

charter

* Mackenzie's History

of the Mackenzies, second
t Ibid. pp. 258

and 268.

edition, pp. 243-245.

w
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But increase and prosperity are yet in store
advent of the Black Isle Railway the
ancient burgh has received a fresh impetus and a new life.
It is beautifully situated on the north side of the Moray
Firth, sheltered from the cold winds, and facing the sun.
It has
a salubrious and genial climate, and its vicinity
abounds in places of historic, antiquarian, and scientific
interest which cannot fail to have a special charm for the
pleasure-seeker and the man of letters, especially the geologist
and botanist. It also possesses one of the finest sea-bathing
beaches in the north of Scotland.
There are several minor places of interest in and in the
neighbourhood of Fortrose, among which may be specially
mentioned the spot near Chanonry Point about three quarters
of a mile from the Lighthouse and 160 yards east from the
public road, marked by the stump of a slone cross, where
" Coinneach Odhar," the far-famed Brahan Seer, was roasted
to death in a burning barrel of tar about the middle of the
This spot, under the immediate eyes
seventeenth century.
of the Church, is said to have been commonly used for
burning witches, and the last who suffered for this supposed
crime perished, according to tradition, on the same spot as
the famous Brahan Seer.*
From Chanonry Point parties may cross by the ferry boat
its

former

for

and

it.

self.

From

visit

the

Fort-George, the

head-quarters

of

the

Seaforth

on the opposite promontory, completed about
three years after Culloden at a cost of ^160,000, with accomThere are several other places of
modation for 2180 men.
Highlanders,

and geologist
and Ardersier.

interest to the antiquarian

of Fort-George

A very enjoyable excursion may be
Avoch, a mile and a half distant, by
thence, on foot or drive, to Ormond
a mile and a quarter farther. This

in the

neighbourhood

made from
Hill

Fortrose to

and from
and Avoch Castle,

road or

excursion

rail,

may be

con-

* For a graphic descripiion of the Seer's death see 7^e Frophecies of
the

Brahan

Seer^ pp. 8o-8l,

—
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round

tinued

and

magnificent view

is

the top of the hill, from which a
obtained of Munlochy Bay and valley

to

immediately on its western slope, as well as of Inverness,
and the great Caledonian Valley, returning by rail from
Munlochy, or, if driving the whole distance, past Bennet's
Monument as to the origin of which some very curious
stories are told
Craigack Well, and the Sandstone Quarry
which supplied the stones for the erection of Fort-George,
making the return journey by Bennetsfield, and the beautiful
" Vallis
Rosarum" of Sir George Mackenzie, the whole
extending to a walk or drive of between nine and ten miles,
and altogether a most enjoyable day's outing.
Another may very profitably be made, especially by the

—

—

Mount

botanist and geologist, to

the

Bog

Easter

Auchterflow,

Stream,

and a half,
and along the road to

Pleasant, a mile

of Shannon, another mile,

making a

total

the

to

and the old

Well,

Bishop's

Burying-ground,

2^

the

Petrifying

miles

farther,

distance to be traversed both ways of about

Some extremely fine views are obtained in
9>^ miles.
various directions in the course of this excursion.
Curiously
enough,

in

the district

is

found

in

great profusion the rare

Pingicula Alpina^ a plant which has not been met with
Parties may return from this
elsewhere in Great Britain.
point

taking

by the Killen Burn and the Valley of Rosehaugh
the railway from Avoch or by Raddery and the

—

Hill of Fortrose.

THE BURGH OF ROSEMARKIE.

ROSEMARKIE,
Fortrose

the church of which

Cathedral,

is

said

neighbour, and to have been

to

be

erected

is

exactly a mile from

much
into

older

than

its

a Royal Burgh

It flourished for a time, but about the
by Alexander III.
middle of the seventeenth century it became "totally deIt was then almost entirely depopulated
its houses
cayed."
and buildings being "altogether ruined and demolished."
There was no trade or merchandise within its bounds. Its
;
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only residents were a few

Courts

within

" for

it

poor fishermen.
of

administration

71

There were no
and for

justice

and malefactors,

nor

yet any sure place, firmance, or tolbooth, wherein they

may

punishing of dehnquents,

trespassers,

be secured and incarcerated

till

Justice have

place and be

duly executed upon them according to the degree of their

This lamentable state of the

guilt."

and much more,
firming

Rosemarkie,
well-sheltered

make

its

affairs

of the burgh,

detailed at length in the Act of 1661 con-

union

the

quotations are

to

is

two

the

of

burghs,

from

which

these

made.
like

its

sister

and very

fine

burgh of Fortrose, has also a
sea-balhing beach, which ought

Its principal

fortune.

antiquarian attraction

is

its

beautifully executed runic cross or sculptured stone, originally

found under the floor of
the church-yard at

and

stately

its

old church

the north-west

modern

edifice

and now standing

which occupies the site of its
is panelled and covered on

ancient predecessor.

The

cross

both sides with very

fine

Celtic ornamentation.

is

in

corner of the substantial

The

stone

unfortunately broken into two parts, only kept together by

supports and bandages, but
preservation.

It

is

otherwise in a good state of

must, however, get destroyed in time from

exposure to the elements, and some place should be found
for such a valuable

Celtic treasure inside the Church, or in

Fortrose Cathedral.

Maluag or Lagadius, abbot and bishop
in
a Columban
577, established
monastery in Rosemarkie.
The old Church is said to have
been founded by Saint Boniface, an Italian, surnamed Queretinus, who came to Scotland in the seventh or eighth century
with the object of persuading the leaders of the Celtic Church
He is
of the period to conform to the Church of Rome.
said to have settled at Rosemarkie after having built churches
in several other parts of the country, and to have erected
one here, where he died and was buried.
The Church is
referred to in 15 10 in the "Aberdeen Breviary," as Saint
It is

of

said that Saint

Lismore,

who

died

—
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Maluag's burying- place.
But in Wynton's Chronicle
mentioned as being founded and endowed in 716.

it

is

THE FAIRY GLEN.
Several specially interesting and instructive excursions can

be made from Rosemarkie, particularly
valley

and

cliffs

of boulder

only half-a-mile distant, and

Mr Angus

Beaton

in his first

Vicinity," published

description

in

1885,

the extraordinary

to

Rosemarkie Burn
almost seen from the burgh.
local " Guide to Fortrose and

clay

the

in

supplies

following graphic

the

:—

Immediately on leaving the town we observe the huge
boulder clay which recede from the shore far up the glen.
looking northward from here

is

grand, for Rosemarkie Burn

the most charming scenes in the vicinity, with
cliffs

of boulder clay, the denudation of

many

its

cliffs

of

The view
is

one of

red weather-worn

a winter's blast carving

huge mass into a thousand fantastic forms here towering for two
hundred feet to a pinnacle capped by a solitary boulder there to
perpendicular cliffs perforated with many a swallow's nestling abode
anon
like the cannon-shattered battlements of some ancient castle
receding in deep-winding gullies, formed by the winter torrents
while in the background, in summer, the varieof many ages
gated foUage forms a scene well worthy of its name, "The Fairy
this

;

;

;

;

Glen."

Mr

Beaton

truly

adds that apart from

its

scenic beauty the

glen offers to the geologist a most interesting and puzzling

—

problem how such a vast accumulation of glacier debris could
have been deposited in this particular locality, without any
Hugh
indication of the main flow of glaciers in its direction ?
Miller, who did not himself venture any solution of this
difficult problem, describes the scenery and the situation in
powerful and characteristic

abridge the following
Rosemarkie, with
is chiefly
I

am

its

style.

From

his description

we

:

long narrow valley and

its

abrupt red scaurs

interesting to the geologist for its vast beds of boulder clay.

acquainted with no other locality in the kingdom where this
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deposit

is

hollowed into ravines so profound, or presents precipices so

imposing and

lofty.

presents the appearance

It

7^

of a

hill

that

had been

through the middle from top to base, and exhibits in

a broad red perpendicular section of at

least

its

cut

sheer

abrupt front

one hundred

in

feet

and scored
Originally it must have
vertically by the slow action of the rains.
stretched its vanished limb across the opening, like some huge snowbarred

height,

transversely

by thin

layers

wreath accumulated athwart a frozen rivulet

now

The

remains.

locality with

A

deposit.

clay presents here,

which

I

am

of

but only half the

;

more than

acquainted, the

sand,

in

hill

almost any other

character of a stratified

higher up the valley, on the western side, there

little

what may be termed a group of excavations of
hollows out of which the materials of
pyramids might have been taken. The precipitous sides are fretted
by jutting ridges and receding inflections that present in abundance
Viewed by
their diversified alternations of light and shadow.
moonlight these excavations of the valley of Rosemarkie form
scenes of strange and ghostly wiidness ; the projecting buttress-

occurs in the clay

considerable depth and extent

angles,

like

the

pinnacles— the
utter
far

lack

above

—

—

broken walls,

turrets,

the curved

inflections,

the pointed

with their masses of projecting coping— the

of

vegetation,

save where

all

combine

form assemblages

to

which, in the solitude of night,

we almost

the

heath and furze rustle
of

dreary ruins, amid

expect to see spirits walk.

may

be continued to St. Helena, a point on
an exceedingly fine, varied, and extensive view of the surrounding country, including mountain,
valley, and sea, is obtained in every direction.
It is much
This excursion

the height from which

resorted to by picnic parties.

Other objects of interest are

met with on the Invergordon and Cromarty Road, such as
the massive " Carn Glas," about three and a half miles out,
and along the high ground for some three miles westward
from this point are several cairns and mounds said to mark
an ancient battlefield where a severe contest was fought
between the Scots and the Danes. Under one of these, called
by the natives " Carn-a-chath," or the cairn of the contest,
stone coffins and weapons of copper and other metals were
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discovered, which

corroborate

an old tradition

still

current

Danish chief was buried under it.
Another most interesting excursion is, either on foot or by
boat, to the Burn of Eathie, seven miles eastward from Rosemarkie, along the shore of the Moray Firth.
This burn is
immortalised by Hugh Miller in his "Red Sandstone," and
it
would be difficult to find a spot where the geologist can
spend a more profitable day's outing.

that a great

Excursionists from Inverness to Fortrose and Rosemarkie

may go by steamer from Thornbush Pier
and return by railway, or reverse the journey, going by rail
;ukI returning by steamer.

during the season

INVERNESS TO STRATHPEFFER, LOCH MAREE, AND
GAIRLOCH, STROMEFERRY, SKYE, AND THE

OUTER HEBRIDES.
MUIR OF ORD TO DINGWALL AND STRATHPEFFER.

.

Resuming the journey north at Muir of Ord Junction,
where we broke ofif for the Black Isle Railway, the train
on leaving the station dashes across the neck of the Black
Isle, and enters the valley of the Conon, on the opposite
side of which, in the face of the hill, Brahan Castle, the
ancient seat of the Mackenzies of Kintail and Seaforth,
rears its head among the trees which adorn its time-honoured
Originally turreted, it was dismantled and
surroundings.
completely modernised in outward appearance by Francis
Humberston Mackenzie, who died in 1815, a performance
which has been severely condemned as utterly devoid of
the good taste and reverence for the past history of his
race which might be expected of a man otherwise so highsouled and so eminent in intellect and in his country's
annals as the "Last of the Seaforths" undoubtedly was.
The fertile valley of Strathconon opens up to the left.
Before pulling up at Conon Station, the train skirls for a
considerable distance the extensive

wooded

policies in which,

on the bank of the river, lie embosomed Conon House, the
East Coast residence of Sir Kenneth Mackenzie of Gairloch.

On

leaving this station, the

first

glimpse

is

obtained of the

Cromarty Firth, which forms the northern boundary of the
Black Isle.
The scenery on both sides, as seen from this
point, is beautiful and diversified in the extreme.
In a few
minutes more, after crossing the River Conon by a stone
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some 400 feet, passing the village of Conon on
and of Maryburgh on the left, the train pulls up at

viaduct of
the right,

DINGWALL,
Capital of Ross-shire, an ancient Royal Burgh, having,
according to the census of 1891, a population of 2290 souls.
The principal points of interest here are the site of the
the

on " St Colin's Isle," which, in the thirteenth, fourand fifteenth centuries belonged to the old Earls of
Ross, and of which the foundations and fosse are still pointed
out.
There is also a very tall obelisk, erected to the
memory of Sir Roderick Mor Mackenzie of Coigach, the
famous " Tutor of Kintail," ancestor of the Earls of Cromartie,
who is buried in its vicinity. The principal hotels in Dingwall are Robertson's National and Mackenzie's Caledonian.
Castle,

teenth,

STRATHPEFFER.

From Dingwall a

branch railway sets down the
and ever-improving village of Strathwhere ample accommodation of the very best can be
short

tourist in the attractive
pefifer,

procured
several

Hotels,

and

residences

during

recent

years

the beautiful

for

this

in

the

train,

and

have

which

special

the

Strathpeffer,

numerous

the

and costly
been erected

entertainment

beautifull>^,-situated

Leaving the
after

-^niain

line

of the

and well-sheltered
at

Dingwall, the

passing over a sharp curve, enters

rich agricultural valley of the

the head of which,
is,

Ben Wyvis,

search of pleasure, recreation, or health,

in

resort.

Strathpeffer

the

and

lodging-houses

thousands who,
annually throng

summer

Spa,

the

at

private

Peffrey, at

and three quarters miles distant,
protected by the suiTounding hills and woods, the famous
four

health-restoring Strathpeffer Spa.

On

the

left,

about a mile

the base of Knockfarrel, the

on its way, the
summit of which

train
is

skirts

crowned

by a most perfect specimen of the pre-historic vitrified fort,
of which so many remains are found in the Highlands and

—

02

r=::-4

rt,

DINGWALL TO ACHNASHEEN.
which every

visitor

to

Strathpeffer should

^i

make a

point of

A

most extensive and magnificent view is obtained
from the summit.
A short distance above the Spa a great Clan battle,
known as " Blar-na-Pairc," or the Battle of Park, was fought,
about 1488, between the Mackenzies of Kintail and the
Macdonalds of the Isles, in which the latter were completely defeated and their leader taken prisoner.
It was predicted by " Coinneach Odhar Fiosaiche," the farfamed Brahan Seer, that the time would yet come when this
charming valley should be covered by an arm of the sea
and when stately ships would ride at anchor in the immeseeing.

diate vicinity of the village.

DINGWALL TO ACHNASHEEN, ON THE SKYE
The
direct

train
line

from Dingwall
to

steep

Stromeferry parts with the

for

two miles from Dingwall,

Strathpeffer about

proceeding to the

along a high and

right, across the valley,

embankment, continuing

LINE.

in

course until

its

it

arrives

Achterneed Station, from which point, only a mile from
the Spa, a fine view is obtained of Strathpeffer and its
Knockfarrel stands out conspicuously on the
surroundings.
opposite side, forming the eastern terminus of a picturesque
range of hills the " Cat's Back "—which shelters Loch
Ussie and the historic Castle of Brahan and policies on their
northern side, while at the same time it forms the southern
slope of the Strathpeffer Valley.
Just below us is the ivycovered, picturesque, and historic Castle Leod, the property
of the Countess of Cromartie, who also owns the Spa, now seen
ensconced at the top of the Strath, surrounded by a number
of fine villas, hotels, and churches, which are fast raising
at

—

Strathpeffer to the dignity of a town.

About a mile beyond Achterneed, the view of the Strathpeffer Valley seen to great

enters

the

precipitous

striking

advantage

gorge formed on

" Creag-an-fhithich,"

or

the time, the train

all

the

the

one side by the
Rock, in

Raven's
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the recesses of which " Alastair lonraic," sixth Baron

Mac-

kenzie of Kintail, then over eighty years of age, found shelter

from the enemy, while his valiant sons, Kenneth a Bhlair,
Duncan of Hilton, and Hector Roy of Gairloch, were
Until

slaughtering the Macdonalds at the Battle of Park.
railway was made, a raven

this

the face of this towering precipice, hence

The grandeur and beauty

made

annually

of the

its

his nest in

name.

scenery through which

Skye Railway passes are most impressive, while the
and traditional interest of many points along
the route can scarcely be surpassed.
Having got through the Pass of the Raven's Rock, the
summit is reached, and the train runs along a singularly
bleak mile or two, leaving on the left the Falls of Rogie,
and the scattered remains of Tarvie Wood, notorious when
in its native prime for its highway robberies.
Crossing the

the

historical

Blackwater, in a few minutes the train skirts a high range
of

hills,

also

on the

left,

and dashes along the shore of Loch

Garve, a fine sheet of water on the right, with the wooded

and Mr C. A. Hanbury's beautiful
Highland residence, surrounded by its variegated hues, on

slope of Strath-Garve,

same

the

side.

Leaving Garve Station, there is a steep ascent of i in 50.
On the right will be seen, winding along, the Dirie Mor
Coach Road to Ullapool.
Proceeding along the line, the
tourist soon comes in sight of Lochluichart on the left,
a sheet of water lying deep down between two ranges of
high hills, then passes along through charming woodland
scenery on the estate of Lady Ashburton, and, after stopping
at Lochluichart Station, leaves the Falls of Grudie on the
right.

The

a

trouting

fine

famed

also

on

its

up

in

at

way

its

loch,

the

rising

robberies,
pulls

train in

further progress skirts

with

the

traditions

from

its

wooded

of the district for

northern

Achnasheen, a good view

its

The

bank.

Achanalt Station, where, and as
to

Loch

Coolin,

slope of that name,

is

it

highway

train

soon

passes along

obtained of the

ACHNASHfiEN TO tOCM-MAR£E AND GAIRLOCti.
towering
skirt

Scuirvuillin

and

its

attendant

satellites
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as

you

base.

their

ACHNASHEEN TO LOCH-MAREE AND

GAIRLOCIT.

where there is a comLoch Maree and Gairloch
leave the train and start on that glorious route by coach.
On the left a series of well-marked and striking gravel
terraces are passed, after which the coach bounds along
the north bank of Loch Rosque for a distance of four miles
over a level road, until it reaches Luib-Mhor at the west
end of the lake, where for generations the "Black" House
at the roadside on the right was a licensed hostelry, largely
taken advantage of by the humbler class of travellers, but
is now a mere black dwelling-house.
it
At this point, the

At Achnasheen, the next
Hotel,

fortable

coach begins

station,

passengers

for

to climb, until all of a

sudden, two miles further

comes in sight, at a considerable altitude, of the farfamed Loch Maree, that " mountain-set mirror," the grand
and magnificent surroundings of which were so much
admired and enjoyed by Her Majesty during her week's
on,

it

residence in
length,

features
in

the

An

district.

but by no

means

the

and surroundings of

length, studded

the famous

Isle

excellent
best,

this

is

view of

its

here obtained.

whole

The

lovely loch, eighteen miles

with 27 richly-wooded islands, including

Maree,

its

endless promontories and creeks,

walled round by lofty and precipitous mountain barriers, are
magnificent and grand beyond description.

The towering Ben
the level of the sea,

Slioch
is

on the north, 3217 feet above
its unique form and solid

peerless in

Its
curiously-shaped rival Ben Aye, or
Mountain, opposite, on the south side of the loch, is

grandeur.

own way

equally striking and grand.

File
in its

Between them, and

with their huge and lofty attendants surrounding the placid

embosomed in their grip, they produce a panorama for
combined beauty, magnificence, and granduer, unrivalled in

lake,

the Highlands, and, according to far-travelled people, unsur-

—
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So
passed

and

This glorious

in the world.

district is full of historical

must be

traditional lore, but the visitor

left

to discover

this for himself.

Passing along the southern shore of the loch, through the
Kinlochewe forest, over one of the most interesting drives, and
amid the most varied and magnificent scenery in the Highlands, the coach comes in sight of the Loch Maree Hotel,
where the Queen and her suite lodged for a week in 1877
" a home from home " situated in a beautiful bay, immedi-

—

ately opposite a cluster of twenty-seven richly-wooded islands

the lake,

in

and sheltered on the south by towering

hills

similarly wooded.

Horses are changed

Loch Maree Hotel, after which
woods and wild steep

at the

the coach winds along the variegated

Crossing the River Garbhaig

promontories of Stron-a-Choit.

by a substantial stone bridge, a
Victoria Fall, to

commemorate Her

a few yards to the

left.

But

still

cascade,

called

the

observed
About a mile further on, the Gairloch

road takes a turn to the
to the right.

fine

left,

Majesty's

visit, is

while Loch Maree curves

away

the view continues to improve, until,

a stiff ascent, looking back upon the whole scene of
mountain, lake, cascade, and richly-covered islands, with the
giant Slioch towering to a height of over 3200 feet in

after

the

distance,

is

completed

grandest panorama which

You soon

leave

water, on your

and winding

left,

the
is

it

most

magnificent

possible to

and

conceive.

Loch-Bhad-na-Sgalag, a fine sheet of
to descend the rugged, steep,

and begin

and
and lovely
glens of Kerrisdale and Flowerdale, the coach pulls up at
valley

of the

Kerry,

with

its

waterfalls

eddies, until, passing through the thickly-wooded

From here a splendid view is obtained
Torridon Hills, the Minch, and the Isle of Skye.
Gairloch is a fine sea-bathing place, and for the tourist who

the Gairloch Hotel.
of the

is

able to spend a few days in the district, there

sea and trout fishing, while the lovely walks
district,

and the centres

of interest

all

is

excellent

about the

commemorated

in

song

ISLE OF SKYE

AND THE OUTER HEBRIDES.

8l

and story within short walking distance of the Hotel, will
prove most attractive to the lover of nature, the antiquarian,
and archirologist.

THE
From

ISLE OF SKYE.

Gairloch the tourist

is

taken

From

in

one of

the deck

Mr Mac-

may

be seen
on the left the towering Ben AUigin, the mountains of
Torridon and Applecross, the islands of Rona and Raasay,
and on the right, in the Isle of Skye, the famous Quairang,
the Stoer Rock, and the entrance to Prince Charlie's Cave.
Turning in to the narrow Kyle between Rona and Raasay on
the one hand, and Skye on the other, the tourist soon finds
brayne's steamers to Portree.

himself saiHng into the pretty, well-sheltered

Bay

of Portree,

go ashore.
where there are two good hotels, the Portree
and the Royal, the visitor can visit Kingsburgh, where during
his wanderings after the '45 Prince Charles slept for a night
Uig Bay, where there is a most comfortable hotel, and from
which Kilmuir, the burial place of the famous Flora Macdonald, over which a fine monumental lona Cross is erected,
and the Quairang, can be visited.
There are also Coruisk
the Coolin Hills, and many minor points of historic and
romantic interest to be seen in the famous Isle of Mist.
Two other excellent and central hotels are the Broadford
and the Sligachan, the latter being the nearest to Coruisk
and the most convenient to visit it from.
When at Dunvegan, the tourist should make a point of
visiting Dunvegan Castle, the ancient seat of the Macleods
of Macleod, one of the oldest inhabited strongholds in Scotland, and containing some very curious relics of the long,
There is a comfortable hotel within a mile of it
long ago.
where,

if

From

he intends to see the lions of Skye, he

will

Portree,

;

;

THE OUTER HEBRIDES.
Those

visiting the

Lewis can get one of

Mr

Macbraync's

steamers twice a week from Kyleakin, Broadford, or Portree,

and from Stromeferry

daily on the arrival of the south mail
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train

In good weather the

the afternoon.

in

sail

is

a very

enjoyable one, and there are three excellent hotels in Storno-

way, the Imperial, the Royal, and the Lewis, where refreshment
for the inner

man and

The most noted

the best

accommodation can be found.

in the Lewis are the
famous Standing Stones at Callernish, and Dun Carloway,
14 and 17 miles respectively by road, from Stornoway.
The steamboat service between Skye and the other portions
of the Outer Hebrides has been much improved of late
years, and comfortable hotels can now be found in each
of the group which form what is generally termed " The
Long Island." There is a commodious hotel in Tarbert,
Harris, the only licensed one in the island
a very comfortable one at Lochmaddy, in North Uist
one in Benbecula
another excellent one at Lochboisdale, South Uist and one
at Castlebay, Barra.
Good fishing can be had at most of
these, but for all such information, and steamer sailings, the
reader must consult the Advertisement section of the Guide,

places

of interest

;

;

;

;

as they are repeatedly changing.

FROM SKYE TO INVERNESS.
Having seen
Hebrides the

all

the

wonders

may

tourist

Skye

of

one

rejoin

of

and

Mr

the Outer
Macbrayne's

boatk at Portree, Broadford, or Kyleakin, continue his course

southward through the Kyles of Sleat and Bute, to Ob^n,
or proceed by the Dingwall and Skye Railway, via Stromeferry and Achnasheen to Inverness, getting a fine parting
view of the Coolins and the other glorious hills of Skye,
with the blue mountains of Kintail, Strath glass, and Torridon
Passing
nhead of him in the distance and on either side.
Plockton, a thriving village, Duncraig Castle, the principal
West Coast residence of Sir Kenneth James Maiheson,
Baronet of Lochalsh,
soon

left

minutes
Valley
train

more,

and
or

with

picturesque

its

behind immediately below the
after

closely

crossing
skirting

steamer pulls up

the

the
at

mouth

shore

surroundings,

line,

of

Stromeferry,

of

and
the

in

is

a few

Fernaig

Lochcarron,

where there

the
is
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a very good hotel and posting establishment.
Castle of Strone,

now Strome,

is

The

ruined

observed on an elevated

promontory on the opposite shore of the loch. Four hundred
years ago it was a stonghold of the Macdonalds of Glengarry, who for a time possessed also the lands in its
neighbourhood, until driven out of it early in the seventeenth

centuiy by the Mackenzies.

Next

to

Hotel

Stromeferry

climb to the

top

door

every

the

seashore

precipitous

rocks

interesting,

and the

in

Strome

The view from

fine,

and

behind

direction,

it

if

the

the

one cares to

panorama

is

including Skye and

The run from Stromeferry

Outer Hebrides.

skirting

very

of the hills

simply magnificent in
the

is

the North

is

it

Hotel, a comfortable country hostelry.

Station,

sharp curves immediately below
close proximity to the train is most
in

opposite

slope

of

Lochcarron

parish,

with the pretty village of Jeantown as a foreground, looks

The

soon pulls up six miles further on,
which is observed on the right another
of Sir Kenneth Matheson's West
Coast residences.
A
minute later Strathcarron Station, having a comfortable hotel
quite close to it, is passed, and the train in a few minutes
enters the beautiful Valley of Achnashellach, and its extensive
The Lodge, ensconced by the surrounding
deer forest.
plantations and sheltered by towering mountains, is left on
the right, while the train climbs up the stiff ascent, with the
pretty Burn of Achnashellach as its companion for a few
miles, passing Glencarron Lodge on the left, until it reaches
the watershed and pulls up at Achnasheen Station, where
at page 79 the reader parted with the Railway on his way
From here he finds
north for Loch Maree and Gairloch.
his way south to Dingwall and Inverness exactly reversing
the route already described at pp. 56 to 59, and 'j'] to 79.

very pretty.

train

at Attadale, close to

Dingwall to tain, bonar-bridge, helmsdale,
wick, and thurso.
DINGWALL TO

Resuming
main

the

journey from

the

the

line

train

TAIN.

Inverness

going

in

to

the

North on

the

direction

of Tain,

Bonar-Bridge, Wick, and Thurso, on leaving the Dingwall
Station, skirts the northern shore of the Cromarty Firth,

and soon

arrives at Fowlis Station, where a passing glimpse
can be obtained of Fowlis Castle among the trees on the
left.

down

On

the

across the

right,

firth,

the

Here the ancient

to the shore.

Black

Isle

slopes

ruin of Castle Craig,

one time the summer residence of the Bishops of Ross,
Near the railway may be observed
the farmhouse of Inchchoulter, built on the site of the historic
Castle of Balconie, an ancient Easter Ross stronghold of the
great Earls of Ross.
Novar Station is soon passed, the
principal objects of interest in the neighbourhood being the
Black Rock, and Novar House, the Highland residence of
Mr Munro-Ferguson, M.P., with a curious-looking arrangement of high standing-stones, representing an Indian temple,
on the summit of the Hill of Fyrish, towering above it on
The village of Alness, chiefly famous for its
the left.

at
is

a prominent object.

distilleries,

is

next reached, after which, skirting the policies

Castle, hidden away among the trees, the
up at Invergordon Station.
This is a thriving
PossessPolice Burgh, having in 1891 a population of 1046.
ing a fine harbour, it carries on a considerable trade in
From here a good view is obtained of the burgh
shipping.
of Cromarty, situated on the opposite side of the entrance

of Invergordon
train pulls

to the firth, chiefly distinguished as the

Miller, the

The

birthplace of

Hugh

famous mason-geologist.

traveller

now

Easter Ross, a

flat

of the Lothians.

enters

and

the

fertile

region

commonly known as

district

equal to

any part

Passing Delny and Kildary Stations,

TAIN TO INVERSHIN.
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near the former of which stands the Polio Distillery, the roofs of
Balnagown Castle and of Tarbat House may be seen above the
surrounding

behind

left

trees.

Nigg and Fearn

but there

;

is

nothing

Stations are successively

in the

course of this part of the

journey which particularly strikes the eye except the extensive

and the high state of cultivation
and fertility of the soil.
Leaving Fearn, the ruined Castle of
Loch Slin, the birthplace of Sir George Mackenzie of Roselevel reaches of enclosed land,

haugh,

a prominent feature in the distance.

is

In a few minutes

Dornoch Firth comes in sight, the mountains of Sutherland
towering away in the background, some of them rising to
an altitude of more than 3000 feet.
To the right, across
the firth, the town of Dornoch lies low on the point of a

the

peninsula,

the

tower

of the

many

thirteenth century, for

Cathedral,

built

early

in

the

generations afterwards in ruins,

and restored to its present position about sixty years ago,
being its most prominent object.
In a few minutes, and
having passed the roofless ruin of the ancient Chapel of
St. Duthus, close to the line, the train pulls up at Tain
Station, 2534^ miles from Dingwall, and 44X from Inverness.

TAIN TO INVERSHIN.
a high terrace above the station on
Royal Burgh of great antiquity, containing

Tain, situated on
the

left,

is

a

St. Duthus' Church,
specimen of middle-pointed Gothic, founded in

several buildings of historical interest.

a very

fine

147 1, was in
until

it

more recent times

was restored,

native,

about

thirty

Abbey

of St.

Duthus,

for

through the

years
that,

ago.
in

many

generations a ruin,

liberality

Here
1472-73,

it

of a patriotic

was,

within

the

James IV. of Scot-

was born.
Afterwards he made at least seventeen
annual pilgrimages to the venerable fane of the " blessed
Bishop of Ross" at Tain, from 1496, if not earlier, to 1513,

land

August of the latter, in which year he fell
on the fatal field of Flodden.
Tain has a population of about 2000, and possesses an
excellent Academy for higher class education.
The town also
his last being in

k
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boasts of two good hotels— the Royal and the Balnagown Arms.
Proceeding, the passenger, two miles and a half on the

journey,

will

leading

to

a road striking away to the right,
Merkle Ferry, which in the good old
coaching days was crossed by passengers for the north,
instead of going round by Bonar-Bridge, thus shortening
the journey by ii or 12 miles.
Ski bo Castle, sheltered by
its
compact and beautifully-wooded policies, is here seen
to advantage directly opposite.
observe

the

From

this point the train keeps close to the firth.
Leaving
Free Church and Manse and then the Parish Church
and Manse on the left, it pulls up at Edderton Station.

the

The
the

scenery

here

running

line

varied

strikingly

is

almost

close

the

to

and

picturesque,

edge,

water's

all

Bonar-Bridge Station, the thriving
village of that name being a mile distant on the other side
of the Kyle.
There is a railway refreshment room at BonarBridge, the only one between Dingwall and Wick, more
than a hundred miles distant.
The Balnagown Arms,
a comfortable country hotel, is close by.
Leaving Bonaralong, until

Bridge,

the

it

arrives at

train

rushes

along a terraced

plain,

with the

Kyle, which again considerably widens above the village of

Bonar, on the
far

—

into

the

of this estuary
interior

— which

is

of the country as

above Bonar Bridge, called the
About a mile before reaching Invercrosses the River Carron by a stone bridge

Invercassley

as

The whole

right.

several miles

for

tidal

is,

Kyle of Sutherland.
shin the train

of three arches, almost immediately after which

over the

and

55 feet

arches

— two

iron girder viaduct of 230 feet span,

with a continuation of

tides,

shire

it

is

carried

River Oykel, near Culrain platform,, by a latticed
five

and three on the Sutherland

above spring
on the Ross-

side.

IN SUTHERLANDSHIRE.

The

traveller

and the

now

finds himself in the county of Sutherland,

train almost immediately afterwards

shin Station..

It

stops

at Inver-

next proceeds to Lairg, running due north,

SUTHERLANDSHIRE.

8>

The course

along the east bank of the Shin.

of the river

very rocky, and in some places rough and wild, the

is

falls,

a short distance from the station, being well worth seeing.

beyond Invershin the line has a
About half-way up the valley, Achany
House, the Sutherlandshire residence of the Mathesons of

During

the

gradient of

mile

first

i

in

72.

is passed on the left, after which the glen widens
In the course of this ascent
broad pastoral valley.
view is obtained from the carriage windows, of the

the Lewis,
into a

a fine

Oykel,

and

the

surrounding country, with the great

hills

and mountains of

Kyle

of Sutherland,

Ross-shire in
the

the distant

stops at

train

Strath

Lairg,

whole

a

first-class

hotel

within

— the.

during the

frequented

the

background.

In a few minutes
two miles of Loch Shin,

Here there

a magnificent sheet of water, 20 miles long.
is

of

Arms— very much

Sutherland
not

season,

by those who go
and rivers,

only

there to enjoy the splendid fishing on the lochs

but

who

travel

from

point

this

by mail

gig, or private

con-

veyance, to Lochinver, to Scourie, to Tongue, and Durness

on the west and north-west coast of Sutherland, the roads
At each of these places
to which all converge at Lairg.
there is a very good hotel, particularly at .Tongue and
Lochinver.

Leaving Lairg Station, the line turns eastward, and shortly
descends through the valley of Stralh Fleet for several

after

miles by a gradient of

i

in

84,

stopping

at

Rogart

after a

At the next Slalion, four miles farther
on, the Mound across Loch Fleet, from which the station
It is an embankment loco
takes its name, strikes the eye.
yards in length, over which the coach road was carried
across Loch Fleet, an arm of the sea, and was constructed
by the Commissioners of Highland Roads and Bridges at
run of ten miles.

Before its construction, the passengers
a cost of ;^i2,5oo.
by coach had to be ferried at the narrow entrance of the

Loch, known as the

On

the

opposite

Little

side

are

Ferry, seen several miles below.
the

ruins

of

Skelbo

Castle,

at
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one

time

the

Highland

residence

of

the

Sutherlands

of

Duffiis.

DORNOCH.
Dornoch, the Capital of Sutherlandshire, seven miles
distant from The Mound, is an ancient and
interesting
town, with a Cathedral dating from the beginning of the
I3lh century

an

with

pleasantly

is

;

amphitheatre

beach

sea

beautiful

exceptional facilities

and
for

and

around,

hills

magnificent

and

bathing

Northward

of Dornoch, the

on the Dornoch

situated

of

Ho

!

Firth,

possesses

which

links

a

afford

The Links

golfing.

of Scotland, form one of

the most extensive stretches of golfing ground in the British

The course

Isles.

consists

of i8

holes,

a recent survey, slightly over 3 miles
are two comfortable hotels here.

to

GOLSPIE

A

mile and

Golspie

and

1

AND DUNROBIN

half past

reached.

is

100,

branch

a

It

Mound

and

is,

according

in length.

There

CASTLE.
Station

the

village

of

has a population of between 1000

—

—

and a first-class hotel the Sutherland Arms two
and two churches.
On the top of Ben

banks,

Bhraggie, behind

the

village,

at

an altitude of 1250

feet,

stands out conspicuously a colossal statue, 30 feet high, on
a pedestal of 75 feet in height, of the present Duke's greatIt
is
seen for a long distance in every
grandfather.

and from as far as Tain in the west.
But what will interest the tourist most in this locality
Dunrobin Castle, the Highland seat of the Duke of

direction,

is

Sutherland,

a

magnificent

structure,

three-quarters

of

a

mile beyond Golspie, on the right, between the railway and

surrounded by extensive and very finely
sea, and
It
stands on a terrace about 80 feet
wooded grounds.

the

which ripples but a very short
greater part of it is modern,
but some portions, including the old keep, were founded as
It is a noble-looking building, worthy of
early as 1097.

above the level of the
distance from its walls.

sea,

The

the rank, position, and great opulence of

its

owner.

Visitors

HELMSDALE TO WICK AND THURSO.
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made welcome to visit both the mansion and
when the family are non-resident, and generally
even when they are at home. There are several monuments

are always

poUcies

about the grounds, one fine full-length statue of the second
Uuke standing at the side of the public road.
Six miles from Golspie, Brora

growing

Duke

in

village,

of Sutherland's

having been closed

mines,

coal

for

many

of

equal

the

distance,

in

pulls

are

1872,

Loth Station

further on,
train

which

of

re-opened

years.

passed, five and a half miles

run

reached, a thriving and

is

neighbourhood

the

is

the
after

soon

and after another
up at Helmsdale,

82)4 miles from Dingwall.

HELMSDALE TO WICK AND THURSO.
Helmsdale
river of that

siderable

down in
name enters
lies

consequence,

a hollow, on the right, where the
the sea.

mainly

summer and

It

is

a village of con-

on account
autumn.
In

of

herring

its

immediate
neighbourhood of the station are the ruins of an ancient
castle, built by Margaret, Dowager Countess of Sutherland,

fishing

in

the

the

It is chiefly memorable for a diabolical
in the 15th century.
murder which took place within its walls in 1587. In that
year it was visited by the Earl and Countess of Sutherland,
and their son and heir, when Isabel Sinclair resolved to
poison the three in order to open up the Sutherland sucShe
cession to her son John, who was the next heir.
succeeded in the case of the Earl and Countess, but her
own son by a providential mishap fell a victim to her

iniquitous plot, while the heir of Sutherland escaped.

From Helmsdale

the

train

proceeds

up

the

valley

of

Kildonan, at one time occupied by a large population, but

now, after the first two or three miles, quite desolate. Near
Kildonan Station, which is next reached, the Helmsdale
by two mountain streams, the Kildonan and
is joined
Suisgill, where the Sutherland gold diggings were carried
on for a short time, and with varying success, in 1S6S and
8

90
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1869.

Climbing

Station
public

Bettyhill

either

to

along

road,

miles

the

valley,

some

8

from

which

point

there

up

reached,

is

the

further

on

Forsinard

is

strike

fished free

left,

by

of

valley

and Tongue, from whence the
Thurso or Lairg by coach.

of interest which will

on the

beautiful

miles,

a direct
Naver, to

can proceed
Seven and a half

The only

Station.

at

the

Kinbrace

tourist

the eye here

visitors

is

the

are

points

Loch Ruar,

Forsinard Hotel,

Ben Griam Mor and Ben Griam Beg away in the
distant background on the same side, at an altitude of

with

1930 and

1900 feet respectively

same

an excellent view is obtained of Ben Loyal,
and of Ben Hope, 3040 feet above the level of

2500

;

while

still

further, in

the

direction,
feet,

At Forsinard the line turns away to the east,
and immediately afterwards the Caithness mountains Morven, 2310 feet, Scaraven, 2060 feet, and the Maiden Pap,
1590 feet high are observed prominently on the right.

the

sea.

—

—

The

now

traveller

finds himself

IN THE COUNTY OF CAITHNESS,

and

through the most uninteresting country
of stunted heath
Aultnabreac, famous for its winter snov/-

for miles passes

imaginable

— nothing

and peat moss.

but a wide expanse

8X miles from Forsinard. Next comes
and Halkirk, 2}4 miles further, situated
on the Thurso River, is passed, after which cultivated fields
Here a good view is obtained of
again come in sight.
Brawl Castle on the left, the origin of which is lost in the

blocks,

is left

behind,

Scotscalder,

gX

dim annals

of antiquity.

to

in

charters

;

of the

As

period.

early as
Its

style

1375
is

it

is

referred

very primitive,

being only a stage removed from that of the round towers.
In this vicinity is held the Georgemas Sheep Market in
July of each year, just immediately before the great Inverness Sheep and Wool Fair. Georgemas Junction is reached

where a branch

line

breaks

Thurso, 7 miles distant, but the main

line

goes direct to

i}4

miles

further

on,

off for

HELMSDALE TO WICK AND THURSO.
Wick,

through

passing

fine

arable

9I

extending

land,

as far

Bower

as the eye can reach on either side of the railway.
is

first

passed,

3

from

miles

Georgemas

then

Junction,

Watten, 7
and finally Bilbster Station, 9 miles.
Loch Stemster on the left, and Loch Watten, a

Passing

;

fine

sheet

of water on the right, the train pulls up at

WICK,

Georgemas Junction,

14 miles from

from Inverness, and

161

The ordinary population of Wick is about
305 from Perth.
8000, but during the herring fishing from the beginning

—

of July until the
that number.

first

It

is

week

in

September

a Royal Burgh,

its

—

it

is

nearly double

incorporation dating

from 1589. Several most interesting excursions can be made
from Wick to the old Castles of Oldwick, Keiss, Girnigo,

—

and

Sinclair,

House, the
convenience

to the

Tower

of Ackergill,

and John O'Groat's

however, being reached with about equal
from Thurso.
The principal hotels in Wick

latter,

and Caledonian, both comfortable.
after visiting Wick, and the many places
of historical, antiquarian, and archaeological interest in its
vicinity, can proceed by rail to
are the Station

The

traveller,

THURSO,

changing carriages at Georgemas Junction, 14 miles to the
south on the main line, or, if he wishes to visit Thurso first,
he can leave the Wick train at that Junction on his way
north, and afterwards reverse the journey from Thurso to
Wick, the distance between the two being 21 miles. Leaving

Georgemas Junction the
fishing Thurso

famous

line
river.

runs due north,

The town

Barony, containing a population of about
immediate neighbourhood, to the east, is

is

close

a

4000.

to

Burgh
In

the
of
the

Thurso Castle,
modern residence of Sir J. G. Tollmache Sinclair, who
Further on, in
owns the land on which Thurso is built.
the same direction, is Harold's Tower, commemorating the
death of the Norse Earl of that name, who fell in battle

the

1
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defending himself against Earl Harrold the Wicked
On the west side of the town the ruins of an

90.

ancient castle, at one time the

residence of the Bishops of
Within two miles is the fine
anchorage of Scrabster Roads, while the Pentland Firth,
with its impetuous, dangerous, and eternal eddies and currents,
stretches itself in front between the mainland and the Orkney
Islands.
The famous John O'Groat's House, visited annually
by thousands from all parts of the world, is about twenty

Caithness,

can

be

visited.

miles distant by an excellent road through scenery of the

most

beautiful

there

is

mercial,

and varied character.

At

John

O'Groat's

a very good hotel, and in Thurso, the Royal,

and

St.

Clair.

Com-

INVERNESS TO BEAULY AND THE FALLS U^
KILMORACK, BY COACH.

From
side

Inverness to Lentran the coach road runs along the

of the

railway,

and a

full

description of

all

the points

of interest on that part of the journey will be found at pages

56 and

The coach

57.

tran railway

station

road, a short distance

takes a detour to the

beyond Lenpassing, a

left,

mile further on, Bogroy Inn on the right.

A few yards past, and half way between the inn and the
Free Church and manse on the left, a road strikes off to
the right which leads to the Established Church and manse
of Kirkhill,

and terminates, two miles

distant, at the

Church-

yard, which contains a curious old mortuary Chapel in which
several of the old Lovat Chiefs are buried.

The most

inter-

esting object in this ancient building, next to the decapitated

remains of Simon of the 'Forty-five, is a memorial bearing
a curious inscription, partly in English and partly in Latin,
erected by that extraordinary man, ostensibly to his father,
Lord Thomas of Beaufort, but really to commemorate his
own transcendant virtues
The inscription, couched in
!

found at length,
History of the Frasers^ under Lord Simon.

eulogistic

Soon

terms,

will

be

in

Mackenzie's

memorial was erected. Sir Robert Munro,
1745, ^^.s on a visit to Lord Lovat,
when they proceeded to have a look at the monument.
Upon reading the inscription Sir Robert addressed his
lordship, saying, "Simon, how the devil came you to have
the assurance to put up such a boasting and romantic inscription?" to which the latter at once replied "The
monument and inscription are chiefly calculated for the
Frasers, who must believe VN'hatever I, their Chief, require
of them, and their posterity will think it as true as the

killed

after the

at

Falkirk in

—
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Gospel

"

—a

which

prediction

has

feared

is

it

been

not

verified.

Continuing the coach route by the main road, and passing

manse a

the Free Church, with the

we

behind

Httle distance

observe Reelick House immediately on the
Castle,

a

further

west,

portion

which

of

both snugly

is

very

sheltered

old,

on

and Moniack

left,

a

it,

we

reach, a mile further on, a small stone bridge, where

short

distance

side of

either

the

gorge formed by the Moniack Burn, so interesting to the
geologist and the botanist.
At once after crossing this
bridge, the road takes a sharp turn, first to the right, then
to the left, and continues up a gentle ascent until the highest
altitude on the route is reached.
From this point a magnificent view is obtained in every direction.
The whole stretch
of the Aird, extending for miles, is seen from east to west,
Beaufort Castle, a massive modern erection, forming the
most striking object, is observed on the left, with the
Strathglass hills rising to a height of more than 3400 feet
right

in

front.

The

extensive

and

low-lying

fertile

lands

come gradually in sight on the right,
coach rattles down the declivity leading to the

of the Beauly district

the

until, as

bridge, the village

and the

Priory,

The

the picturesque ruins of the ancient

itself,

Church

of

come

Cilliechriost,

fully

into

famous bridge,
partly carried away by the great floods of 1892, and re-built

view.

coach,

after

crossing

Telford's

in 1894, drives first into Beauly, in order that the

may
if

visit

the Priory

disposed,

so

and other places of

refresh

the

inner

man

at

drive

is

resumed

Kilmorack, where ample time

is

given

Hotel,

and

after

full

which

enjoyment

the

of

the

glorious

surroundings of that far-famed

passengers

interest,

to

for

scenery

and

also,

Lovat Arms

the

the

the

Falls

of

exploration

and romantic

locality.

THE FALLS OF KILMORACK AND THE DRUIM.
Visitors

who go by

rail

must

either

hire or

walk from

Beauly, a distance of two miles, to see the Falls, and two

'

—

BEAULY AND FALLS OF KILMORACK BY COACH.
to three miles farther to get a
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view of the remarkable gorge

and of the marvellous beauties of Eilean
Aigas.
The scenery here is unsurpassed by anything of its
kind in the Highlands, and will well repay the very moderate
trouble and expense of seeing it.
The " Druim" (which really
means the ridge through which this great gorge had been cut
by the river not, as has been supposed by non-Gaelic
speakers, the gorge itself) has been poetically and graphically described by the late Dr Charles Mackay, the poet, as
cut out of the Druim,

;

follows

;

In Lomond's

isles

the rowans grow,

In sweet Glennant the lintocks tarry,

And grand is Cruachan by Loch-Awe,
And bonny are the birks of Garry.
Beloved spots

!

— yet dearer far,

my heart more truly,
Are sweet Kilmorack's lingering falls,
The lovely *' Dream " and banks of Beauly.
And

cherish'd in

The joyous

Now
And

river runs its course.

dark and deep,

now

clear

and shallow

Rise, crown'd with mosses green

And

birks, the

So slim and
Stand

'*

delicately shaded,

and look below,

flourish

scarlet

on the heights,

bunches thickly studded,

brambles, heavy-laden,

trail

Their luscious berries purple-blooded

And on

;

graceful forms and tresses braided.

And rowans
With

and yellow

damsel of the wood,"

in the clefts,

With

And

;

high on either side the rocks

the

bosom

of the

;

hills,

Wooing the bees, the modest heather
Waves to the wind its hardy bells.
And blossoms in the wildest weather.

The coach does

not proceed beyond the Falls, and

it

takes

—
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its

passengers direct to Inverness without calling at Beauly

on the return journey.

STRATHGLASS, GUISACHAN, AND GLENURQUHART.

Those who can
tinue this route

afford

the time and expense should

through the Strathglass valley

and Guisachan, cross

into Glenurquhart,

and drive

con-

Cannich

to

to

Drum-

drochit Hotel at the foot of that charming glen, proceeding

Mr Macbrayne's Caledonian Canal
For a description of Glenurquhart and the Canal
portion of this route see "Inverness to Oban" section,
beginning at page no.
Eilean Aigas, with its sylvan scenes, was for many years
to

Inverness by one of

steamers.

the favourite residence of the brothers Sobieski

Stuart,

who

claimed to be the lawful successors of Prince Charles Edward,
the hero

and, at another period, of the
Further up the strath the scenery,

of the 'Forty-five

great Sir Robert Peel.

though changed,
Guisachan.

is

;

beautiful in the extreme, all the

The wooded surroundings

the ancient seat of the

of Erchless

Chiefs of Chisholm

;

way

to

Castle,

the magnificent

and Glenaffric
Guisachan House, the Highland residence of Lord Tweedmouth, and its policies can all be seen or explored on this
tour.
The various and diversified attractions of Strathglass
its sylvan valleys and towering mountains, its rushing rivers
and endless lakes, its wooded groves and heather-clad
slopes must be seen, not adequately described.
scenery

—

of

Glenstrathfarrar,

Glencannich,

;

INVERNESS TO CULLODEN MOOR, DALCROSS,
KILRAVOCK, AND CAWDOR CASTLES.
This is a fine Excursion by road. Visitors going all the way
to Cawdor Castle will find it much cheaper, as well as more
convenient and pleasant, to go by Messrs Macrae & Dick's
four-in-hand coach, which leaves Inverness on alternate days
three times a week, proceeding by Culloden

Moor and

Kilra-

vock to Cawdor Castle, returning by Dalcross and other
places of interest which cannot be seen on the outward
journey.
Those who can only spare the time to see the
battle field, five miles from Inverness, Cumberland's Stone,
and the Clava Stone Circles, respectively a quarter of a mile

and a mile

have to hire or walk.
coach will proceed along Petty
Street and the Millburn Road, which run parallel with and
quite close to the Inverness and Nairn section of the Highland
Railway.
In a few minutes Millburn House is passed on
the left, and
the Millburn Distillery and the Cameron
Barracks on the right.
Immediately afterwards the Perth
and Edinburgh coach road, which is the route for Culloden,
leaves the Inverness and Nairn road and strikes suddenly
leaving Raigmore House and grounds on the
to the right
left
and proceeds through a narrow valley until, about a
mile and a half from Inverness, it passes the village of
Soon after, Inshes House and
Culcabock on the right.
grounds, for centuries until a few years ago, the family
residence of the Robertsons of Inshes, is passed on the same
Almost opposite the entrance to this mansion house
side.
the Culloden road strikes eastward and to the left from the
old Perth and Edinburgh Road, along a gentle ascent until
farther, will

Leaving Inverness,

the

—

—

the top of the ridge

is

reached.

Here a magnificent view

The town

of Inverness

on a low-lying and

flat

is

is

obtained

beautifully

in

every direction.

and peacefully situated

peninsula behind

;

the Ross-shire hills

GUIDE TO INVERNESS AND THE HIGHLANDS.
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beyond, prominent among them Ben Wyvi^, with the
Black Isle in the foreground while the Sutherland and Caithness mountains extend away to the north, far as the eye
can reach.
Below, on the left, about three miles distant,
is the Moray Firth, Fort-George, and the Point of Chanonry,
rise

;

which appear almost

and Rosemarkie

to meet, with Fortrose

on the north shore, and the Soutars ot
Cromarty farther east, forming most striking and picturesque

behind,

the

objects

in

latter

the

panorama

glorious

away

while

;

the

to

above its
neighbouring satellites, on the west side of Loch Ness, completes a picture impossible to surpass anywhere for extent,
diversity of scene, variety of colouring, and beauty.
south-west,

towering

Mealfourvonie,

majestically

THE BATTLE FIELD OF CULLODEN.

We

are soon in sight of a larch plantation, which did not

Passing through

exist at the date of the battle.

once drive into an

open

space

and come

imposing

cairn,

twenty

diameter,

raised

a few years ago by

Culloden, from

of

proprietor

high

feet

a

gathered together, half a century

monument

erecting a

by

in

about

we

it,

sight

eighteen

Mr Duncan

shapeless
earlier,

all at

of an

heap

in

Forbes,

of

stones

with the view of

to the followers of Prince Charles

who

on the i6th of April, 1746. The money
originally collected for the purpose was shamefully squandered,
but the genial owner of Culloden has not only wiped out the
fell

on

this fatal field

disgrace, so

them

in

far,

by

collecting

the form in which

the stones

they

now

together, erecting

are and cutting an

on a slab on which is recorded the date and
battle, but he has also placed head-stones
the Mackintosh trench
at the end of the long graves or pits
being fifty-four feet long in which the Highlanders are

inscription

object

ot

the

—

interred,

with

boldly

cut

—

inscriptions

giving

the

name

of

each of the clans whose members lie buried beneath.
As
recent as 1846 a hundred years after the battle the graves

—

are

described

as

—

"large,

green

grassy

moundsj^

but

for

THE CULLODEN CAIRN,
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many

years past they have,

by the complete decay of the

bodies which they contained, become green gr.issy hollows.

The

place,

and

interest,

blood

in

its

history,

and surroundings are full of pathos
to those who have any Highland

particularly

their

veins.

But

it

impossible

is

our disposal to enter into any extended
incidents may, however, be mentioned.

at

in

the

detail.

space

A

few

On that eventful day Prince Charles had only about 5000
men, ill-fed, ill-clad, and but poorly armed, in the field, while
881 1
of Royal
his opponent had nearly double that number
troops, fed, clad, and armed to perfection, supported by the
But even then, the general opinion
best cavalry and artillery.
is that had not the Macdonalds sulked and refused to charge,
the day would have been won by the Highlanders.
Chambers
says that a Lowland gentleman who was in the line, and
who survived to a late period, used always in relating the
events of Culloden to comment with a feeling like awe upon
the more than natural expression of rage which glowed on
every face and gleamed in every eye as he surveyed the extended Highland line immediately before the charge. "The
action and event of the onset," he says, " were throughout
quite as dreadful as the mental condition which urged it.
Notwithstanding that the three files of the front line of Engnotwithlish poured forth their incessant fire of musketry
standing that the cannon, now loaded with grapeshot, swept
the field as with an hail-storm notwithstanding the flank
onward, onward went the headlong
fire of Wolfe's regiment

—

—

—

—

—

Highlanders, flinging themselves into, rather than rushing
upon, the lines of the enemy, which, indeed, they did not see
for smoke till involved among their weapons. All that courage,
all

that despair could do, was

dreadful and agonising

done.

suspense,

but

It

was a moment of

only

a

moment — for

the whirlwind does not reap the forest with greater rapidity

than the Highlanders cleared the
every

man

the deadly

line.

Nevertheless, almost

and gentiom.-.n, fell before
they had braved
and a.lthough

in the front rank, chief

weapons which

;
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enemy gave way,
and bloody with the
the

it

was not

every bayonet was bent

till

When

the Highlanders had
swept aside the first line of the Royalist troops they
still continued their impetuous and irresistible charge until
they were quite close to the second.
But ere this they were
strife."

thus

almost annihilated by the terrible and well directed

fire

of

the English, and the shattered remains of what but an hour
before had been a compact and courageous

waver.
solved

Still

rather to

die

than

came

in

contact

forfeit

he reached the points of the bayonets
It is

well

their

"

They rushed on
The
with the enemy.

dearly- estimated honour.

ever

band began

a few of the heroes rushed headlong on,

related of Alastair

Mor

"

;

to
re-

acquired

and

but not a

man

last

perished as

of Cumberland's troops.

Macgillivray,

commanding

the

Mackintoshes in the absence of their own chief, who was
fighting on the Royalist side, that he fought his way a gunshot past the enemy's cannon, and that he killed no less
than a dozen of the enemy with his claymore, although some
of the Enghsh halberts were driven deep into his body before

he fell.
One of the stones recently erected by Mr Forbes
marks the spot on which he expired while crawling to obtain
a drink of water from the well, since named after him which"
he never reached— after he had been left for dead on the field.
Among numberless other heroic actions on this fatal day
must be mentioned the final glorious act in the life of
Alexander Macdonald of Keppoch. Chambers, describing the
cowardly conduct of the other Macdonalds who, on a
false and baseless point of punctilio, refused to charge,
insisting that they were entitled to the place of honour on
ihe right— they undoubtedly fought on the left at Killicrankie— says, '' From this conduct there was a brilliant
exception in the chieftain of Keppoch, a man of chivalrous
When the rest of
character and noted for private worth.
retreated, Keppoch exclaimed with feelings not
his clan
My God, have the
to be appreciated in modern society,
he then advanced
children of my own tribe forsaken me ?

—

'

'

—
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with a pistol in one hand and a drawn sword in the other,
resolved apparently to sacrifice his
of his name.

He had

got but a

life

little

to the offended genius

way from

his regiment

when a musket shot brought him to the ground, and a clansman of more than ordinary devotedness who followed him
and with tears and prayers conjured him not to throw his
away, raised him, with the cheering assurance that his
that he might still quit the field

life

wound was not mortal, and
with life.
Keppoch desired

his faithful follower to take care

I

of himself, and, again rushing forward, received another shot

I

and

fell

to rise

on British
to

soil,

no more." This engagement, the last fought
and in which an ancient Royal dynasty came

an end, lasted

less

than forty minutes.

Cumberland and his troops after the battle
was so savage, cruel, and cowardly as to secure for him

The conduct

of

ever since the appropriate

however, not

I

I

soil

title

of "

The

Butcher."

these pages by giving

We

shall,

more than one

in-

famous instance of his horrid inhumanity. Riding over the
field, attended by some of his officers, immediately after the
battle, the Duke observed a young wounded Highlander
resting on his elbow and staring, half dazed, at the monster
Cumberland asked
and his friends as they passed along.
the wounded man to what party he belonged, when the youth
The Butcher instantly
at once replied, "To the Prince.'^
ordered one of his staff to shoot "that insolent scoundrel."
This officer, Major Wolfe, who afterwards died so gloriously
on the Heights of Abraham, near Quebec, refused to execute
the brutal order, saying that his commission was at the
disposal of his Royal Highness, but that he would not
The Duke asked several other
become his executioner.
officers
I

in

succession to

similar result.

He

"pistol" the

then

Highlander, but with

commanded one

of his

common

empty the contents of his musket into the wounded
,)fficer's body, an order which was immediately obeyed.
The
I'oung man thus brutally slain was Charles Fraser, younger
•f Inverallochy,
Lieutenant-Colonel in the Master of Lovat's
oldiers to

—
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reo^iment

and

;

it

is

commonly

said

that

Butcher ever

the

frowned upon the heroic Wolfe for refusing to carry
out his cowardly Royal commands to shoot the gentle and
wounded Highland youth in cold blood.
The same bloodafter

inhuman spirit governed the conduct of the
was over for he spared neither wounded,
old, nor young that came in his way, whether engaged in
the battle or not, but had them mercilessly slaughtered in
" A broad pavement of carnage marked four
cold blood.
out of the five miles intervening betwixt the battlefield and
thirsty

and

]^uitcher after all

Inverness,"

the

;

last

of the

slain

being found at

Millburn

within half-a-mile of the town.

Leaving the open space and proceeding eastward a few
will be observed in an arable field on the right,
marking where the English slain were interred.
About a
quarter of a mile further on, at the cross roads, we come upon

head-stones

CUMBERLAND'S STONE,

from the top of which the Duke

movements

of his

boulder, and

Mr

army during

is

said to have directed the

It is an imposing
Forbes of Culloden, when marking out the

the battle.

graves had the following inscription cut into

it

:

'*THE POSITION
OF THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND DURING THE
BATTLE OF CULLODEN."

For Continuation of Coach Houte see
THE CLAVA STONE

p. 104.

CIRCLES.

Three quarters of a mile from this point, by the road turning
on the opposite side of the River Nairn, tht

to the right, are,

ancient stone

monuments

of Clava.

In going to see

them the

a fine view of the great Railway viaduct which
here, quite close to him, spans the Nairn Valley.
No time
is allowed to those going by coach, but no one visiting Culvisitor gets

loden Moor should fail to see these pre-historic remains,
described as " the most splendid series of circles and cairns on
the eastern side

of the

Island."

The whole

extent

of the

CULLODEN

iMOOR, KILRAVOCK,

AND CAWDOR

CASTLES.
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Each of the principal cairns,
is covered with them.
surrounded by great sandstone pillars or standing stones,
has in the centre a chamber, formed of ordinary uncemented
The
masonry, 12 feet high by 12 to 15 feet in diameter.
plain

and most perfect one was opened in 1830, when
was found to contain a central circular chamber, five yards

largest

it

in

diameter, "lined at the base with a ring of fourteen large stones

an upright position, and surmounted by crosses of uncemented masonry, the stones of which incline inwards and
overlap one another, so as to have met at the top in a sort
of rude dome.
This apartment has an entrance looking
towards the south, with a passage two feet wide and flanked
by great stones, conducting from it through the body of the
cairn to its exterior circumference."
Eighteen inches below
the floor of the cell the workmen discovered two small earthen
vases or urns of the coarsest workmanship, containing calcined
The urns were accidentally broken and the ashes
bones.
which they contained was thus scattered and lost.
About a mile east from Clava is an enormous block of
sandstone conglomerate, resting on a bed of gravel, weighing
in

about 560 tons.

and 92

It is

carried by ice from
it

35 feet long, 20 feet broad, 13 feet high,

feet in circumference.

Geologists say that

it

has been

native bed in Stratherrick, and that
the largest "traveller" of its kind in Scotland.

is

its

who hire specially to the battlefield and to the Clava
Cairns should return to Inverness by the road which crosses
Visitors

Cumberland Stone. By doing this they
not only pleasantly vary the route but may, by turning to

the main road at the
will

the

left

aptly

through the pretty village of Balloch, get near to and

CULLODEN HOUSE,
described as "a stately mansion

English palaces

woods, with
beds.

It

of last

fine policies,

contains

many

in

the

style

visit

of tne

surrounded

by extensive
well-arranged gardens, and flower

century,"

interesting relics of the 'Forty-five,

which the genial proprietor

is

explain to respectable visitors.

9

always ready to exhibit and

Among

the most interesting

AND THE HIGHLANDS.
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may be mentioned a

"

walking stick which had been the property

of Prince Charles, and the bed, with the old hangings and curtains

which

it

had on

at the time,

upon which His Royal High-

ness enjoyed a short sleep the same morning on which was fought
the battle which for ever disposed of his claims to the sovereignty

There is also an ivory medallion
most artistic bit of work, and
said to be an excellent likeness of its famous original.
Visitors are also shown the small underground room, or
dun-^eon, in which seventeen of the Prince's Highland officers
were imprisoned for three days and nights, until they were led
out and shot in front of the house by orders of the Royal
Butcher.
Some very rare pictures, the most valuable of which is
the "Flight into Egypt" by Titian, are preserved in the house.

of the

British

Empire.

portrait of President Forbes, a

Continuation by Coach.
Resuming the journey by coach, beyond

I

Stone, the drive

is

the

Cumberlana

continued along the ridge of the Moor,

which commands a splendid view of the Nairn valley, all
Cantray is
the way to Cawdor and far beyond it, on the right.
soon left behind, but is not in sight, and, after it, Holme Rose,
on the same side. By the generous courtesy of Major Rose,
the proprietor of Kilravock, which place is next reached, the
coach is allowed to drive, a distance of two miles, through
his private policies, entering the grounds through the West

Lodge

and passing
most agreeable and pleasant

at the village of Croy,

the Castle

—a

right in front of
treat.

KILRAVOCK CASTLE.
This ancient family residence

is

one of the

finest

and most

Dicturesque castellated buildings in the North of Scotland.

It

a square keep, with a range of high-roofed additions, perched
on a rocky bank overlooking the Nairn, embosomed in ihick
is

woods

and

Inigo Jones, the famous
have designed the principal
additions to the original tower, and it has been admitted
that the elegant proportions of the public rooms are worthy of

English

tall

architect,

ancient
is

said

trees.

to

«^5
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Cochrane, the minion of James III.— by whom he
was afterwards created Earl of Mar is supposed to have

his fame.

—

planned

the

fifteenth

century.

original

structure,

about

The gardens and

the

middle

policies

are

of the
laid

out

with extreme good taste, and kept in splendid order, and they

contam some of the rarest shrubs and choicest flowers.
The family of Rose is one of the oldest in the Highlands.
Formerly proprietors of Geddes in the same county they,
in 1280, acquired the lands of Kilravock by the marriage of the
head of the house, Hugh de Rose, to Marie, daughter of
Sir Andrew de Bosco of Eddyrtor, or Redcastle, a Norman
knight, by his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Sir John Bisset of

The seventh

the Aird.

of the family,

Hugh

Rose, having

obtained the required license from his superior, John, fourth
Lord of the Isles, dated the i8th of February, 1460, and confirmed by James

Hugh, known
line,

who died

as
tn

III.

in

"the

1475,

Black

erected

Baron,"

the

original

and

tower.

tenth

of his

Queen

1597, at the age of 90, entertained

Mary

in the

ness,

and Her Majesty's room

tower in 1562 on the occasion of her
is

still

visit to

pointed out to

Inver-

visitors.

and without a fireand the floor
" consisted of great coarse boards roughly sawn and nailed
together." The present proprietor, Major James Rose, is the
23rd Baron in direct male descent from the first of the family.
In the Castle have been preserved several very fine pictures,
old armour, and manuscripts, the most valuable among the
latter being a copy of the now well-known " Kilravock Papers,"
mainly written in 1683-84 by the Rev. Hew Rose, minister
of Nairn, and a member of the family.
These papers were
carefully edited by the late Mr Cosmo Innes, and published by
the Spalding Club in 1848.
Anciently the family was one
of the most powerful in the North, and though the Barons of
Kilravock had neither clan nor numerous following they
held their own through all the changes of Governments and
dynasties, "amid Church schisms and Celtic rebellions,"
It is in its

place.

original state, with an arched roof

It

is

neither

lathed

nor plastered,
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always keeping aloof from faction and shunning the crowd.
"They had felt the charms of music, and solaced themselves

The

with old books, and old friends, and old wine."
itself " is

embowered

in fine old

timber

mixed with the remains of the native birch

fir,

Castle

— beech, oak and Scotch
forest,

and

a beautiful undergrowth of juniper," altogether making one
of the most interesting old residences

still

occupied, in one

of the most picturesque situations, in the Highlands.

A

mile beyond the Castle, the coach leaves the grounds by

the eastern or principal entrance, gets into the Clephanton or

Fort-George and Cawdor road, turns sharply to the
crosses the Nairn by the high-arched

a drive of two

through

miles,

across the bridge which spans the

right,

White Bridge, and

a beautiful

country,

Cawdor Burn,

after

rattles

within a few

yards of the prettily-situated, picturesque, and ancient Highland residence of the Earls of Cawdor

CAWDOR
This

fine baronial Castle

was

CASTLE.
built in

1454 by Thane William
James II. This fact,

of Calder, or Cawdor, by license from

now

fully authenticated,

completely disposes of the

the tower was the scene of Shakespeare's

fiction that

Tragedy of Macbeth,

which took place four centuries before the foundation of the
Thane William married Isobel Rose of
castle was laid.
Kilravock, and by her had an only son, John, in whom the
male line became extinct. Dying in 1498, he left an only child
a posthumous daughter, Muriel. The story of how she was
carried away by the Campbells and afterwards, in 15 10,
married to Sir John Campbell, third son of Archibald, second
Earl of Argyll, and progenitor of the present family of
Cawdor, is too well known to need repetition.

—

There are several versions of the curious tradition which rethe manner in which the site of Cawdor Castle was
According to one. Thane William was
originally chosen.
directed by a dream, and to another by a wizard, to build his
castle at the third hawthorn tree at which an ass laden with a
lates

CULLODEN MOOR, KILRAVOCK; AND CAWDOR CASTLES.
chest

full

of gold

— the

— should

These
stop.
was loaded with the
then went on and halted
a third, round which the

family treasury

directions were duly acted upon.

The

ass

It rested at one tree,
and finally stopped at
ancient tower was subsequently erected.

chest of gold.
at a second,

lo7

The

tree

stands

firmly rooted in the donjon, the lowest vault of the tower, the

old chest which contained the treasure by which the original

building was erected occupying the place of honour beside

To

this

day when one wishes prosperity

to

the

it.

family the

usually expressed in the words, " Freshness to the
Cawdor." Anderson says that if " its name be

sentiment

is

hawthorn

tree of

not sufficient to excite curiosity, the beauties of the situation,
the freshness in which

all its

appurtenances of ancient feudal

gloom and grandeur and means of defence remain,

will recompense the tourist for the trouble he may be put to. in visiting it.
Perched upon a low rock, overhanging the bed of a Highland
torrent, and surrounded on all sides by the largest sized forest-

which partly conceal the extent of its park, it stands a
work of several ages, a weather-beaten tower, encircled by comparatively newer and less elevated dwellings, the
whole being enclosed within a moat, and approachable only by
a draw-bridge, which rattles on its chains as in years- gone by."

trees,
relic

It is

of the

still

inhabited

the staircase, the iron grated doors

;

and

wickets, the large baronial kitchen, partly formed out of the

native rock

;

the hall, the old furniture, the carved mantelpieces,

the quantity of figured tapestry (purchased at Arras in 1682)

and even the grotesque family mirrors, in use 200 years, are
The drawbridge
still cherished and preserved by the family.
and gateway are particularly worthy of notice. On one of the
mantelpieces, dated 15 10, there is the figure of a fox smoking a
cutty pipe, 75 years before the introduction of tobacco to this
country by Sir Walter Raleigh, in 1585. The gardens are very
fine,

and the

policies contain several large oaks,

elms, walnuts, pine,

and ash trees— one of the

sycamores,

latter

being 23

feet in circumference.

After the Battle of Culloden,

Simon Lord Lovat found refuge
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days concealed

for several

in

a small low-built

attic

ately underneath the roof of the tower, having a single

immediwindow,

So many of his enemies came to visit the
he began to feel unsafe in his hiding-place, and
effected his escape by means of a rope. He subsequently found
his way to the west, but was arrested on the 8th of the following June in an island on Loch Morar " wrapped about with
blankets in the trunk of a (hollow) tree."
In March, 1747, he

close to the floor.
castle that

was

and condemned at Westminster on a charge of high
and was beheaded on the 9th of April following, on

tried

treason,

Tower Hill, in the 80th year of his age.
Ample time is allowed for visiting the castle and
Sixpence, devoted to charity,

grounds.

On

the

return journey the

route

is
is

charged

exploring the
for admission.

considerably

varied.

Instead of driying through the policies of Kilravock, the coach,

Nairn by the White Bridge, keeps the
to the village of Clephanton.
it comes
turns sharply to the left and proceeds westward, outside

after recrossing the

public highway until

There

it

Kilravock grounds, for some distance through a richly-wooded

and on through the village of Croy, after which it
once more drives for a short time over the route traversed in
the morning, straight in the direction of Culloden Moor, until it
country,

reaches the cross roads at Croy Free Church.

At

this point

it

leaves the direct course to Inverness and turns to the right along
the road which leads to Dalcross Railway Station, passing,

soon

after,

a few hundred yards on the right, the ruins of

DALCROSS CASTLE,

was built
lands on which

v.'hich

in

possession

in
it

1620 by Simon, eighth Lord Lovat.

was erected had then been

of the

Frasers,

part of the Mackintosh estates.

Lord Simon gave

it

for

The

some time

but before that they foimed

Soon

after the castle

was

built

as a marriage portion to his third son, Sir

James Fraser of Brea, who in turn bestowed it as a marriage
portion upon Major Bateman who married his daughter Jean.
This gentleman subsequently sold it to James Roy Dunbar, one
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it to Sir Lachlan
Mackintosh of Mackintosh who died in it in 1704, and whose
descendants now possess it. The castle consists of two towers
joined at right angles
the inner corner where they meet being
covered by a projecting turret and large entrance gate. Ander-

of the bailies of Inverness, who, in 1702, sold

;

son, writing

some

fifty

many

years ago, says that

of the appur-

Water
was still raised from a deep draw-well in the front court. The
windows were all stanchioned with iron. The huge oaken door,
studded with large nails, and the inner iron gratings, still turned
on their rusty hinges. The kitchen, with its enormous vaulted
chimney, like the arch of a bridge, the dungeon and the hall
The ceiling of the latter was of fine carved
were quite entire.
oak, in part rudely painted but its most interesting feature was
the dais or portion of the floor raised above the rest " for the
special use of the lord of the manor, his family, and principal
The roof of one of the bedrooms was painted all over
guests."

tenances of an old baronial residence were then entire.

;

with the coats-of-arms of the principal families in the country,

and those of Robert Bruce, the Earls of Huntly, Marischal, and
and Stuart "are still quite distinct." There is, however, no
Even the roof itself has disappeared. The
trace of them now.
castle was partly restored some years ago, by one of the Chiefs
it is now fast going to ruin.
The passengers having visited the castle, if so disposed, the
coach rattles down the hill until it reaches the main road from

of Mackintosh, but

Nairn to Inverness, about a half-a-mile westward from Dalcross
Railway Station, and 6^ from the Highland Capital, by which
it proceeds, almost close to the line, leaving Castle Stuart, in
the

hollow on the right,

all

the

description of this part of the route,
to Elgin

and Aberdeen

"

section.

way
by

Inverness.
For
see the " Inverness

to

rail,

—

INVERNESS TO FORT-AUGUSTUS, FORT-WILLIAM,
AND OBAN, BY THE CALEDONIAN CANAL.
one of the most enjoyable sails which
and during the summer season Mr
David Macbrayne runs one or more of his commodious and
well-found fleet of steamers both w.iys.
The scenery all
along the route is unsurpassed anywhere, and various places
of unique and striking interest, such as the Falls of Foyers,
Ben Nevis, the highest mountain in Great Britain, and
Glencoe, are passed and seen on the way.
The passenger steamers leave Muirtown Wharf, below
Craig Phadruig, a mile from Inverness.
It almost imme-

This on a
it

is

fine

day

is

possible to imagine,

Tomnahurich Cemetery (for a description and
which see page 52), on the left a lovely view
and glides gently through a swing bridge the paddle boxes
almost touching it on either side over which the Inverness
and Glenurquhart Road crosses the Canal at the southern end
of the Cemetery.
In another minute the boat skirts the
base of
TOR-A-VEAN

diately passes
illustration of

—

—

—

a high wooded hill on the right, while the Ness rushes
along on the left in the opposite direction, on a level
considerably below the Canal, the view opening up in front
being beautiful beyond description. Tor-a-Vean, as well as
Craig Phadruig, has been pointed to as the residence of
King Brude, where that monarch was visited in 565 by
Saint Columba.
It is 275 feet high, and there are distinct
traces of fortification on the conical eminence in which it
terminates

at

the

rear,

also

of

ramparts,

forming a sort of circumvallation about 40
In 1808, the

workmen engaged

in

"one of them

feet

from the

top."

conslructing the Caledonian
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Canal found
of

at the

circular

3;^

a prominent
larger than

base of the

double

astragal,

the

104 ounces.

It

and having

others.
is

now

It

round with
end two rings
inches, long, and weighs
chanelled

is

i8

at

each

the property of the Society of Anti-

The chain

quaries of Scotland.

a massive silver chain

hill

neatly

links

Ill

is

alleged

to

have been

Donald Bane, a Hebridean Chief, said
killed and buried where it was found, in 11 87,
to
on the occasion of a skirmish between him and a party of
the

badge of
have been

office of

troops from the Castle of Inverness.

more recent times the top of Tor-a-Vean was used as
hill or seat of justice, and
according to tradition
there was an ancient buryingrplace on a small plateau on
In

a moot

it.
The hill is said to have derived
name from Beathan or Baithne, a cousin and follower
Saint Columba, who afterwards became Abbot of lona.
The boat soon after leaving Tor-a-Vean arrives at

the north side of

its

of

DOCHGARROCH LOCKS.
Here a good peep

is

obtained of Dochfour House, a fine

modern mansion, in the Italian style, in which its owner,
the late Mr Evan Baillie of Dochfour, had the honour of
the Prince Consort on the occasion of the
Royal Highness to Inverness in 1846.
After
leaving the Locks the boat passes through Loch Dochfour,
connected with Loch Ness by a cutting of the Canal about
a quarter of a mile long and now practically an extension

entertaining
visit

of

of his

the

larger

lake.

Here,

until

recently,

could

be seen

the ruins of the old church of Bona, and on the peninsula

which marks the division of Loch Dochfour from Loch Ness
are the remains of an encampment, described as "An
oblong square, rounded at the corners, and encircled with
irregular ditch,

which

is

believed to

have been a

afi

Roman

encampment, pitched on the site of the British Boness, or
foot of Loch Ness, a name Latinised by the Romans into
Bonessia, and by Ptolemy into Banatia," but now familiar
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to all as

In the immediate vicinity of this

Bona.

ment, on a square

mound

encamp-

stood the ruins of

CASTLE SPIORADAN,
an old stronghold or keep,

" which

manded

fords

the passage

of the

in

ancient

across the

com-

days

the

in

river

by Charles
Maclean, progenitor of Clann Thearlaich or the Macleans of
Urquhart and Dochgarroch, early in the fifteenth century.
All his sons, except one, were killed in the Castle soon

neighbourhood."

after

its

It

erection,

only one of

many

said to have

is

and

if

violent

been

built

be credited, this was
and slaughters which it

tradition

scenes

has witnessed.

A

glorious view

is

here obtained of the whole of Loch

The boat

Ness, extending for 24 miles right in front.

by

signal

at

Aldourie

pier,

mansion-house

fine

turretted

Mr

Fraser-Tytler,

is

and

in

of Aldourie,

through

obtained

calls

passing, a peep of the

the

residence

an avenue

in

of
the

embosomed. Aldourie is interesting
James Mackintosh, the historian,
philosopher, and statesman.
The steamer also stops by
signal, going and coming, at Abriachan Pier, on the west
or right-hand side of the Loch, to take in and discharge
passengers or goods, and after a delightful morning sail
turns in to the beautiful Bay of Urquhart and calls at
Temple Pier, on its northern side, 14 miles from Inverness.

plantation in which

as

it

is

the birthplace of Sir

The view which here opens up

one of the most charming

is

Highlands.

in the

GLENURQUHART
Stands unrivalled for
ness,

its

and would require

beauty,
at least

fertility,

a

and sylvan

loveli-

long day well spent to

its delightful retreats and manifold objects of historic
On the southern promontory of
and antiquarian interest.
the bay towers the massive ruin of

explore

i

URQUHART CASTLE,
the

history

of

which

extends

far

back

into

the

unknown

'
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annals of the past.

The date

It

is

II3

the most interesting object in the

is unknown, but it is said to
have been erected in the eighth century, some placing it
In 1303 it was occupied and
as far back as the sixth.
stoutly defended against the army of Edward I., but after
a long siege it was taken, when the Governor, Alexander
In
de Bois, and the whole garrison were put to the sword.
1334 Sir Robert Lauder, the Constable, gallantly maintained
In 1509 it was granted by James IV. to
it against Baliol.
the ancestor of the Earls of Seafield.
It covered a very
large area, the rock on which it stands being 600 feet long
by 200 broad in an irregular rectangular form, the walls of
the Castle following the contour of the rock.
The remains
of the drawbridge are yet to be seen, and so are the towers
of a handsome gateway which opened into the courtyard.

glen.

A

of

its

origin

considerable portion of the outer walls are

still

standing,

and the strong square keep, 50 feet high, and measuring
21 feet by 26 feet internally, of three storeys surmounted by
four square hanging turrets, are in good preservation and a
most striking feature of the great ruin. The walls are 8 feet
thick, and when habitable the Castle is said to have had
The moat by which it was
accommodation for 600 men.
protected on the land side was 25 feet deep and 16 wide,
while on its other sides the rock on which it stands is
The Castle has also
washed by the waters of Loch Ness.
been the scene of many a tale of love, romance, and chivalry,
a good example of which is portrayed in Tales of the Heather
under the title of "WiUiam Grant of Glenurquhart," as well
The lake, directly
as in other publications of the same kind.
opposite, is 125 fathoms or 750 feet deep, and in consequence
of its great depth it was never known to freeze in any part.
Balmacaan House, the modern local residence of the
Seafields, is situated in a charming spot in the centre of the
valley, westward from the old Castle, under the protecting
shadow of the neighbouring Craig- Mony, around which
centres so much local tradition and romance, and can

—
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be seen

among

the steamer as

it

surrounding woods

the

enters or leaves the

Bay

from the deck of
of Urquhart.

THE FALLS OF DIVACH.

who go ashore

at Glenurquhart are sure to visit
formed by the stream of that name
which flows from the shoulder of Mealfourvonie and after a
bound over the precipice of about loo feet forming the Fall,
joins the Coilltie, a rough and, when in flood, dangerous
rivulet which passes through the southern side of the glen
past the village of Lewiston on its way to Loch Ness. The
Fall of Divach is even higher than Foyers, and although the
volume of water is much smaller, when the burn is in flood
it is highly picturesque and well worth going a long way to
see.
It is about four miles from Drumnadrochit Hotel, and
most of the distance can be driven over, but the remainder
must be traversed on foot through a deep and thicklyImmediately above the Fall is Divach
wooded ravine.

Tourists

the Falls

of Divach,

Cottage, for

.

many

years

the

summer

residence of the late

John Phillips, the famous artist, and more recently of Arthur
her maiden
J. Lewis and his wife, the latter better known by
name of Kate Terry.
Climbing up by an excellent path from the bed of the
ravine to the higher level, the visitor can there meet his
carriage, and drive or walk to the old Castle by the upper
Other places of antiquarian and
road, about a mile distant.
romantic interest abound in this lovely glen, but the reader
who resolves to spend some time in it must be left to find
Its unique beauties have been celethem out for himself.
brated in prose, in verse, and on canvas, by Shirley Brooks,
John Bright, John Phillips, and many others. Mr Bright, writing
in the famed Drumnadrochit Hotel Visitor's Book, says
In Highland glens 'lis far too oft observed,
That man is chased away and game preserved

Glenurquhart

is

to

me

a lovelier glen

—

;

Here deer and grouse have not supplanted men.

The steamer having discharged and

taken on board passengers
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at

Temple

Pier,

proceeds on her way, passing close to the

Urquhart as she leaves the bay,

of Castle

ruins

II5

to

Inver-

faragaig, her next place of call.

THE PASS OF INVERFARAGAIG.
one of the most romantic and wildest passes in the
It is very narrow at its entrance, not
Its sides
much wider than the road which runs through it.
are very steep, especially the northern one, which is formed
of an almost perpendicular and rugged precipice the Black

This

is

North

of Scotland.

—

Rock, on the summit of which are the vitrified remains of
Dun Jardil. About a mile from the pier, on the bank of
the roaring mountain torrent which brawls and tumbles
through this grim gorge, is a granite monolith erected by
the

Inverness

Society

Scientific

memorate the death,

in

July,

Edinburgh, a well-known

and

Field

geologist,

by the

while in pursuit of his favourite science
opposite.
principally

Club

Dr James

1877, of

fall

among

to

com-

Bryce, of

of a

rock,

the precipices

Both sides of the Pass are covered with wood,
birch, except where the Black Rock exposes its

rugged and knarled face

to the countless ages.

THE FALLS OF FOYERS.
Three quarters of an hour used to be allowed for passengers
visit these famous Falls, but this only admitted of the
Lower Fall, which however, was by far the best, being seen.
No time is allowed now, and passengers desiring to see
the magnificent scenery where the Falls used to be, before
the water was diverted into an underground channel by
the Aluminium Company, must wait for the next boat from
Mr Macbrayne's steamship " Gondolier," waiting
Inverness.
for the passengers at Foyers pier, while they visited the
Falls until they were destroyed, is shown on the opposite

to

page.

The

Foyers, which

takes

its

rise

in

Monadh-Liath mountains, ran a course of
it

took

its

first

Loch

Killin

in

the

thirteen miles before

great plunge of 30 feet over the perpendicular

—
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first or Upper Fall, within one and a
mouth.
Another quarter of a mile and it got
compressed through a narrow gorge from which it bounded
over a yawning precipice of 90 feet into a seething cauldron,

rock which formed the
hair of

its

down between

the surrounding rocks, sending up volumes
foam from which the Fall derives it Gaelic name
of " Eas-na-Smuid," or the smoking Cataract.
It is quite
impossible to give any adequate description of these cascades
and their surroundings as we remember them, and we shall
not make the attempt.
Robert Burns on first seeing them
wrote the following lines on the Lower or principal Fall, when
in its glory, as shown in our illustration

far

of misty

Among
The

the heathy hills and rugged woods,

roaring Foyers pours his mossy floods,

Till full

he dashes on the rocky mounds,

Where through a shapeless breach his stream resounds.
As high in air the bursting torrents flow,
As deep recoiling surges foam below,
Prone down the rock the whitening sheet descends.

And viewless,

echo's ear astonished rends,

Dim-seen through

The hoary

rising mist

Still

through the gap the struggling river

And

still

below the horrid cauldron

Professor Wilson says

:

— " The

magnificent cataract out of

The

and ceaseless showers,

cavern, wide- resounding, low'rs.

din

is

quite

all

loud enough

toils,

boils.

Fall of Foyers

sight
in

is

and hearing,

in

the

most

Britain.

ordinary weather, and

it

weather that you can approach the
In
place from which you have a full view of its grandeur.
ordinary Highland weather meaning, thereby, weather neither
very wet nor very dry it is worth walking a thousand
is

only

in

ordinary

—

—

Foyers.

miles to see the Fall of

enclosed by complicated
of

immense

the eye

a

height,

savage

cliffs

and though,
aspect,

even there, and the horror

yet
is

The

spacious cavity

is

and perpendicular precipices
for

beauty

a

while,
fears

it

not

wears to
to

dwell

softened by what appears to

y rom Photo, by]

fall of foyers

[./.

Valentine

^

iSons.
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be

masses

II7

tall
shrubs, or single shrubs almost like
they are trees, which on the level plain would

of

And

trees.

AND OBAN.

look even stately

but as they ascend, ledge above ledge,
it takes the eye time to see

;

the walls of that awful chasm,

them

as

their

character,

are

really

while,

are,

serenely standing

on such

felt

recent

they

sites

writer says

:

to

— " As

be

on

discernment

first

among

sublime."

the

of

they

Another and more
feel the ground
waters, from which

we approach, we

tremble with the roar and din of the falling

Having gained

constantly ascends.

a thick cloud of spray

tumult,

the point of observation the visitor beholds the whole extent

and
and
tangled masses of shrubs and small plants nourished by
the vapour which ever and anon floats around.
Oak and
pine trees are also abundant, adding grace and beauty to
the scene."
When the river was in flood the effect was
truly sublime and the spectator was deeply impressed with
From Foyers the lowering
feelings of awe and admiration.

of

the

Fall,

precipitous

the

terrific

rocks around,

gulf

beneath

fringed

Mealfourvonie, rising to an

with

altitude

opposite on the other side of

and

the

lofty

luxuriant

birch

of

2284

Loch Ness,

feet,

will

directly

be seen to

great advantage.

Leaving Foyers' pier the steamer proceeds on her journey
immediately passes the point at which the

and almost

Foyers enters Loch Ness in the calmest and most placid
serenity.
Here is a green fertile spot of great beauty
once occupied by the mansion-house for many generainhabited

tions

but

now used

On

the

by the

for the

opposite

side

cadet family of Fraser of Foyers,
purposes of the Aluminium Company.
of

the

lake,

first

Allt-Giuthais,

and

two miles further on, Allt-Sigh are observed, deeply
indented between the rocks, finding their way to Loch Ness.
Soon we reach Invermoriston, where the impetuous mountain
stream of that name, after traversing the whole length of

next,

Glenmoriston, enters Loch Ness, the old family residence of
the Grants showing

its

roof

among

the trees beyond.

Those
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who

desire

proceed

to

to

the

visit

this

beautiful

Hotel, passing on

and

glen will go
their

way

ashore

the

fine

and
Falls

salmon ladder recently erected to
up to the higher reaches of the
Moriston, some years ago stocked with salmon fry by the late
Mr Dunbar of Brawl Castle, Caithness.
From Invermoriston there is a good country road through
Cluanie forest, to Glenshiel, Glenelg, or Balmacarra, at each
of which there is an excellent Hotel.
Leaving Invermoriston, the boat proceeds on her way to

on

the

river,

enable the

fish

to

the

pass

FORT-AUGUSTUS,
sides, in front and in rear, being of the
and varied character, the Abbey of St.
Benedict forming an imposing and massive structure, the
building of which cost ^80,000, in the foreground, on the
site of the old fort to the left of the village and on the right
bank of the Canal. The cost of the Church when finished
will be about ;^5o,ooo additional.
Here we pull up, in the
entrance to the first of a series of five locks at the end of

the scenery on

all

most magnificent

the lake.

The old military fort which has given place to the BenedicAbbey was erected by General Wade in 1729 to overawe
the Highland clans who took part in the Rising of 171
tine

under the Earl of Mar. It was a square building, with four
mounting twelve six-pounders and containing accommodation for one field officer, four captains, twelve subalterns,
and 280 rank and file.
It was taken by the followers of
Prince Charles in 1745, ^"^ after the battle of Culloden was
for a short time the head-quarters of the Duke of Cumberland.
In 1773 it was visited by Dr Johnson and Bos well, on their

bastions,

tour to the Hebrides.

The site of the old fort, which was occupied until the
Crimean War, and the land surrounding it were bought
from the Government by Thomas Alexander Fraser, Lord
Lovat, in 1867, for ;i^5ooo, and in 1876 was presented by

FORT-AUOUSTUS, FORT-WILTJAM, AND OCAN.
the

son,

his

Simon

late

order of

Monks

buildings

upon

to

Lord Lovat,

erect

The Abbey

it.

distinct buildings, containing a

and

Scriptorium,

noble

this

connected

is

with

of ecclesiastical

pile

a

College,

Benedictine

the

lo

II9

quadrangle of four
Monastery, Hospice,

cloisters,

in

the

purest

early English Gothic style of architecture.

becoming very popular with visitors,
There are two good Hotels, the Temperance
being one of the most comfortable of its kind in the
Highlands.
There are also several new villas in which
accommodation can be arranged for in advance by those who
intend to remain for any time in the district.
The boat takes about three-quarters of an hour passing
through the Locks, and passengers who care to walk can
proceed on foot along the banks of the Canal to Kyltra
Locks, two miles further on, and be there in good time before
the boat arrives. The walk in fine weather is a most enjoyable one. Another two miles and the boat enters Loch Oich
through Cullochy Locks, near Aberchalder, where Prince
Charles mustered his forces before proceeding on his memorable march to the Lowlands, on the 27th of August, 1745.
The road just passed, and which crosses the Canal by a
swing bridge, and the River Oich by an elegant suspension
bridge on the right, leads from Fort-Augustus to Invergarry
and Fort-William, and also from Invergarry, the residence of
Fort-Augustus

is

especially anglers.

Mrs

Ellice, to

forest

Glenquoich, for

by Lord Burton,

where there

is

many

years occupied as a deer

head of Lochourn, and Glenelg,
Hotel, on the West Coast of Inver-

to the

a first-class

ness-shire.

The scenery round Loch
about a furlong

in

Oich, which

average width,

is'

3,J^

miles long by

100 feet above the level

of the sea, and the highest reach of the Canal navigation, is
varied and beautiful in the extreme, dotted here and there
islets, and
surrounded by a comgrandeur and sylvan loveliness, which
leave a pleasing impression on the imagination.

with httle wood-covered
bination

cannot

of Alpine

fail

to
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has also many romantic and historical associaAbout half-way along the Loch the ruin of the old
Castle, for ages the stronghold and home of the warlike
Chiefs of Glengarry, stands out hoary and prominent to the
right, on " Creagan an Fhithich," which became the war cry
of this branch of the Macdonalds, and which, with the old

The

district

tions.

burying ground,
the

the

is

only portion

which now remains to

representatives of that ancient Highland family of their

once enormous possessions.

In

spent part of the night of the

this

Castle Prince Charles

26th of August,

1745,

j^^t

before he started on his journey south to meet Sir John Cope,

and subsequently, a few days before
berland's

soldiers

after

Culloden,

it

the

was burnt by Cumsame Prince found

though then deserted, the first night after the
he had an interview with Simon, Lord Lovat,
A little to the right of
at Gortuleg House, Stratherrick.
this grim old ruin is the elegant modern mansion erected
by the late proprietor of the estate, the Hon. Edward Ellice,
for many years M.P. for the St. Andrews Burghs.
The
situation is very fine, and the scenery at this point has been

shelter in
battle,

and

favourably

it,

after

compared

with

some

of

the

most picturesque

parts of the Rhine.

Near the south-west end of Loch Oich on the right, will
be observed a monumental pyramid which was erected by
the notorious Glengarry of George IV's time, over a well,
known as "Tobar nan Ceann," or the Well of the Heads.

The apex
and

it

of the

many languages
*•

monument

represents seven

has the following inscription upon

human

heads,

four sides in as

:

As a memorial

the swift

its

of the ample and

course of feudal jusiice,

summary vengeance which,

inflicted

by the orders of

in

the

Lord Macdonnell and Aross, overtook the perpetrators of the foul
murder of the Keppoch family, a branch of the powerful and illustrious clan of which his lordship was the Chief, this monument is
erected by Colonel Macdonnell of Glengarry, XVIL Mac Mhic
Aiastair, his successor and representative, '.n the year of our Lord,
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The heads

lSi2,
feet

of the noble

washed

in

this

place early in

name

murderers were presented at the

of the seven

Glengarry Castle, after having been
and ever since that event, which took

Chief in

Spring
the

121

;

sixteenth

century,

of *Tobar-nan-Ceann,' or

*

it

has

The Well

been known by the

of the Heads.'"

In one important respect this inscription

is

historically in-

In point of fact Lord Macdonell and Aros, though

accurate.

the intensity of passion which Ian Lorn MacKeppoch bard who took the execution of
vengeance in hand was able to bring to bear upon him,
The Bard then proceeded to Skye and
refused to interfere.
succeeded, after composing one of his best songs to Sir
James Macdonald of Sleat, in inducing that Chief to take
Sir James at once applied to the Government,
the matter up.
obtained a commission of fire and sword, signed by the
Duke of Hamilton, the Marquis of Montrose, and other seven
Privy Councillors, against the murderers, and then sent
his brother, Archibald, known as "An Ciaran Mabach," poet
and soldier, at the head of a trusty band led by " Ian Lom,"
They fell upon them during the
to punish the assassins.
night, while in their beds, inflicted summary vengeance, and
next morning, having cut off their heads, washed them in
this well and laid them at the feet of Lord Macdonell and
Aros at Invergarry Castle, more to show him what they
had succeeded in doing without his aid than for any assistThe murder of the Keppoch
ance he had given them.
brothers took place in 1663, and on the 15th of December,
1665, a letter was addressed to Sir James Macdonald, signed
by the Earl of Rothes, Treasurer and Keeper of the Great
Seal of Scotland, thanking him "for the singular service"
he had done to the country by punishing the murderers, and
assuring him that he would not be allowed to remain long

urged with
donald,

all

—

the

—

unrewarded.*

Three quarters of a mile

after leaving

Loch Oich, through

* See Mackenzie' s History of the Macdcnalds
Isles,

pp. 217-218.

and Lords of the
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a charming winding avenue formed by a thick and very pretty
plantation on either side,

the right will
finnan,

Laggan Locks

be observed

the

old

are reached,

burying-place

and on
of

Kil-

where the Macdonalds of Glengarry had been buried

for generations.

Just at the end of
further on,

Loch Lochy, which

the most sanguinary battle

is

ever

entered a mile
fought

among

Highland clans was fought on the 15th of July, 1544,
between the Macdonalds of Clanranald, under John Moydertach,
and the Frasers, under Lord Lovat.
Out of about a thousand
men— six hundred Macdonalds and four hundred Frasers

the

only ten

left

the

scene of conflict

alive,

among

the

slain

being Lord Lovat himself, the Master of Lovat, and eighty
as Ranald Gallda
Macdonald, the legitimate chief of Clanranald, whose cause
The battle is still known in
the Frasers had espoused.
Gaelic as " Blar-nan-Leine," or the Battle of the Shirts, from
the fact that the combatants on both sides stripped themselves of all their upper garments and fought in their shirts
and kilts.*
The scenery on both sides of Loch Lochy, ten miles long,
with an average width of one, is exceedingly fine, the first
half of the distance being walled in by high hills on both
sides, some of them rising to an altitude of more than 3000
On the left is Letterfinlay, at one time fully populated by
feet.
a fine race, the MacMartiiis, said to be the oldest branch of
the Camerons, but now forsaken and desolate. As the southwest end of the lake is approached, the mouth of Glen-Arkaig
opens up to the right, the fine farm house observed on
the same side, near the loch, being Clunes House, for many
generations occupied by the Camerons of Clunes, cadets
of the family of Lochiel, one of whom ferried Prince Charles
across the River Lochy in a ricketty boat during his wanderings after he escaped from the Long Island to the mainland.

leading gentlemen of the clan, as well

* For a fully detailed and graphic account of this sanguinary
conflict see

Mackenzie's History of the Frasers.
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A

and about a mile higher up the

further on,

little

Achnacarry
Camerons,

the

Castle,

seen

is

I23

residence

among

the

of

trees,

Lochiel,

and

the

its

immediate

still

stands the

in

neighbourhood, but not seen from the boat,

glen,

chief of

where Prince Charles
Edward slept the second night after Culloden, and burnt a few
days later by the Duke of Cumberland's red-coats. There
ivy-covered ruins of

predecessor,

its

are several points of interest here, such as the

Dark

Mile,

one of the most remarkable avenues of trees in the kingdom, Prince Charlie's Cave, and Loch-Arkaig, which extends
from Achnacarry fourteen miles inland, through a fine district
once thickly populated by a comfortable and contented
But as these places cannot
tenantry, but now a deer forest.
be seen from the deck of the steamer, we shall follow the
plan of this Guide throughout and pass on without making

any further reference to them.
On the left the mansion of Invergloy, flanked by lofty
and recently-planted hills, on the east side of the loch, is
soon passed, and then Glenfintaig House. Immediately behind
the former there is a water beach at an altitude of 1278
feet above the present level of the sea, and a few miles
eastward are the famous parallel roads of Glenroy, which
have proved such a puzzle
the boat

arrives

Loch

extremity of
the
at

last

At

this

In a few minutes

to the geologist.

Gairlochy Locks, at

Lochy, and

of the

stretch

Banavie.

at

Canal

point a

through

passes

before

south-western

the

reaching

good road

them
its

into

terminus

cuts across country

Glenroy and Spean Bridge, where the Glasgow and FortWilliam Railway may be joined.
Proceeding along the Canal, Glenloy soon opens up on the
Erracht House the birthplace of the famous General
right.
Sir Alan Cameron, K.C.B., who in 1793, in the remarkably

to

—

short

space

of

three months,

commanded the 79th Cameron
"The Queen's Own,'' and the
ment,

having

most

raised

many years
now known as

for

Inverness-shire County Regi-

appropriately
II

and

Highlanders,

its

headquarters

in

the
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Highland Capital is seen on the east side of the river, while
House, for several generations occupied by a wellknown family of Camerons, stands on the promontory which
Strone

forms

the

western

shoulder

of

this

very

picturesque

and

lovely glen.

The country now begins
Nevis comes into view

open up and the massive Ben
to the left, surrounded by
that from this point the highest

to

slightly

other giants, with the effect

mountain in Britain is somewhat disappointing, but as the
steamer gets nearer to it, its great height and massiveness
rapidly grow upon us.
The wall, which is soon seen striking
up the hill to the right, is the march dyke between the
Winding along the recounties of Inverness and Argyle.
mainder of the Canal in the most pleasant fashion, and
gradually approaching closer to the mighty Ben Nevis,
4406 feet above the level of the sea, we observe on a high
and projecting precipice, on the west bank of the River
Lochy, a short distance eastward from the Canal, the ruin
of Banquo's House, or Tor Castle, an ancient seat of the
Chiefs of Mackintosh, who at one time owned the whole of
this district, and fought with the Camerons for possession
of it for more than three hundred and forty years, a final
settlement of the dispute having only been arrived at in
1 68 1, when it
was given up to the Lochiels on payment to
Mackintosh of 72.500 merks. Away in the distance on the plain,
on the other side of the Lochy, within three and a half miles
of Fort- William, is the imposing modern mansion of Lord
Abinger, Torlundy House, where Her Majesty resided for
some time during her visit to the Highlands in 1873, and
away, in the neighbourhood of Fort-William,
still further
the extensive ruin of Inverlochy Castle, a quadrangular
building, with massive towers at each angle, surrounded by
a wide and deep fosse. In a few minutes more the steamer
arrives at Banavie, at the top of "Neptune's staircase,"
formed of a series of eight locks, which at its western
terminus connect the Caledonian Canal with the sea at Corpach.
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EANAVIE AND CORPACH.

From
there

is obtained of Ben Nevis, and
Hotel under excellent management at
another on a smaller scale, recently re-built,

here a glorious view
a first-class

is

Banavie, and

and very comfortable, three quarters of a mile

re furnished,
distant,

remain

to

Corpach,

at

accommodation
ascending

at

places of interest

monument
first

scenes

the

;

who

those

can

find

reasonable rates, have every

and
which abound

Lochsheil, where he

which

of

the district

in

mountain,

the

as Prince Charles'

Castle

both

at

any time

for

of

for
in

with

neighbourhood, such

the

raised his flag in 1745
Achnacarry
the Prince's
wanderings in its
;

;

;

its

many

so

and

fell

Bras,

commanded

years

at their

and

Churchyard,

Cameron

Colonel John

distinguished

his

of

in

the

Nevis
Hotel,

a

tall

highly

who

Fassifern,

for

92nd Gordon Highlanders,

the

head on the i6th of June, 181 5,

buried

is

other

Glenfinnan, at the head of

in

the Parallel Roads of Glenroy
and Glen
Close to the Gorpach
two fine waterfalls.
outside the Churchyard of Kilmallie, will be observed
obelisk erected to commemorate the valiant and
vicinity

for

facility

many

the

visiting

desire

first-rate

ivy-covered

ruin

at

Quatre

inside

the

body having been brought home in
Another notable Highlander interred

Government ship.
this Churchyard is Mary

Mackellar the

a
in

Gaelic poetess, a

native of Lochaber.

Passengers going

and proceed by

further

South

leave

steamer here

the

rail to

FORT-WILLIAM,
lying at the base of the majestic
in

1891

had a

introduction

population

of the

of

Ben

1870

Fort-William

Nevis.
souls,

West Highland Railway

but
in

since

1894

it

the

has

A large number of
been increasing by leaps and bounds.
villas have been built in recent years at both
ends of the town, now an important Police Burgh, governed by
It contains several
a Provost, Magistrates, and Town Council.

new houses and
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good Hotels and the number, demanded by the extra tourist
traffic introduced by the Railway, are being much improved
and increased.
The Station Hotel, built in a beautiful and

commanding

situation near the station in 1896, provides

first-

accommodation for 100 to 120 guests, and is altogether
one of the most palatial and best equipped tourist hotels in
class

Scotland.

End

It

late.

The

The West
much extended and improved of

electrically lighted throughout.

is

Hotel has also been very
only

places

of

special

interest

in

or

in

the

immediate neighbourhood of the town are, the Fort at the east
end, first erected by General Monk during the English Commonwealth, and subsequently re-built on a more limited scale in
the reign of William HI.
It was unsuccessfully besieged in
the 'Fifteen and the 'Forty-five and it continued garrisoned by
troops until 1864, when it was sold by the Government to Mrs
Cameron Campbell of Monzie, the superior of the rest of
Fort-William.

Another stronghold, the ancient Castle of Inverlochy, already
mentioned,

is

of

still

greater interest.

It

also

is

to the east

between the road and the river.
According to tradition, it was at one time a Royal residence,
and King Achaius of Scotland is said to have signed a treaty
with the famous Charlemagne, still preserved in the French
It was subsequently occupied
archives, within its precincts.
by Banquo, Thane of Lochaber, after which it became the
property of the Comyns of Badenoch, who lost it and
the surrounding lands for opposing Robert the Bruce in the
It
was undoubtedly reScottish War of Independence.
of the town

paired

if

on the

right,

not entirely re-built early in the i6th century.

On

was fought, on the 2nd
of February, 1645, the memorable and decisive Battle of
Inverlochy between the great Marquis of Montrose and the
Earl of Argyll, when the Campbell chief took to his galley as
soon as the battle began, and left 1500 of his followers to be
cut to pieces in the absence of their cowardly commander.
Fort-William is the nearest point from which to ascend
the plain in

its

immediate

vicinity
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Ben

Nevis,

recent

and

since

starting

years,

a
at

bridle

was

path

Achintee, on the
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constructed

road from

in

the

town to Glen Nevis, the ascent is comparatively easy, and
can be made riding or on foot. The Meteorological Society
in November, 1893, opened an Observatory on the very summit
of the mountain, erected at a cost of ^6000, and placed it
under the charge of Mr R. F. Omond, F.R.S.E., and two
assistants.
For the use of this path tickets are issued to
pedestrians for one and to persons on horseback for three
shillings, the distance from Fort-William to the Observatory
being ']% miles.
These tickets entitle the holders to the
privilege of despatching telegrams from the highest pinnacle
of the mountain, at ordinary rates, to any part of the world.
The panorama from the summit for extent, variety, and
grandeur on a clear day must be seen, not described, and
many ascend in the evening and remain on the top all night
to see the sun rising over the German Ocean, and lighting
up the incalculable number of mountain summits which are
seen from this altitude. Sleeping accommodation is provided
for twelve persons in the Observatory, and refreshments
are supplied,

all at

reasonable rates, considering the situation

As the
way system Fort-William is
and circumstances.
most

future

and flourishing towns

attractive

of a

centre

destined

to

great

become one

in the

rail-

of the

Highlands.

FORT-WILLIAM TO BALLACHULISH (FOR GLENCOE)

AND OBAN.
The

steamer,

leaving

Fort-William,

sails

at

the

rate

of

hour down Loch Aber, or Upper Loch
Linnhe, passing Conaglen, the Highland residence of the
Earl of Morton, a few miles along, on the right, and c^.ose
to the shore is pointed out the rock on which Alastair Ransixteen knots

an

aldson Macdonell, XV. of Glengarry, was killed in the
heyday of his glory by recklessly jumping ashore from the
stranded steamer " Stirling Castle,'' at Inverscaddle, on the
14th of January,

1828.

From

this

point

another

fine

view
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obtained of Ben Nevis.
Soon Ardgour Pier is
and having called there the boat passes through the
of Corran Ferry and enters Loch Linnhe proper.
House (Maclean's) is left on the right.
In a few
Onich Point from which the upper workings of the

is

—

reached,

narrows

Ardgour
minutes
Ballach-

slate quarries, the largest in Scotland, can be seen
ahead in the direction of Glencoe is rounded and we enter
Loch Leven.
Turning to the left a call is made at Onich
Pier, from which, a short distance round the bay, Onich
Manse, the residence of the Rev. Alexander Stewart, LL.D.,
so widely and popularly known all over the world as a distinguished literateur, naturalist, and Celtic scholar, under his

ulish

—

nom

Surde plume of " Nether-Lochaber," is observed.
rounded by a fine clump of trees, near the Point, is
Cuilchenna House, occupied for generations by a branch of
the Camerons descended from the ancient family of Callart.
Of the Camerons of Cuilchenna were the distinguished Colonel
Sir John Cameron, K.C.B., and his more celebrated son.
General Sir Duncan Alexander Cameron, K.C.B., Colonel of
Sir Duncan disthe 42nd Royal Highlanders, Black Watch.
tinguished himself in the Crimea, in Australia, and in New
Zealand against the Maories, and was in 1865 appointed

Governor of the Royal Military College at Sandhurst.
From Onich the boat steams straight across to Ballachulish Pier in Argyleshire, where those going to Glencoe will
disembark and proceed by either of the opposing coaches
to visit that far-famed modern Valley of the 'Shadow of

There are two comfortable hotels at Ballachulish,
one of them Temperance, and a third on the north side of
the narrows, which divide Upper from Lower Loch Leven,
where, on St. Mun's Isle, there is an ancient ruin of a
church and a burial-place, in which on one part of the island
the Camerons of Callart had been buried for ages, and the
Death.

'

Macdonalds of Glencoe on another.

Callart

on the opposite shore of the
entrance to Glencoe can be

From

lake.

seen,

a

few

House stands
this

point

miles

the

distant,
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guarded by a high conical hill called the Pap of Glencoe.
Immediately below it, in a clump of trees, near the modern
mansion of Invercoe, stand the ruins of Mac lan's house,
where the old Chief and his family were so treacherously
massacred by the orders of Breadalbane and King William
The sad and terrible tale is too
III. in February, 1692.
well

known

to

need recapitulation here, and

to describe the

scenery would require the power and pen of a

Gilfillan.

It

one to have any idea of its awe-inspiring
magnificence, utter loneliness, and savage grandeur, unique

must be seen

for

and altogether peculiar

to itself.

The steamer having turned round
ulish

Pier,

in

after

a few minutes again enters

leaving Ballach-

Loch Linnhe, and

proceeds on her way to Appin and Oban, with the mountains
of Ardgour, Kingairloch, and Morvern in the distance on the

and the hills of Appin on the left. Ardsheal House,
one time a seat of the Stewarts of Appin, is passed almost
immediately, also on the left, and the mouth of a cave
pointed out in Ardsheal Hill, where Colonel Charles
is
Stewart was in hiding after Culloden, until he was able to
effect his escape to France.
Looking across to the opposite
coast of Morvern a glimpse is obtained of Caisteal-a-chuirn,
on the summit of a conical hill at the entrance to Glen
Looking backwards from where we now are a
Sanda.
fine view is got of Ben Nevis, perhaps the best of it that
can be obtained anywheie.
Shuna Island, with its ruined
castle, is rounded a little on our left, and on the mainland
further away, almost concealed in a thick wood, is Appin
House. Stalker Castle, an ancient stronghold of the Stewarts
of Appin, on a small rocky island, and once occupied by James
VI. while on one of his Highland hunting expeditions, is passed,

right,

at

and the boat in a few minutes pulls up at Appin pier, from
which their is a ferry to Lismore, the large fertile island
which stretches along on the right, and which shall now
keep us company on the same side until we turn into the
beautiful bay of Oban.
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Proceeding, we soon pass Airds House, snugly sheltered at
of Airds Bay, and then the entrance to Loch
and the island of Eriska, with its peculiar looking

the head

Creran,

red stone mansion-house.

On

the

right at this point

may

be observed, on the island of Lismore, Tirafuar Castle, said
to be- an ancient Scandinavian watch tower, and in the far
distance ahead across the Sound of Mull, in line with the
Lismore Lighthouse, the old Castle of Duart, frowning
on the mountains of Morvern on the opposite coast. Soon we
pass Lochnell and Lochnell House, and cross the mouth
of Loch Etive on the left, getting a good view in front of
Dunstafifnage Castle, prominently situated on a wood -covered
peninsula which juts out into the sea, the great Ben Cruachan,
with its two gracefully formed peaks, 3689 feet above sea level,
in the distance, making up a glorious background to the fine
scenery by which Loch Etive is surrounded.
Dunstaffnage Castle, said to be of Pictish origin, at one time
contained the famous Coronation Stone of Scotland, originally
taken from Ireland by King Fergus, and deposited in lona.
It was carried away from this castle to Scone by Kenneth II.
Later on it was removed by Edward I. to
about 805.
Westminster Abbey, where it now remains, supporting the
historic chair in which the sovereigns of the United Kingdom are crowned on their accession to the throne. Robert
the Bruce took possession of Dunstaffnage Castle after he
defeated the Macdougalls of Lorn in the Pass of Brander,
and in 1746 the famous Flora Macdonald was detained in it
for about ten days, whiie on her way as a State prisoner to
London, for the part which she took in the escape of Prince
Charles from the Long Island, through Skye, to the mainland
after the Battle of Culloden.
In a few minutes a prominent
and picturesque object, the ivy-clad, green-mantled Dunolly
Castle, the ancient residence of the Macdougalls of Lorn,
towering on a rocky eminence, is passed, and the boat turns
in to the pretty Bay of Oban, almost land-locked, fully protected from the Atlantic waves by the island of Kerrara on
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King Alexander II.
Western Isles in 1249.

the right, on which

on a

visit to

the

of
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Scotland died while

Oban has been very appropriately described as the Charing
of the West Highlands.
It is
a most convenient

Cross

centre from which to reach any

or the

part of the

West Coast mainland by

sea,

Western

including

Isles

and

Staiifa

Outer Hebrides, Coruisk, and all other parts of
Skye, Gairloch (for Loch Maree), Lochewe, Lochinver, and
Stornoway, as well as the places just described on the
route from Oban to Inverness.
It is conveniently connected
with Edinburgh, Glasgow, and the south by railway via
Callander, Dunblane, and Stirling
via Crianlarich, DumZona,

the

;

barton and Glasgow

Mr

MacBrayne's splendid steamers,
through the Crinan Canal, the Kyles of Bute, and the
Firth of Clyde, to Rothesay, Greenock, and Glasgow
or
via Loch Awe, Ford, and Ardrishaig.
There is also a
very fine excursion by rail, coach, and steamer, from Oban
where there is a firstto Lochawe, calling at Portsonachan
and back in one day. It has made great progress
class hotel
In 1790 it was non-existent.
In 1847 its
in recent years.
annual rental was only ^1719, while in 1894 it was in less
than half a century considerably over ^35,000, with a normal
;

by

;

—

—

—

—

population of 4902, very

much

increased in

the season.

It

has a large number of excellent Hotels, with sufficient accommodation for more than a thousand persons, seven or eight
churches, five or six branch banks, three weekly newspapers,

There is not a
and a whisky distillery of good repute.
prettier sight anywhere than Oban and its bay by night or
by day in the summer season, the latter always swarming
with steamers and pleasure yachts of every sort, size, and
The situation of the town is unique, of great
description.
natural beauty, and commanding views of the very finest
scenery, far and near, and unsurpassed in Scotland.

—

INVERNESS TO NAIRN, FORRES, ELGIN, KEITH,
AND ABERDEEN.
INVERNESS TO NAIRN AND FORRES.

Leaving Inverness

the

first

object that strikes the traveller

a large and imposing building on the loo

is

on his
right
the Cameron Barracks, erected by Government a few
years ago at a cost oi ;^6o,ooo- forming the territorial
head-quarters of the county regiment, the Queen's Own
feet terrace

—

Cameron Highlanders', and providing accommodation for 300
The Barracks are built on " Cnoc-anand men.

officers

and not, as has been said, on
which was further west on

Tionail," or the Gathering Hill,

the

site

of

Macbeth's

Castle,

Crown lands.
On the next terrace further east is Raigmore House, the residence of Mr ^neas Mackintosh, Chairman of the Highland Railway Company, and an ex-M.P. for
the

the Inverness District of Burghs.
line

skirts

Proceeding eastward the

the southern shore of the

through a level and

fertile

—

Moray Firth passing
commanding a fine

country, and

view of the Black Isle on the opposite coast, and of the
Sutherland and Caithness mountains far away to the north
until it reaches CuUoden Station, 2)%, miles from Inverness.
Culloden House is a mile to the south but cannot be seen
from the railway in consequence of the extensive woods by
which it is surrounded. Culloden Moor, on which was fought
in 1746 the ever-memorable battle betv/een the followers of
Prince Charles and the Duke of Cumberland, is three miles to
the south, on the wooded ridge but in order to see it properly
the visitor must accompany us in our Excursion, by road,
;

pp.

97-109, via the battlefield

distance from the station

to

we pass

Point, sheltered on the south side

Cawdor

Castle.

A

short

the small village of Turlies

by a prominent

hill,

and,
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in

the hollow beyond

Inverness,

on the same

it

side,

^^4
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miles from

is

CrVSTLE

STUART,

belonging to the Earl of Moray.

It is

described as

example of the castellated mansion intermediate
the baronial keep and the plain modern house."
built

about 1606, but

ture

of

much

it

earlier

is

"a

fine

between
It was

often confused with Hal-hill, a struc-

which

date,

stood

further east, but of which not a vestige

on a

now

hill

a

remains.

little

It

is

mentioned in Gordon's Earldom of Sutherland as having
been taken from the Earl of Moray by the Mackintoshes in
It had a splendid orchard, which was famous for its
1624.
geans, and the tall forest trees which adorned its grounds
were among the finest in the north.
The Castle had again
fallen

into

disrepair,

but

a

Earl

late

restored as near as possible to

Dalcross Station

is

soon reached and

lying land between

it

and

uninteresting.

But as the

of

Moray had

it

original beauty.

its

left

behind, the low-

the next stoppage being altogether
train

nearing

is

FORT-GEORGE
station, the fort is seen to the left

the village of Campbelltown,

3X

on Ardersier Point, below

miles distant.

It

covers about

and upwards of ^160,000 were expended
upon its construction. It is an imposing, elegant, and substantial-looking structure, and was erected soon after the
'Forty-five in continuation of a plan in terms of which FortAugustus and Fort- William were built at an earlier date, for
the purpose of overawing and keeping down the Highland
clans.
Conveyances for passengers run in connection with all
trains between the station and the fort, which is still mainsixteen acres of land,

tained,

although

distnantled,

as

the

depot of the

Seaforth

About a mile past Fort-George Station the
passes through a peat moss of considerable extent, but

Highlanders.
train

nothing of interest can be seen from the railway until within
a quarter of a mile of Nairn,

on the right the

when on a

traveller observes

Balblair

slight

eminence

House

situatef*
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on the identical spot on v^hich the Duke of Cumberland and
his

army encamped

the night preceding the battle of Culloden.

In another instant the train pulls

up

Nairn Station, a few

at

minutes' walk from the centre of the town.

NAIRN
a Royal Burgh, with a population

in 1891 of 4014, governed
by a Provost, Magistrate, Dean of Guild, and Town Council.
It occupies a beautiful and highly favoured position on the
southern shore of the Moray Firth, and has a splendid sandy
There are
beach, largely taken advantage of for bathing.
is

also extensive public indoor

the use of those

who

water swimming baths for

salt

prefer them.

The Links

cover a large

and being open to the public are freely taken advantage
There is
of for amusements and recreations of all kinds.
also an excellent golf course, which not only proves a great
attraction for the usual summer visitors, but to golfers from
burghs of Inverness and Forres, who
the neighbouring
often go to Nairn to enjoy their favourite game.
The most
prominent architectural feature of the town is the graceful
spire of the Free Church which stands near the Railway
The climate is very dry, and altogether Nairn is
Station.
one of the most attractive places of summer resort in Scotland.
It is visited every year by thousands of people from
all parts of the world, who find the most ample provision
made for their accommodation and comfort in Sutherland's
Marine and Shaw's Private Hotels, both on the Links,
in King's Royal Hotel in the centre
close to the beach
of High Street, and in the numerous villas of all sorts and
sizes in which the town abounds.
area,

;

NAIRN TO FORRES.
Starting from Nairn, the train almost immediately passes

over

each

a

fine

and

34

stone
feet

bridge

of

high.

About a mile

four

arches

70

feet

further

on,

span
the

Auldearn is noticed on the right.
Here in 1645
a sanguinary battle was fough^ between Montrose and the

village of
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Covenanters, at which the latter, under the Earl of Seaforth,
Three
were signally defeated and then fled to Inverness.
miles from Nairn, on the right, the reader will observe a
small cluster of trees on a knoll, said to mark the "blasted
heath " immortalised by Shakespeare, where Macbeth met

Looking

the famous witches.

get occasional glimpses

of the

to

his

the

left

traveller

will

Culbin Sands, which cover,

a depth of 100 feet in some places, 10,000 acres of land,
one time cultivated and supporting a considerable population.
This land was buried during a terrific storm, about
to

at

200 years ago, by the

sand from the

drift

sea.

The

desert

extends on an average to two miles in breadth, and stretches

along the coast from the mouth of the river Findhorn to
within two miles of Nairn.

miles from

Nairn, the

extensive forest in

Arriving at Brodie Station, six

reader

which

notice

will

on

his

an

right

embosomed Darnaway

is

Castle,

Highland residence of the Earl of Moray, a historic
and most interesting ancient mansion well worth a visit,
the

from

but
it

density

the

of

the

great

surrounding

forest

cannot be seen from the railway.

It

it

contains a magni-

hall
erected by Sir Thomas Randolph, Earl of
Moray, nephew of King Robert the Bruce, 95 feet long, by
35 broad and 30 feet high, and capable of accommodating a thousand men under arms.
In this hall Queen
Mary, at the time a young widow only 20 years of age,
held a Council in 1562, while on her way to Inverness.
ficent

A

few

seconds

obtained
tensive
it

the

on

the

wooded
surrounded.

is

residence

of

after
left

leaving

and

pohcies

A

the

Brodie

of

little

Captain

a glimpse is
through the exshrubbery by which

station,

Castle

dense
further

on

Dalvey

Norman Macleod,

with

House,
its

lux-

on the same side,
after which the train crosses the Findhorn by a fine tubular
girder bridge of three spans, 150 feet each, and in a few
minutes pulls up at the Forres Railway Station, where
there is a good
Refreshment Room, belonging to the
uriant

flower

gardens,

is

observed
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Highland

Railway

Company,

24^

from

miles

Inverness.

FORRES.
Forres
lation

boasts

passed

is

in

1

a town of considerable importance, with a popuof 3971, and, built on a gravel terrace, it

891

of a climate
in

and surroundings admitted

Scotland.

The

rainfall

to

being very low

be unsuris

it

free

from damp and surface evaporation.
It is mild in winter
while cool and bracing in summer.
In addition to the Hydropathic, which is situated on a considerable elevation, but at
the same time well sheltered and commanding a very picturesque and extensive view, there are two good Hotels in the
town, the Royal Station and the Commercial.
The principal object of interest in the immediate vicinity
is Sweno's Stone, a pillar 23 feet high, with curiously carved
figures
birds,

of men on foot and on horseback, of animals and
surrounded by runic ornamentation. It commemorates

a battle fought between the Danes and the Scots in 1014.

Everyone who breaks the journey here should visit
Banks of the Findhorn, the most striking combination
of mountain, river, and wooded scenery it has ever been
our privilege to see. By driving to the end nearest Forres,
and back from its farthest extremity, it can be overtaken
comfortably in an afternoon, and should on no account be
missed. There are also some very pleasant drives in the
vicinity of Forres, through the most charming country
to
Darnaway Castle, already
Altyre, Dunphail, and Relugas.
referred to, is only a few miles distant, and should be visited.

the

—

FORRES TO ELGIN, KEITH, AND ABERDEEN.
Leaving

for

Elgin and the east, the

first

station

three miles distant, where the remaining ruin

—a

is

Kinloss,

single tower

and the bottom storey— of the Cistercian Abbey of Kinloss,
a beautiful structure founded by David I. in 1150, will be
seen.
It was destroyed by Cromwell, who carried most of
the stones to Inverness and used them in the construction
of his

short-lived

fort.

After passing through a most

fertile
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district,

up

known

as

"

The Laigh

of Moray,"

the
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pulls

train

Alves Station, four miles further, where a branch

at

line

of seven miles breaks off for the important fishing villages

of Burghead and

Hopeman, through a

fine agricultural district,

On

along the right bank of the river Lossie.

the

Lochty,

a tributary of the Lossie, are the ruins of the Priory of Plus-

good preservation, founded in 1230 by Alexander
covered with
still entire, and the ruins,
the very top, form a most exquisite picture.
The

cardine, in

The

II.

ivy to

walls are

architecture

is

pointed

in the early

the

style,

later portions

The windows have deservedly been
The ancient Parish Church of Birnie,

being slightly decorated.
very

much admired.

the oldest in Moray, built in the eleventh or twelfth century,
exhibiting

feature

a

unique

quite

in

north

the

—a

distinct

—

and separately roofed chancel and nave the first bishop's
church in the diocese, strong and complete as when first
erected, also stands on a reach of the Lossie, and is still used
as the parish kirk.

The

train

on the main

line

having crossed the

Lossie,

soon arrives at Elgin Station, 12 miles from Forres.

ELGIN. *

should

89 1 Elgin had a population of 7799 souls. Everyone
visit the splendid ruin of its Cathedral
"The Lan-

thom

of the

In

1

—

North."

building measures 282

What
feet

by

still

86.

remains
It

the transept, and the central spire was

is

of this
115

feet

198 feet high.

noble
across

The

was founded on the 19th of July, 1224, in
It was
terms of a Papal bull by Andrew, Bishop of Moray.
set on fire in 1270, and all that remains of the original is a
mere fragment of the south transept. It was, however, soon
after rebuilt, but was again burnt in 1390 by the "Wolf of
Badenoch," for which sacrilege he had to do penance at
It was again rebuilt
the door of Blackfriars' Church, Perth.
early in the fifteenth century, and subsequent additions were
made to it until about the middle of the sixteenth century.
original building

*

For a description of Moray Firth Coast Line and the Craigellachic
route of the Great North of Scotland Railway see pp. 143-148.
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In

its

the Reformation, the lead was stripped from
by order of the Privy Council, with the result that

1568, after

the roof

interior fell rapidly into decay, culminating in its present

must have been a magnificent structure
on ecclesiastical
antiquities describe it as the most beautiful building even yet
of its kind in Scotland.
There are also the ruins of the
Bishop's Palace, the Dean's House, and the Greyfriars Church.
Elgin has a very good local museum and a tastefully laid
out cemetery in the immediate neighbourhood.
Anderson's
Educational Institution is a most important acquisition to
the town.
There are many fine modern churches, several
banks, an infirmary, lunatic asylum, a large number of pretty
villas, with everything that go to make up a prosperous and
growing city, including two very good Hotels.
On the way towards Lhanbryde, the next station, some
3 miles farther, on the main line, near the Loch of Spynie,
ruinous condition.

when

is

in its glory

It

;

for the highest authorities

conspicuously situated the ruins

of the Bishop's

Palace

and Chapel, erected by Bishop David Stewart of Moray in
1475, and past the station, on the right, Coxton Tower,
one of the old residences of the family of Innes, and subseIt is a tall specimen
Another 3 miles, and

quently the property of the Earls of Fife.
of the ancient

old

castellated

mansion.

Fochabers Station, now Orbliston Junction,

is

reached,

about 3 miles from the village of that name, now connected
by a branch line, and close to which stands Gordon Castle,
Scottish

the principal

residence of the

and Gordon, and anciently known as the

Duke
" Bog

of
o'

Richmond
Gight."

It

a very noble structure, comprising a great central building
of four storeys, a square tower of six storeys in the rear,
is

a spacious wing of two storeys on either side, and
connecting galleries of similar height, surrounded by an embattled coping, in a fine park extending to 1300 acres, formerly

with

a marsh, but
forest

trees,

now adorned

with

principally fimes,

The gardens occupy about

ten

every variety

horse-chesnuts,
acres.

of gigantic

and walnuts.

Proceeding on the

FORRES TO ELGIN, KEITH, AND ABERDEEN.
main

line to

Orton, a fine view

the Banft'shire coast, across the

obtained

Moray

down

Firth

—

to

and along

— which,

opposite

about 30 miles wide to the Ord of Caithness.
red perpendicular cliffs by which the east side of the

this point,

The
Spey
to

is

I39

is

lined are very

is

about 400

feet

striking- objects

above the bed of the

of a great deposit

boulder clay,

ot

in

They

front.

rise

and are formed
gravel and sand, which
river,

become nearly as hard as the solid rock,
while the cliffs are so marked, cut up with watercourses, and so
impregnated with iron as to give them the red mural sandstone
in

course of ages has

appearance which is so prominent a feature of them.
Orton Station reached and passed, the train proceeds
:h rough a large cutting and then over an extensive embankment connected by a series of dry arches with a plate-iron
viaduct of 230 feet span constructed on the tubular principle,
by which it crosses the Spey. Within a short distance is the

strata

Boat

o'

Brig Bridge, a very handsome iron suspension bridge

of 235 feet, over which the ordinary carriage road

From

is

the river the train proceeds up a steep ascent of

carried.
i

in 60,

for

about 2 miles, through the bold and wooded ravine of

the

Mulben Burn, and

good run of

5

pulls

up

at

Mulben

Station.

Another

miles on a level road and the train stops at

KEITH JUNCTION,
where
meets the Great North of Scotland Railway, 18 miles from
The three
Elgin, 30X from Forres, and 55 from Inverness.
towns of Old, New, and Fife Keiths, are clustered together
on an eminence on both banks of the River Isla, with an
aggregate population of something like 4500. There is a good
Refreshment Room at the station, belonging to the Great
North of Scotland Railway Company, and there are two com-

the terminus eastward of the Highland Railway system,
it

fortable

Hotels— the Gordon and the Grant Arms

—

in the

town.

THE KEITH AND BUCKIE BRANCH.
From

here

the

miles, branches

off.

Buckie, and Portessie line, 13X
While a very useful railway for local

Keith,
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there

traffic,

is

nothing on the route of any particular interest

There are

to the ordinary tourist.

stations at Forgie, Enzie,

Drybridge, Rathen, and Buckie, the latter with a fishing population of over 4000 and a commodious harbour, constructed and

opened

in 1880 at a cost of ^60,000, which is the northwestern terminus of the branch, and from which it turns in

the opposite direction, proceeding for another mile and a half,

along the sea coast eastwards to the village of Portessie.

KEITH TO HUNTLY, INVERURIE, KINTORE, DYCE,
AND ABERDEEN.
Leaving Keith by the Great North of Scotland Railway
Company's main line, the train, /\% miles on, makes the first
stop at Grange Station, which is the junction for the BanffRunning through
shire and the Moray Firth coast railways.
Strathisla,

for 2>% miles,

where the

line

the next

station

is

Rothiemay,

at

crosses the river Deveron by a stone bridge

and enters
Another 4j^ miles and Huntly
County of Aberdeen.
reached.
This is a Burgh of Barony, and the Capital

of five arches, 70 feet in height, leaves Banffshire,

the
is

of

Strathbogie, with

It is

a

population

in

1891

of

3760

souls.

neatly built, has several thriving industries, good streets,

It stands on an angle at
and a spacious Market Square.
Huntly
the juncture of the rivers Deveron and Bogie.
Castle, now in ruins, but once a famous stronghold of the
Gordons, stands on an eminence near by, and is well worth
a visit. Of the walls and towers sufficient remains to give
the visitor a good idea of its former strength and appearance.
On the way to Gartly and Kennethmont, the next two
stations, the Hill of Noth, rising from the left bank of the
On its summit is to be found " the
Bogie, is observed.
specimen
of a vitrified fort either as to
remarkable
most

altitude,

Britain."

extent,

or

area,

Wardhouse

or

preservation,

Station

next

is

extant

passed,

in

Great

and then

Insch, near which stands, on the top of a conical

looking Christ's

Oyne

Station

Kirk,

comes

the
next,

vitrified

and

hill, over
remains of Drumideer.

then

Pitcaple.

Pitcaple

KEITH TO ABERDEEN.
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Castle, partly built early in the sixteenth century,

by beautiful

Mary

trees,

seen in a hollow on the

is

spent a night in

her, in the

grounds

it

to

and planted a

surrounded

Queen

left.

tree, still called after

commemorate her

the great Montrose rested a night within

visit,

it

and

in

1650

while being taken

south as a State prisoner after his capture in Assynt.

At

Inveramsay junction, the next station reached, the
and Macduff linebreaks off to the north coast. Close
to Inveramsay, on the east side of the line, is the scene of
the great battle of Harlaw, fought in 141 1 between Donald
of the Isles and the Royal forces under the Earl of Mar,

Turriff

the question in dispute being Donald's claim, after this battle

decided

in

his

favour, to the

Earldom

Ross

of

in

right

of

Countess of Ross in her own right.
The ruined Castle of Balquhain, built in 1530, the square
tower of which is still standing, will be observed on the
west side of the line, opposite the field of Harlaw.
Inverurie,
an ancient Royal Burgh, situated at the juncture of the Don

his wife

Margaret

Leslie,

and the Urie, is next reached.
Here the Old Meldrum
branch breaks off to the left. In the immediate neighbourhood
King Robert the Bruce secured in 1308 his well-known victory
over the

Comyns

of Badenoch, afterwards pursued

Buchan, despoiled

Near

their

lands,

the station, also on the

and proscribed

left,

is

Keith-Hall, the residence

of the Earls of Kintore, surrounded by

lawns, gardens, extensive grounds, and

same

them to
name.

their

its

prettily laid

wooded

policies.

out

On

Bass of Inverurie, a curious conicalshaped mound between 50 and 60 feet high, at the base of
which flows the Urie, and in its immediate vicinity are
several antiquarian remains of Roman camps, stone circles,
and ancient tombs. Leaving Inverurie, the train crosses the
Don over a fine wrought iron viaduct supported on stone piers,
and passing, a little further on, Messrs Tail's Paper Mills at
Port Elphinstone on the left, in a few minutes pulls up

the

at

side stands the

Kintore

Kintore

is

Station,

the junction for the

a

little

quiet,

Royal

Alford Valley

line.

Burgh, of great antiquity,
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to have had its original charter of incorporation from
Kenneth II. in the ninth century.
Its population in 1891
was 3105. Kinaldie and Pitmedden stations are passed, and
the train stops next at Dyce, the junction for the Buchan
line to Peterhead and Fraserburgh.
Passing the small local
stations of Buxburn, Woodside, and Kittybrewster, it proceeds through a thickly populated and enterprising manu-

said

facturing

district,

along the western

slope

facing

the

river

Don, which has a number of pretty villas along its wooded
banks, and finally pulls up at Aberdeen Central Station,
108,^ miles from Inverness. Within the station, with a covered
entrance from the platform, stands the commodious and
excellently-managed Palace Hotel, owned and carried on by
There is
the Great North of Scotland Railway Company.
also a first-class Restaurant at the Station.
Aberdeen has
several other first-class Hotels.

ELGIN TO KEITH

An

THE MORAY FIRTH COAST

via

LINE.

Aberdeen in connection
by the Coast Line of the Great North of
Scotland Railway. This line for a considerable distance runs
About a mile from Elgin
along the shore of the Moray Firth.
the branch for Lossiemouth, a well-known summer resort for
alternative route from Elgin to

with the Highland

golfers

is

The

and bathers, leaves the Coast Line.

runs— passing on

the

left

the

ruins

ancient residence of the Bishops of

of Spynie

Moray

— from

wooded

same

country, on

side,

its

the

Calcots to

Urquhart, leaving Innes House, one of the seats of the
of Fife, on the

then

latter

Palace,

Duke

along a fine undulating partly-

way through a very

pretty

district,

with several plantations almost continuous on the right, the

broadening and exhilarating Moray Firth on the left and in
all the way to Garmouth,
8^ miles from Elgin, a
quaint and clean-looking village the streets of which are

front,

and irregular and characteristic of an
landed here in 1650 from Holland and
signed the Solemn League and Covenant.
Garmouth was at
one time a busy shipping, and ship-building centre, but it is now
best known as a favourite bathing resort for which the situation
is all that can be wished.
Immediately on leaving it the line
crosses the Spey by an iron viaduct built on piers of solid
delightfully odd, intricate

old time town.

masonry.
central

Charles

This

span,

II.

fine structure is

about 950

measuring about 350

longest single line bridge in the

feet,

Kingdom.

feet in length.
is

said

The

to

The

be the

piers of the

span are founded on cast iron cylinders filled with
concrete and sunk 50 feet below the river bed.
After crossing the viaduct the Fochabers Station of the
Great North is reached, and a magnificent view of the Spey
Valley is here obtained as well as of the far hills which
central
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bound it, the most prominent being Benaigen, 1500 feet high,
and Benrinnes, 2747 feet. Portgordon Station is next reached.
Here there is a rising seaside town and a very good harbour.
Passing the small station of Buckpool the train pulls up at
Buckie, one of the largest and most prosperous fishing towns
in the North, possessing a substantial and convenient harbour,
built

A

by the Superior at a cost of ;^7o,ooo.
with

seaport,

a

increasing

rapidly

population,

flourishing
it

contains

handsome churches, prominent among them the Roman
Catholic Cathedra!, an ornate and imposing structure.
Since
the opening of this line the commerce of Buckie has made
great strides and the town is rapidly becoming an emporium
several

whole of the surrounding district.
Leaving Buckie the line runs close

for the

fishing

stations

of

Portessie,

to

Findochty,

the

and

sea,

past the

Portknockie,

affording fine views of the precipitous and rock-bound coast
until,

passing along a high

embankment

skirting the links of

Burgh by a handsome stone viaduct.
Cullen stands almost without a rival amongst the North East
Coast fishing towns in attractions for the visitor.
It combines
the charm of antiquity with the advantages of a picturesque
situation on a rising ground, overlooking the bay and the sea
town in which the fishing population reside. The hills of
Sutherland and Caithness are seen across the Moray Firth.
Cullen,

it

enters that Royal

Cullen House, one of the seats of the Seafield family, is in the
immediate vicinity, but hid from the Railway by the beautiful
woods by which it is surrounded. The ancient and interesting
Church of Cullen was built in the reign of Robert I. Documents

bearing the date of 1543 record that Elizabeth, the Queen of
Robert Bruce, died in the Burgh when on a visit to the North,
and that "her bowels were erdit in the Lady Kirk thereof."

Mary, Queen of Scots also visited the town on the occasion of
an expedition to the North to settle a dispute which had arisen
between the Gordons and the Ogilvies, and it was amicably
settled

in

her presence

in

the

Old Kirk.

Cullen

suffered

severely during the wars of Montrose, having been plundered

THE MORAY FIRTH COAST
three times.

LINE.

Since the opening of the railway

quite a fashionable sea bathing resort.
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it

has become

Favoured with beauti-

scenery, a salubrious climate, and a bracing atmosphere,
combined with the advantages offered by the Railway facilities,
most
it is destined in the near future to become one of the
popular watering places on the Moray Firth. The Bin Hill of
Cullen, a prominent object, clothed with wood far up its sides,
serves as a landmark for seamen a great distance out at sea.
After passing through a long and heavy rock cutting Tochieneal and Glassaugh Stations are passed on the way east, and then
Portsoy is reached 5>^ miles from Cullen. This is a growing
town of over 2000 inhabitants, picturesquely situated on the
headland occupying the inner bend of and projecting into
a large bay formed by the promontories of East Head and
Redhythe Point. The district round Portsoy is rich in minerals,
steatite, chrysolite, asbestos, and enstatite being found, while
diorite and serpentine are also largely developed.
The train next pulls up at Tillynaught, the junction for
the branch line, 6 miles in length, to Banff— a busy thriving
seaport and a Royal Burgh.
It is of great antiquity, and
contains the remains of a castle once a Royal fortress, and
visited by Edward I. in 1296 and 1303.
In 1645 the Marquis
of Montrose paid it a visit.
He plundered it " pitifully no
merchants' goods nor gear left they saw no man on the street
but was stripped naked to the skin."
In 1746 the Duke of
Cumberland's army passed through the Buigh on its way
Near to the town is Duff House, one of the
to Culloden.
seats of the Earl of Fife, a fine modern mansion in the
Roman style of architecture. Its erection cost ^70,000, and
it contains a very valuable collection of paintings and portraits
by Vandyke, Titian, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Raeburn, Murillo,
Velasquez, Corregio Quintin Matsys, and other famed masters.
From Tillynaught junction the main line proceeds in a
Southerly direction through an interesting and pretty district
past the stations of Cornhill, Glenbarry, and Knock to Grange, the
junction of the two Great North routes from Elgin to Aberdeen.
ful

;

:

—

ELGIN TO KEITH

Another

route from

via

Elgin to

CRAIGELLACHIE.
Keith and Aberdeen

is

by

the Great North via Craigellachie, through a charming inland

country affording an endless variety of characteristic and very

Sweeping round the ascending curve by
which the line leaves Elgin Station a splendid view of the Cathedral
The next stoppage is at Longmorn, 3 miles
City is obtained.
For about 3 miles after leaving this station the
distant.
scenery presents all the wild and rugged grandeur so characterThis is succeeded by the beautiful
istic of the Highlands.
glen of Rothes.
On the right hand immediately on entering
Rothes itself,
it will be seen the fine mansion of Birchfield.
934^ miles from Elgin, is a place of considerable antiquity.
It stretches along an alluvial plain, surrounded by lofty hills.
From some points near the town a magnificent view can be
obtained of the valley of the Spey and the bold dark crystalline

fine Scottish scenery.

hills

of the district.

Between Rothes and Craigellachie

—a

distance of 3 miles

the line runs along the beautiful valley of the Spey.

small Station of Dandaleith

it

Passing the

crosses the river by a substantial

iron bridge immediately before entering Craigellachie Station.

Here

is

the junction for the Speyside line which runs thence

along the Strath of Spey surrounded by the most lovely and
variegated scenery on all sides, touching Aberlour, Carron

— where

the largest and one of the best malt
Kingdom, the famous Dailuaine-Glenlivet
Ballindalloch, Grantown, and Abernethy stations,
Distillery
until the line joins the Highland Railway at Boat of Garten.
Craigellachie in the summer, when the heather is in full
bloom, the sloping fields rich with grain, and the dark woods
it

distilleries

passes

in

the

—

echo to the songs of numberless birds, presents a picture never
Turn where you may beauty meets the eye on
to be forgotten.

THE CRAIGELLACHIE ROUTE.
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every hand.
Looking up the Spey Valley the bright and
bounding river sweeps onward by crag and wood, its waters
glistening in the sunbeams.
Downward towards Rothes are the

On

and over-looking
becoming
more and more the popular resort of the tourist and sportsman.
Craigellachie Rock is a mass of granite and gneiss, rising from
the river bed to a height of over 150 feet, and is thickly clothed
to the summit with trees of every hue.
Near it was erected by
lovely hill-girt plains.

the heights above

the river stands the hamlet of Craigellachie, yearly

Telford in 18 14- 15 that beautiful bridge across the Spey, 150
feet span, the oldest iron

and near

bridge in Scotland, and

as " Craigellachie Brig."

a very comfortable,

recently

built

modern requirements, and beautfully

There
hotel,

is

known

far

in this village

fitted

up with

all

situated over-looking the

Spey.

From

Craigellachie to Dufftown the line threads a sinuous

course following the Fiddich, which

it

crosses

and

recrosses.

Pine and birch climb the heights on either side and crown the

through which the line is cut. Dufftown, an
and thriving town, is situated on a slope on the right,
a mile from the railway station and surrounded by a crescent
of hills.
The Old Castle is about half a mile past the station on
the same side and occupies the flat summit of a steep eminence
overhanging the Fiddich, a very picturesque situation. Near the
fine old ruin, the origin of which is lost in antiquity, Malcolm
II. defeated the Danes in loio. On the left stands what is known
as the New Castle of Balvenie, a spacious building of imposing
size, part-erected by the first Earl of Fife but never finished,
and now converted into a distillery.
About a mile before Drummuir the next station is reached,
the line passes on the left the Loch of Park, a narrow sheet of
water, skirting it on a narrow ledge between the water and the
The lake, which is more than a mile long.^ but
steep hillside.
only about a hundred yards broad, occupies the bottom of a contracted mountain gorge, forming, with its steep, richly-wooded
banks on either side, a most picturesque feature of this route.
beetling crags
interesting

—

—

—
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On

the

left

of

Drummuir

Station

Drummuir

is

Castle, situated

on a commanding height surrounded with fine trees and forming
one of the most imposing sights in the neighbourhood.
It is a
magnificent building in the Tudor Gothic

and embrasured

roof.

The entrance

is

style,

with castellated

protected by a spacious

porch, above the centre of which, looking to the east

and

west,

are two armorial shields with the motto

• Kind heart be

And you

true,

shall never rue."

Leaving Drummuir, and passing through Strathisia, the small
Auchindachy and Earlsmill the nearest station for
the town of Keith, a thriving town in Banffshire, Keith
Station, formerly the terminus of the main line from Aberdeen,

—

stations of

is

reached.

It is

the junction of four railway lines, possesses

and a distillery, is the centre of a large
where a considerable trade is carried on in
butcher meat, grain, flour, and other agricultural products.
Here the Craigellachie route of the Great North again joins the
direct main line from Inverness to Aberdeen.
At Grange, the junction with the Moray Firth coast line from
Elgin, 4X miles from Keith, the two Great North trains are
united to form the through connection from both routes
Eastward to Aberdeen.
several manufactories
agricultural district,

FORRES TO GRANTOWN, KINGUSSIE, BLAIR-ATHOLL,
PITLOCHRY, DUNKELD, AND PERTH.
FORRES TO GRANTOWN AND AVIEMORE.

Leaving Forres

the most prominent object

INIonument on the summit

of Cluny

Hill

is

the

on the

Nelson

left,

and

below it facing the south, the Cluny Hill Hydropathic, a
well-managed and popular institution sheltered from the
Further on in the distance, on the
north and east winds.
same side, on a hill stands conspicuously the old tower of
The train now proceeds over the Rafiford embankBlervie.
ment, containing the great aggregate quantity of 308,000
cubic yards, after which it passes through a deep cutting
of 291,000 cubic yards, ascending a steep gradient towards
Dunphail, in course of which looking backward a very
extensive view is obtained of the fertile district which is
being left behind and of a long and wide stretch of the
Moray Firth, with the Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland, and
Caithness mountains rising from its northern shores. Passing
through the Altyre pleasure grounds, the train soon reaches
and leaves behind Dunphail Station, 614 feet above the level
of the sea, and then Dava, first climbing and then descendAlong this district nothing striking or of any particular
ing.
only occasional stunted
interest can be seen from the carriages

—

and bleak moors— until the train gets within a few miles
of Grantown, towards which it descends, for the last 5 miles,
About half way between
a gradient of i in 80 to i in 84.
Dava and Grantown the wooded policies of Castle Grant
begin to make their appearances on the left, and the Castle

trees

a lofty quadrangular pile of several storeys, with
leaden roof, comes fully into view, surrounded by extensive

itself,

grounds, well stocked with fine old trees and shrubbery.

In

T^O
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a few minutes more the train pulls up, 48 miles from Inverfrom Forres, and 713 feet above sea level, at
ness, 23

X

GRANTOWN-ON-SPEY.
This pretty and beautifully situated
a mile from the Railway Station,

village, three-quarters of
is

rapidly extending in

every direction, and at the present rate of progress

it

will

very soon develop into a large and important town as the
Capital of Strathspey.
visitors.

It

In fact, fast as

is
it

a favourite resort for summer
spreading out on all sides

is

by the constant erection of substantial and beautiful villas,
for those intending
it is necessary to secure accommodation
to remain in it for any time several weeks in advance.
It is surrounded by pine forests and the most varied and
beautiful scenery, and the walks round about it and in
the neighbourhood are good, pleasant, and plentiful.
It
has several branch banks, and two first-class Hotels, the
Grant Arms in which the Queen slept for a night in i860,
and the Palace, originally the Black Bull, re-built and reIn 1 89 1 Grantown had a population of 1423.
furnished in 1894.
Proceeding on the journey south, a few yards after leaving
Grantown Station the old ruined church and burying-place
Crossing the river Dulnan 2 miles
of Inverallan is passed.
further on, the old Tower of Mucherach, a beautifully-situated
and picturesque ruin, is observed about a mile to the right,
close to the river, on the brow of a hill, and visible from a
It was built in 1598 by Patrick,
long distance east and west.
second son of John Grant of Grant and Margaret Stewart,
his first wife, a daughter of the Earl of AthoU of the day,
and was the original family seat of the Grants of RothieTwo miles more and Broomhill Station is
murchus.
reached, opposite the village of Abernethy, whose Established
and Free Churches and manses, a little across the Spey
and on the east side of the Nethy, stand out conspicuously
among the less pretentious buildings by which they are
surrounded.

On

leaving

Broomhill

the

train

immediately

AVIEMORE TO KINGUSSIE, DUNKELD AND PERTH.

y

Tullochgorm made famous by
and reel of that name.
At Boat of Garten, the next station, the Highland line is
joined by a branch of the Great North of Scotland Railway,
which follows the course of the Spey for a considerable
distance, connecting with Elgin and Keith on the main line
The Boat of Garten Hotel,
from Inverness to Aberdeen.
much enlarged in recent years, is, for cleanliness and
passes through the farm

of

the celebrated Strathspey tune, song,

Passing along
second to none in the district.
an undulating plain, overhanging the Spey, partly arable and
partly a deep peat moss, the remains of an extensive old fir
plantation, one of the first in the Highlands, is entered.
Aviemore Station is soon reached, 5 miles further on. From
here a new and much shorter line is in course of construction
through Slochd-Muic direct to Inverness, of which the first
section of 6 miles is already open to Carrbridge, where also
there is a very good and well-kept Hotel.
comfort,

AVIEMORE TO KINGUSSIE, BLAIR ATHOLL, PITLOCHRY,

DUNKELD AND PERTH.
Soon
train

skirts

summit
monumental
the

last

leaving Aviemore Junction for the

after

Tor

Alvie,

of which
pillar

erected

Dukes

of the old

prominent
stands on the
a

end

to

nearest

left,

on

a

tall

of Gordon.

a huge cairn, standing out against the sky, erected to

memorate

Sir

Cameron of Fassifern, who
Gordon Highlanders in the Peninsula
mortally wounded at Quatre Bras.
A little further

fell

on the
from which
on,

com-

Robert Macara, Colonel of the 42nd Royal

Highlanders, and

commanded
and

the

south

the

memory of George, the
On the other end is

the

to

hill

Colonel John

the 92nd

right,

is

passed

the

prominent birch-clad

hill

war cry of
" Stand fast, Craigellachie."
On the opposite bank of the
Spey Invereshie House, the residence of Sir George Macpherson Grant of Ballindalloch, is seen, and the train almost
immediately pulls up at Kincraig Station.
Presently we are
climbing a gentle ascent through a singularly beautiful and
the

Grants

take

their

slogan

or
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country

interesting

combining

Hver, and from the lop

— near

mountain,

lake,

forest,

and

House, the Highland

Belleville

Mr Brewster Macpherson, the representative of
namesake, James Macpherson of Ossianic fame, erected
on the site of the old Castle of Raits, and passed on the
right
is obtained a fine and extended view of the Cairngorm
residence of

his

—

Mountains, which

form a

prominent section

the great

of

Grampian range.
Among the most striking and imposing
Cairntoul,
are Ben Macdui, 4296 feet high
Braeriach, 4248
and Cairngorm, 4084 feet high.
Close to Belleville
4241
House stands a monument erected to James Macpherson,
its original owner.
Soon the train leaves the parish of Alvie
and enters that of Kingussie. Before pulling up at
;

;

;

KINGUSSIE STATION
of the

the ruins

observed on the

barracks
right

of Ruthven,

built

in

17 18,

are

bank of the Spey, situated on the

spot where the notorious "

Wolf of Badenoch," a natural son
King of Scotland, had one of his castles in
the fourteenth century, and subsequently a residence of the

of Robert

II.,

Gordons, standing out prominently on
about a mile distant from the village.
allowed here by

all trains,

a

gravel

terrace

Five minutes are

north and south, for refreshments.

a growing and thriving village, 764 feet above
It is a modern Burgh, with Provost,
the level of the sea.

Kingussie

is

Magistrates,
a

and Police Commissioners.

population of 740.

district is

The

climate

is

In

deservedly highly popular as a

The

1891

delightful,

place of

had
it
and the

summer

accommodation is good, and the number
of villas which can be had furnished during the season, or
in which accommodation can be found, are numerous and
increasing more and more every year. A coach runs between
Kingussie and Fort-William daily, through a most charming

resort.

country.

the village

hotel

Some
;

very pleasant excursions can be

one to the ancient British

hill

fort

made from
of Dun-da-

iamh, in the parish of Laggan, considered to be the most
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Another to
specimen of its kind in the kingdom.
famed for its wild grandeur, and for the
catastrophe which occurred there on Old Christmas Day,
in
Macpherson of Ballachroan and
1799, when Captain
several others who accompanied him on a hunting expedition, met their death by an avalanche of snow which during
the night buried the bothy in which they were asleep.
The ruined chapel and the site of the old monastery of St.
Columba are close to the burgh on its north side.
The train, proceeding on its journey, soon leaves the
parish of Kingussie and enters that of Laggan, the first
perfect

Gaick

Forest,

stoppage

being

at

Newtonmore,

Passing along, the line soon

three

crosses

the

miles

Spey,

further

on.

which the

Truim almost immediately joins. Glentruim House, is noticed
on the right in the picturesque valley of that name, embosomed
in fine plantations of larch

and

fir,

mixed with natural

birch,

Climbing along the west side of
the Truim, Dalwhinnie Station is soon reached, the painted
snow-posts observed by the side of the coach road, which
altogether very extensive.

runs parallel with the railway, and other striking indications,

reminding the traveller of the

fact that in winter this is the

and coldest part of the Highlands.
There is not
much to be seen here of any particular interest except bleak
moors and lofty mountains, the latter rising to an altitude
of from 1800 to 2000 feet above the level of the line which
itself,
at Dalnaspidal, is 1484 feet above the level of the
sea.
A glimpse is obtained of Loch Erich t, 17 miles long,
on the right, and in the distance is seen the top of Ben
wildest

Alder, 3767 feet high, in the face

took

refuge

for

a

time

in

"The

of which

Prince Charles

Cage," with

Cluny and

The Pass of Dalnaspidal, bounded
Lochiel, after CuUoden.
on the right by the " Boar of Badenoch," followed immediately
on the same side by the " Sow of Atholl " is entered, and
the traveller is reminded by these names that he has just
left Inverness-shire and entered the County of Perth.
Here
the line reaches

its

highest altitude, 1484 feet above the level
13
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of the sea, in a pass only 300 feel wide, and said to be the
greatest height of any railway in Great Britain,

than

a minute

the train

pulls

up

The mountain streams now begin

at

to

and

in less

Dalnaspidal Station.

run to the south instead

Loch Garry, from which the river
which shall now for several miles be our companion takes
The river
its rise and its name, is seen away to the right.
Garry is then crossed, and the train dashes down a gradient

of the north as hitherto.

I in 70 to I in 80 for the next ten miles, skirting the great
deer forest of Atholl the whole way as it rushes along and leaves

of

the giant

Grampian mountains behind, through a wild and

bleak country, abounding mainly

in

heather and wild mountain

Having reached and passed Struan Station, and after
recrossing the deep and rocky channel of the tumultuous
Garry, with its series of falls and rapids, at Calvine, by a handsome stone bridge of three arches, one of which is 80 feet span
and 40 feet above the bed of the river, and two of 40 feet

grasses.

— looking

westward through Glen Errochie, the top of
Rannoch, 3547 feet high, is seen in the far
The altitude of 1484 feet above sea level at Dalnadistance.
In a
spidal is reduced at Struan, the next station, to 615
few minutes more the Falls of Bruar, immortalised by Burns,
Bruar Water is then crossed, the Manse of
are passed.
Blair left behind, the Atholl policies reached and skirted
on the left for two miles, with the Garry, now subdued and
quiet, running through a level broad valley, close on the right.

span

Schiehallion, in

!

feudal stronghold of the Dukes of
view on a slight elevation in the entrance

Blair Castle, the ancient
Atholl,
to

is

Glen

now
Tilt,

in full

on the

left,

and

in

a couple of minutes mpre

the train stops at

BLAIR ATHOLL STATION,

immediately
Atholl

at the

Arms

back of the commodious and well-managed
possesses one of the finest and

Hotel, which

most elegant cofifee-rooms
planned and built by the

in the

late

ballroom, but since his death

it

Highlands.

Duke

The room was

of Atholl for a private

has been added to the hotel
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There is another smaller but comfortable Hotel, the Glentilt,
about a quarter of a mile from the railway station.
is a huge heterogeneous pile, built at different
was originally turreted but was subsequently
dismantled, and its battlements and upper storeys removed.
It has, however, been partly restored and much improved in
appearance by the present Duke.
Portions of it are very
old, and it has many stirring historical associations.
Montrose held it in 1644
Viscount Dundee, immediately before
the battle of Killiecrankie, in 1689
and some of the Duke
of Cumberland's troops were besieged within its walls by
Lord George Murray, brother of the Duke of Atholl, on

Blair Castle

periods.

It

;

;

behalf of Prince Charles,

in

1746.

The grounds

are fine

and extensive. Visitors are admitted by the main entrance
between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., on signing their names in a
book, and paying a shilling each to a guide, who accompanies
them through the policies and explains the various points

One

of interest as they proceed.

grounds

is

of the walks through the

along the banks of the river

on which a

Tilt,

70 feet high will be much admired.
In Blair-Atholl the climate is very bracing and consequently

succession of very fine

falls

one of the favourite resorts of health-seekers.
fine excursions can be conveniently made from
the
Blair-Atholl such as the Pass of Killiecrankie, 3 miles
the Queen's
Falls of Tummel, at the other end of the Pass

it

is

Several

—

;

;

Tummel

View, on Loch

;

the Falls of Bruar, 4 miles

the

;

Rumbling Bridge, Taymouth Castle, Loch Tay, Loch Rannoch,
and several other places of interest more or less distant.
Leaving Blair-Atholl Station, the train
ately carried over the Tilt by a
at

this

obtained

point

a

on

the

view
left.

of

Ben-y-gloes,

On

is

almost immedi-

handsome girder

the

same

bridge,

3671

feet

side,

the

and

high,
fine

is

and
Lude

mansion house of the Macinroys of
on an elevated undulating slope, surrounded by its pretty

beautifully situated

wooded
Atholl

policies,

Valley,

is

observed.

several

The

handsome

train rushes

along the level

residences,

surrounded by

—
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natural

woods or modern

plantations, being prominent on
which here runs parallel to the
public road, and is lined by a series of fine old trees
oaks, elms, ash, and beech singly and in curiously arranged
separate groups.
The train proceeds through a level plain,
which was occupied by a portion of Dundee's army in
charge of the baggage, while on another plain, on the
terraced ground higher up, to the left, General Mackay was
engaged wit-h the rest of his army, 4000 strong, hopelessly
contending with the renowned Viscount Dundee at the
famous battle of Killiecrankie, in July, 1689, at the head

both

sides

of

the

line,

of a comparatively small force

of 1800

the plain below, close to the railway, a
is

Highlanders.
tall

seen from the carriage window, on the

On

standing stone
left,

erected on

the spot on which General Halliburton of Pitcur was killed
in charge of General Mackay's baggage, when the
Highlanders rushed down from the terraced height above,
after having routed Mackay's army, kiUing or driving before
them everything that stood in their way.
Those interested
in such matters will drive or walk to this historic spot

while

from

Blair-Atholl

Pitlochry,

or

and examine the scene of

The spot at which the
wounded is on a knoll in the
Urrard House embosomed in a cluster of trees

the famous battle for themselves.
valiant

Dundee

fell

mortally

garden of
on the terrace, 150
the

interred
late

He was

left.

in

Duke

above the level of the railway, on
once carried to Blair Castle and was

feet

at

a vault in the old Church of Blair, where the
of Atholl was also buried, being the

first

occasion

on which the vault was opened since the famous battle and
brilliant

victory,

and

it

is

said that several skulls with sabre

cuts were discovered.*

Leaving Killiecrankie station behind the
*

By

far the

memorable

train enters a tunnel

most complete and accurate account of this
be found in Mackenzie's History of the
184 to 199, the famous Sir Ewen Cameron of
best,

battle

will

Camerons, pp.
Lochiel having taken a leading part

in

it.
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120 yards in length, and then proceeds over a great stone
and brick viaduct of 10 arches 35 feet span each and 40
feet in height, through the upper end of Killiecrankie Pass
proper, at first a narrow birch-clad gorge, gradually widening

opens out into a broad picturesque valley, with towerFor the best glimpse of it
the traveller must look back, as he rushes along here, from the
right-hand window of the carriage. Any attempt at adequate
until

it

ing mountains on either side.

futile.
It must be seen and explored,
and while the view from the train is magnificent those who
would enjoy its unsurpassing beauty and wild grandeur
must drive or, better still, walk through it.
The hills immediately close at hand which form the Pass itself are
very steep and lofty, and covered for several hundred feet
up towards their summits with beautiful waving birches and

description would be quite

an endless variety of other

The

trees.

now entered

valley

wooded, and the train rushes along, passing between
the lofty Craigour on the left and Faskally House, with
its extensive and well laid out gardens and policies, on the
right, on the banks of the Garry, until in a minute or two
is

richly

it

stops at

PITLOCHRY.
Close to the station

Highlands.

the

is

The

Hotel,

Fisher's

flower

gardens,

pass by a wicket gate from
one of the private entrances to the

visitors

to

one of the best in
through which the
the station platform
Hotel,

is

a

sight

The Hotel is excellently
worth going many miles to see.
There are also
managed, and the charges are moderate.
several other good Hotels and two Hydropathics, one of
Pitlochry
the latter, the Atholl, on a very extensive scale.
also

possesses another institution of which

much
and J. MacNaughton's Tweed
ducts are now famous all over
proud, and which adds

lo

its

it

may

prosperity

well

be

— Messrs

A.

whose Highland proIn 1891 it had a
the world.
Mills,

population of 11 36.
Pitlochry

is

well-sheltered

from

almost

every

quarter,

;
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except the south-west.

who have had
the

never

locality

The

climate

is

very mild, and those

the privilege of enjoying
tire

of praising

its

the attractions of

pure and bracing

air.

Several coaches run daily from Fisher's Hotel to the various
points of interest in the surrounding district, and private con-

veyances can always be arranged for. The principal excursions
are a climb to the top of Ben-y-vrackie, a hill to the north,

which rises by easy stages to an altitude of 2757 feet, and
from which a very wide and magnificent view can be got
the Black Spout, a mile distant
the Pass of Killiecrankie,
;

Tummel, the same distance the Queen's
View, on Loch Tummel, 8
and
the Falls of Bruar, 10
Blair Castle, 7 miles.
The Falls of Moness, Glentilt, Dunkeld,
and Birnam Hill, the Rumbling Bridge, Tay mouth Castle,
Loch Tay, and Loch Rannoch, are also favourite drives, the
3 miles

;

the Falls of

;

;

;

distance ranging from 12 to 21 miles.

From

AthoU Hydroon a birch-clad hill on the
left, surrounded by 35 acres of tastefully laid out and richlywooded ornamental grounds, proceeds through the charming
Valley of the Tummel, and passes on the right, some three
miles further on, the famous inn and stage-house of Moulinearn, noted in the good old coaching days for its AthoU
On a lofty wooded eminence on the right bank
brose.
of the Tummel, and overlooking the villages of Ballinluig
and Logierait, on the site of an ancient hill fort, more
recently of a castle built upon it by King Robert HL, and
Pitlochry, the train, after leaving the

pathic, a prominent building situated

until the abolition of Heritable Jurisdictions after the 'Fortyfive,

a

the seat of a Court of Regality, stands out prominently

tall

Celtic

of Atholl.

Cross erected to commemorate the sixth

In another minute

we

Duke

stop at

BALLINLUIG JUNCTION,

where a branch line breaks off for Aberfeldy, a description
Meanwhile we
of which will be found in the next section.
shall continue our course, along the main line through this
lovely valley, leaving the lofty Ben-y-vrackie and Ben-y-
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gloes, towering

the

now in
Haughs
the

on our

Tummel and

to the north,

and the junction of

the Tay, close by on the right.

parish

the

left

of

Logierait,

farm buildings of

St.

We

are

and passing through the

of Tullymet, just after the train leaves

pretty

jc^C)

Guay

Station,

model dairy
form a striking

Colme's,

the

farm of the Dowager Duchess of Atholl,
object on an elevated plateau on the left.
The Tay is
soon crossed, over a graceful iron girder viaduct of 360
feet span, and a mile and a half further, Dalguise Station is
reached, where the valley narrows up. We now pass through
very pretty oak and birchen woods, and obtain charming
glimpses of the Tay, on the left, all along at this point. The
train then enters a tunnel of

360 yards, a mile before it pulls
Dunkeld, getting pretty peeps of the Tay, the village
of Inver, and the town of Dunkeld, until the station, really
AT BIRNAM,
although named Dunkeld, which is half a mile distant by road,

up

is

at

Here the

reached.

who wishes to examine the points
and the picturesque surroundings of

tourist

of historical association

most beautiful and interesting locality, will break his
Within one minute's walk of the railway station

this

journey.

he

will find all the

comforts that his heart can desire

recently extended, sumptuously

furnished,

and

in

the

tastefully de-

corated Birnam Hotel.
built

in

towers,

It is the only Hotel in Birnam, is
Saxon-Gothic style, and, with its castellated
impresses the traveller more with the idea of a

the

gentleman's private residence than a house of public entertainment.
its

The

internal

external appearance.

comfort and elegance.

arrangements are in keeping with
Every room in the house combines
The windows on all sides command

The
the most magnificent views of the surrounding scenery.
house contains one of the most spacious dining-rooms iu
Scotland, and a good billiard room. The grounds and gardens
are extensive, and have a convenient entrance from the Hotel,
or through two
to

handsome Cyclopian

iron

a long avenue of trees extending from

gates, which lead

the

front

to

the

—

—
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Tay, on the banks of which

river

will

,,

be found two huge
and said to be

the last of the old forest of Birnam,

trees,

more than a thousand years

One

old.

of

them

is

a majestic

from the ground, a girth of i8 feet,
while the other, a sycamore, at the same height, measures
Six miles of the Tay can, by arrangement
19 feet 8 inches.
with the proprietor, be fished by visitors at this Hotel. The
oak, having, five

feet

climate of the district for salubrity and invigorating healthgiving qualities cannot be surpassed.

The

locality is beautifully

by wooded eminences on all
sides, the classic Hill of Birnam, 1324 feet high, on the
south, and the loftier masses of Craig-y-barns to the north
and Craig-y-vinean to the west, their sides thickly covered
closed

sheltered,

as

in

it

is

with pine to their summits.

Birnam

classic in "

"Fear

From

the immediate vicinity of the Hotel, has

in

Hill,

been made

not,

till

Macbeth

"

Birnam do come

to

Dunsinane."

Skakespeare's references to these and other places in

the district,

it

is

certain that he

well acquainted with

From

its

was there and personally

surroundings.

Birnam Hotel

several places of great beauty
can be conveniently visited.
One of these is
Murthly Castle and grounds, through which the proprietor
of the Hotel has the privilege of driving his guests.
On
the way the carriage passes through the famed pass of Birnam,
and soon after entering the grounds the visitor on his left

and

the

interest

notices

Birnam

autumn retreat of Sir John
whose residence and reproduction

Hall, the favourite

Millais, the celebrated artist,

on canvas of some of the finest views in the neighbourhood
have rendered this lovely district for ever classical.
There
are also, in an opposite direction, the Falls of the Hermitage
and the Rumbling Bridge, the latter worth going any distance
to see.

On

the

way

to these

Falls

the

village

of Inver

where still stands intact the cottage where Neil Gow, the
famous fiddler and composer, was born and died is noticed

—
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distance

little

the Tay.

away on

Everyone

will,

the

right,

l6l

where the Braan joins

of course, visit

DUNKELD CATHEDRAL,
a mile from Birnam.
the

graceful

fourth

On

the

way

the traveller passes over

stone bridge of seven arches erected by John,

Duke of Atholl, between 1805 and 1809, at a
From the centre arch of this noble and

;^40,ooo.

structure

a glorious view in

every direction

During the

is

cost of

elegant

obtained of

Dunkeld
was a Royal residence. In the sixth century it was visited
by St. Columba and Kentigern. The choir of the Cathedral
was commenced in 1318 by Bishop Sinclair, and in 1406
Bishop Cardney founded the nave, the whole edifice being
Exactly a
completed by Bishop Thomas Lauder in 1460,
hundred years later it was despoiled of all its best ornaments
by order of the Scottish Privy Council, and it continued in
ruins until the choir was converted into the present parish
church by Duke John at a cost of ^6000.
The other portions
of the Cathedral are ruinous and roofless.
It contains several
monuments, the most notable of which are a recumbent effigy
of the "Wolf of Badenoch" in full armour, and a marble
tablet erected in the vestibule a few years ago by the officers
and men of the 42nd Royal Highlanders (Black Watch)
to commemorate the death of their comrades who fell in
battle since the regiment was first embodied in 1740, down
The monument
to the close of the Indian Mutiny in 1859.
" all tattered
is surmounted by the old colours of the regiment,
and torn," having been through many a sanguinary and
hard won fight.
In the immediate vicinity of the Cathedral, and within the
grounds, is the Highland residence of the Dowager Duchess
of Atholl, where she had the honour of entertaining Her
Majesty on three different occasions.
During the summer, coaches leave the Hotels in the morning
for Blairgowrie and Braemar, where they arrive between five
the surrounding landscape.

Piciish period
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and

six

in

the

afternoon, a distance of 46 miles.

other excursions can be

made by coach

or

rail,

Various
particulars

Birnam Hotel, at the Duke
AthoU Arms, or at the Royal, the two last being also
well-found and excellently-conducted Hotels in Dunkeld.
In
1 89 1 the population of Dunkeld, without Birnam, was 613.
Having satiated himself with the historical associations and
scenery of the place and district, the tourist, who has broken
the journey here on his way south, rejoins the train where
he left it at Dunkeld Station, one minute's walk from the
Birnam Hotel, and in a few seconds more finds himself on
a gradient of i in 80 skirting the famous Hill of Birnam on
Here he should look back and take a last look
his right.
at the magnificent panorama just left behind him, this being
by far the best point from which to see the whole picture

of which can be obtained at the

of

at

a glance closed

crowned

in

in

on

all

sides by richly-wooded eminences,

the distance by the mountains of Craig-y-barns,

in the north, and Craig-y-vinean, to the west, a bold and
charming background to one of the prettiest combinations
In a few minutes Murthly
of scenery in the Highlands.
tunnel, 300 feet, is entered and a mile further on will be
seen on the right the Malakoff Arch, originally designed
as the approach to the new Castle of Murthly, of which a
glimpse may be obtained on a terrace on the same side,
its thickly-wooded policies, as the train rushes along.
an imposing modern structure, in the Elizabethan style,
commenced in 1826, roofed in 1838, but never finished, the
death of its then proprietor. Sir John Stuart, having stopped

through
It is

its

further progress.

Quite close to

three sides of a square.

It

it is

the old Castle, forming

has recently undergone a complete

The grounds and
is occupied by the proprietor.
gardens are very fine, but in order to see them parties must
drive or walk through them. A mile and a half further and
Murthly station is passed. The large building on the left, suroverhaul and

rounded by a half-grown plantation and extensive grounds
the Murthly Lunatic Asylum.

The country now begins

is

to get
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and tame, as the train rushes through the fertile
Three and a half miles further, through
extensive plantations of larch, fir, and spruce, Stanley Junction is reached, where, on the left, the Caledonian Railway
gradually

flat

Valley of Strathmore.

branches off

to the right for

Aberdeen.

Luncarty Station,

in

the neighbourhood of which in the tenth century, during the

Kenneth III., a desperate battle was fought between
and the Danes, when the former, almost overcome
by their opponents, were encouraged and rallied by a common
country peasant and his two sons whose only weapons were
their plough-yokes, whereupon the Scots again charging
reign of

the Scots

From this
Hay Earls of

secured a decisive victory over their enemies.
valiant

peasant,

Errol.

From

named Hay, descended

proceeds through a

this point the train

country along

the

places quite close to

right
it.

is

level, flat

bank of the river Tay, in some
On the left bank of the river,* among

the trees, the ancient Palace of Scone,
the Earl of Mansfield,

the

now

the residence of

seen in the distance.

Here Robert

the Bruce was crowned in 1306, while in the Church adjoining
it

Charles

II.

was crowned, the

of January, 165

1.

We

now

last in

Scotland, on the ist

pass through the North Inch of

Perth, on which was fought in 1396, in the reign of Robert
in Scott's "Fair
and which, as regards those engaged in
has been the theme of controversy ever since.
it,
In
another minute the train pulls up at Perth General
Station, 144 miles from Inverness, and from this central
III.,

the

Maid of

sanguinary clan battle celebrated

Perth,"

point passengers

burgh, via the

can find their way conveniently
P^orth

Bridge,

to

Glasgow, via

to

Edin-

Stirling,

to

London, via either, and to all parts of the United Kingdom,
north and south, east and west. The population of Perth in
1891 was 29,899 souls.

BALLINLUIG TO ABERFELDY, LOCH TAY, KILLIN,

CALLANDER AND OBAN.
This

is one of the most interesting tours in the Highlands.
branch of the Highland Railway, 9 miles, connects Ballinluig
In less than a minute after leaving the
with Aberfeldy.

A

junction the train

crosses,

first

the

Tummel and

then the

Tay, by long viaducts of latticed iron girders, and immediately
enters the picturesque valley of Strath Tay.
Having crossed
the river, leaving the

Duke

of Atholl

monument on

the

hill

row of small cottages are observed on the
same side, the thatched one being that in which the late
Hon. Alexander Mackenzie, Premier of Canada, was born.
The scenery of Strath Tay is lovely and varied all along.
Aberfeldy is famed principally for its Tartan and Tweed
Mills belonging to Messrs P. & J. Haggard, who manufacture

to

the

the right, a

native

wool,

clan

tartans,

plaids,

tweeds,

crumbcloths,

and the other materials for
which this firm has long been noted.
There are two
good Hotels in the village, the Breadalbane Arms and the

blankets,

Station.

plaidings,

winceys,

From the former a four-in-hand coach
summer season in connection with

during the

steamers at Kenmore, six miles distant.
Leaving Aberfeldy, the tourist observes

runs regularly
the

on

Loch Tay

the right a

substantial stone bridge of five arches across the Tay, erected

by General
distance

is

Wade after the '45, and beyond it some Httle
Weems Hotel. At the near end of the Bridge

the

observed a fine monument erected to commemorate the
formation of the Black Watch. The coach, however, keeps

is

to the left along a lovely drive

which follows the

river until

reaches the entrance lodge to the policies of Taymouth
Several pretty
Castle, where it turns still further to the left.

it

mansion-houses are seen embosomed along the face of the

BALLINLUIG TO ABERFELDY, CALLANDER, AND OBAN.
slope on the opposite

bank of

the river.

is

richly-wooded on either side, and in

is

so dense

Taymoulh

that

Castle,

The road
summer

throiio^hout

the

principal

the

165

foliage

Highland

residence of the Marquis of Breadalbane, can only be seen
from one particular point the summit of a slight ascent, within
the policies, called the Vista Fort, from which a splendid
view is obtained. The Castle is one of the most magnificent
and palatial residences occupied by any of the Scottish

—

nobility.

Its

The

present

known

predecessor was

and

Baile-Loch,

originally

noble

structure

a

is

Balloch

as

belonged

to

great

the

Castle, or

Macgregors.

quadrangular

pile

of four storeys, with round corner towers, a central pavilion

mounting
at

to a height of

150

feet,

and wings of two storeys
are most extensive, and

The grounds

opposite corners.

the varied beauty of the surroundings

From

bafifle

the Vista Fort a very fine view

is

description.

obtained of Loch

immediately in front, hemmed
in by gigantic mountains on both sides.
Ben Lawers, on
the right, mounts to an altitude of 4000 feet, while the lofty

Tay, stretching

for

16 miles

Schiehallion, to the north, rises to 3547 feet above sea level.

The Queen and Prince Albert were
during

their

visited the

Louise,

visit

to

Scotland

district incognita in

the

in

guests at the Castle

1842.

Her Majesty

re-

1866 along with the Princess

Dowager Duchess of Atholl, and Miss Macpanorama from the Vista Fort.

gregor, and viewed the grand

Having enjoyed the comprehensive and enchanting view from
point, we return to the coach, which
then dashes
down hill to the end of Loch Tay, where passing through
the village of Kenmore, it turns sharply to the right, crosses
the river as it emerges from the lake by a fine stone bridge
of five arches, and in a few seconds pulls up at the Breadalbane Arms^ a plain but commodious and well-managed Hotel.
Taymouth Castle gardens are situated a little past the
Hotel, on the northern shore of the lake, and further on still,

this

in the loch,
lies

is

a small island, said to be

artificial,

in

which

buried Sybilla, daughter of Henry L of England,

who

'^^
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became
trip is

the

Queen

King Alexander I.
sail on

of

This

of Scotland.

continued by a delightful

LOCH TAY TO KILLIN

by the steamers which ply daily on this fine lake.
Immediately on the arrival of the coach at Kenmore, either
of the swift steamers, " Lady of the Lake
or " Sybilla " is
''

ready to start for

waiting at the pier,

end of the

loch,

Killin, at

the other

i6 miles distant.

The scenery along

is picturesque and beautiful
Fernan at Ardtaluaig, on the
south side, from which a good view of Ben Lawers is
obtained
at Lawers, on the north, and at Ardeonaig on

in

the extreme.

this

route

Calling at

;

;

the south side, the boat arrives at

Killin,

a prettily-situated

end of the lake, where there is an
excellent Hotel. The Breadalbane mausoleum is in the vicinity
and Finlarig Castle, an ancient seat of the same family, now
village at the south-west

a picturesque ivy-covered ruin,

is

mission of the Marquis visitors

may

close by.

By the kind perWednesday the

see every

Kinnell Vine, said to be the largest in the world.

KILLIN TO OBAN.

The
larich,

tourist may now proceed by rail to Oban via CrianTyndrum, and Dalmally, past the head of Lochawe to
;

Fort-William, changing at

Glasgow, by the
West Highland line, via Dumbarton and Helensburgh or to
Stirling, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and the south, via Callender and
Dunblane. There are excellent Hotels all along the route to
Crianlarich

;

to

;

Oban— at
Tyndrum

Crianlarich, the nearest station for
at

;

Loch Lomond

;

at

Dalmally, charmingly-situated at the head of

head of Lochawe, close to the station
steamers which ply on the lake.
Continuing the journey to Oban, Taynuilt— where there is a
good Hotel— is soon passed, and from Oban the traveller can
find his way, over the most delightful routes, to any part of
For a description of the district from Oban
{he Highlands.
Glenorchy

and

;

and

at the

to the pier erected for the

to Inverness see pages

no

to 131.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DAILUAINE-GLENLIVET

DISTILLERY LIMITED,

N.B.

ORIGINAL BRAND,
Dailuaine-Glenlivet.

THE
TALISKER DISTILLERY
ISLE OF SKYE.
OIFiFIOES IFOPt

BOTH,

0ARR0N-8TRATH8PEY,

N.B.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Established 1840.

i

WILLIAM

i

I
^\^
'^ HH

PO

g^

WINE MERCHANT and
ITALIAN WAREHOUSEMAN.
— II^^YEHNESSv —
—

^/( Brands of Old

Agent

^

g
O
^

Winfs and Cigars

in

Stock

'ii

i
|i
^^
H^
fej

for

LONG JOHN'S WHISKY,
Deit;

§
S
S
t^

MACLEAN,

J.

of Ben Nevis.

g>

gg
*

.i('l|(H,<l|rH|!<li'l|(i|,ll|,i||/MiHi,i||,i|,(||,i||,U

|vj)

DUNRIPPLE HIGHLAND WHISKY,

^"^

o
o
^

Scotland's Favourite.
:

SCHWEPPES
-ro"ll"/^S.

HARRIS'S

q
H

^§

Sole Proprietor of the

Choicest Teas, Coffees,

RJ

etc.

td

H
W
^
w

GOLD
MEDAL.

TABLE WATERS.

REAL

WILTSHIRE

Gold Medals-Liverpool, 1874. Edinburgh. 1886.

BACON.
Paris, 1889.

Shooting Lodges. Yachts, Hotels, and Families Visiting
the North supplied with Stores of every
description at Wholesale Prices.

WA RENO USE A ND WINE VA UL TS—
s ^ m B s- ^,
9 ^ C' ^ P B M
'l'

INVERNESS.
(Opposite Railway Station.)

ADVERTISEMENTS,

A.MACBEM&SONS
Have been

established in the Capital of the Highlands as

PRACTICAL TAILORS
FOR OVER SIXTY YEARS,
And have

supplied Articles of Dress to the Royal Families and

Leading Nobility
Garme7its
fess to

of Great Britain

and the Continent.

made up at their Establishment are really what
and are produced at one-third less tha?i London

be^

they pr(h
Prices,

THE HIGHLAND DRESS
Forms

a.

Department

Special

for

which they have gained

a world wide reputation.

BOYS'

HIGHLAND DRESSES

have their particular attention,

'»iMuMi;t|iMw'li'ili'ii(Ui"ii'Ii(Ui'"li'Ui'li'l»('l|/iI,Mi)'|,;U,ill(>liM|,'l(i'li»'l.'ii)'!i"ii'li('lt'ili'ij(Mi'<l.

M^ii^t

ttiilkerhai[kiiii
Of which they

are the Inventors, declared by the Cornhill Magazine

to be

"the best dress ever invented."

Continues to be a leading feature of their Business, and the Newest
Styles, Fit, and Material can always be assured.

3rf)eir

Stock

is

WW

Sporrans,

siipplicti initf) tje Icatiins

anti

vl?rnamcnts for W()Z

Clan STaxtans,

Ji^iigljlanti

J^oge,

©ress.

of the far-famed Deer-Stalking Cloak, Inverness Cape,
and Knickcrhockers. Garmcrds unrivalled for Comfort
and (Convenience.

Invcntt.rs

14

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Telegraphic

Established
A^OLixuxxoAiciA 1857.
xqtxj

Addresm—

i

GEAHAM, GUNMAKEE, INVEENESS."

J.GRAHAM&CO.
ffruiifqiit

§tmnmker^,

Fishing Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers,

27

^^

UNION STREET,

INVERNESS.
Largest Stock

in

OF

the North

—

f lilll§ lili, lllll
Salmon and Trout

Flies,

^^

^^

Lines and Tackle of

First-Class Qnality.

THE NOETHEEN EIVEES AND LOCHS.

FOE

SUITABLE

Salmon and Trout

Flies Dressed to Pattej-n on the Shortest

Notice by first-class Flydrcssers,

l£xp£rienrcti J^^orlunen.

OEDEES BY POST HAVE PEOMET AND SPECIAL ATTENTION.
Agents for

^^

Sportmaii's Guide
J.

^^

Slwotim/ and Fisliing Agency,

Watson Lyall and

Co., London.

EVERY SPORTING REQUISITE SUPPLIED.

,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

c^

THE BASE STREET FODNDBY
AND

ENGINEERING COY., LTD.

ROSE STREifFOUNDRY
/ron

and Brass Founders,

Engineers,

Blacksmiths, Bridge

Millwrights,

and Betlhangers.

Builders,

ntebers of all

iEIn(Ss @£ ilgricmlltmrall

XmpleoK€nts, Toiab and other Railings, ©ale's
and! Peacilng: Materials.

OF

STOVES, GRATES, FENDERS, AND FIREIRONS TO SELECT FROM.

Supplied for

all

kinds of Ironwork on Application
-'

Agents for

—-^C' cr^

'-:»-r-'*.'i

.'^U'^

the " 7V4iV(;K£'6'"

Gas Engines.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

VI.

BETHUNE & MAGPHERSON,
SILK MERGERS AHD GEIERAL DRAPERS,

MANTLE AND DRESS WAREHOUSE,
22 & 24 HIGH STREET,

— INVERNESS. —

Mantles, Travelling Cloaks,

and

Millinery,

TRIMMINGS, BED AND TABLE NAPERY, GLOVES,
LACES, AND RIBBONS.

FAMILY MOURNINGS.
Brussels, Tapestry, Scotcli,

and Kidderminster Carpets

Rugs, and Floor Cloths.

i

West

of England Cloths, Scotch Tweeds.
FANCY VESTINGS, SHIRTS, TIES, ETC.

ALL GOODS KEENEST PRICES.

CASH ONLY.

ni'U(Ui/'ii'u.'iii'Ui'i»*Hi"«iMiMiiMi(H»«iin»/'ii,Mii'iit'ii"i.'i,,Mii'ti,iifii,«

THE ARENA,
DRAPERY COLOSSEUM, DRESS MARKET
Mantle Emporium, Millinery Arcade,
l'^

&

24

HIGH STREET, INVERNESS

\

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GLASS.
C H N A.
I

EARTHENWARE
ALEXANDER

MACKENZIE,

GLASS, CHINA, STONEWARE,

AND FANCY GOODS MERCHANT,
Founded in 1867 by the present proprietor, this establishment at
once took a leading position in the North which has ever since been
well maintained.
very large and comprehensive Stock of Goods is held, fully representative of the Business in all its branches, embracing a choice
selection of
PORCELAIN,

A

ROYAL WORCESTER

WARE,

MINTON'S CHINA,
VASES, BOWLS, etc., very suitable
and

DOULTON

charming designs in JUGS,
for Wedding and other friendly
gifts.
Glass, China, Stoneware, and Fancy Goods, including many
beautiful DINNER SERVICES, TEA and BREAKFAST SETS,
TOILET SERVICES in all the most Fashionable Designs and
Newest Patterns, Cut and Engraved Glass DECANTERS, SPIRIT
in

BOTTLES, TUMBLERS, WINES, ORNAMENTS, CENTRE
PIECES, FLOWER and FRUIT STANDS, etc., of Chaste and
Elegant Design,

EARTHEN

and many thousand

The Business

and

STONEWARE, m

articles of a useful

great variety,

and ornamental character.

every department receives the direct personal
and is acknowledged to be the best
and Cheapest Establishment in the North for this class of Goods.
attention

44

of the

in

Proprietor,

UNION STREET,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Viil.

&

Glasgow Boot

Shoe Warehouse,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BOOT MANUFACTURER,
4 EASTGATE (Fetty Strget). jfjVEHHESS.
(OPPOSITE

TOWN AND COUNTY

BANK).

The Largest, Cheapest, and most Select Stock of the neatest and
Boots and Shoes in the North.

most Durable

Repairs done on the Shortest Notice.
Boots and Shoes of

all

kinds

made

to Measure.

Fit

and "Workmanship Guaranteed

MACALLISTER'S

IMPERIAL

HOTEL,

- TD^q^^^EI?,IqEss. (Opposite the Station.)

JoNTAiNs 50 Beds, Large Dining Saloon, Ladies' Drawing Room,
Excellent Commercial and Stock Rooms.

HOT AND COLD BATHS,

BILLIARD ROOM.

'U,i|||M|M|i')MMl«l||M|i'li'<|i'l|<<li')|i<l|)i||M|,<t)

^Jatges

gtrictlg il0li£rate.

Boots attmti

all

Scrams. Nigl)t Porter.

First-Class Restaurant in connection with Hotel.

T. S.
BEEAKFASTS,

Also

MACALLISTER,
LUNCHEONS,

DINNERS,

TEAS,

AND

SUPPERS.

ALL

CHARGES MODERATE.

EEFRESHMEKT ROOMS,
See Price of Charges.

Also Sole Projjrietor of

Board
the

Pavilion, Stratlipeffer.

at Strathpeffer,

famous

Whisk)/, ten years old, at

One Guinea per "Week.

^ma' Still" Old Highland
8s 6d per Bottle.

'•

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LOCH-NESS SERVICE.
In addition to the Sailings of the Swift Steamers, th Koyal Mail Steamer ''Lochness'
sails daily all the j'oar round (Sundays excepted), on LOCH-NESS, as under :—
>,

Leave
Fort-Augustus
Invermoriston
Foyers

Leave

A.M.

Inverfarigaig
Temple Pier

.

...

Abriachan
Aldourie

Dochgarroch
Arrive
Inverness

6.0
6.25
6.50
7.0
7.30
7.45
8.0
8.3

P.M.
3.0
3.45
4.0
4.15
4.45
5.0
5.10
5.40

Invernesss

Dochgarroch
Aldourie

Abriachan

Temple Pier
Inverfarigaig

Foyers
Invermoriston
Arr ve
6.30
0.20
Fort-Augustus
intended to connect with the Limited Mail Trains to and from
.

This service

is

.

Inverness and the South.
The time at intermediate stations will be adhered to as nearly as possible, but the
Proprietor does not hold himself responsible for it, or for the Bail way connection.

During

Juli/y

August and Seiitemher^ an additional steamer leaves Inverness daily
Sunday), about 11 a.m., and Fort-Augustus about A p.m.

{ex.

Pleasure Sailings on Loch-Ness, Etc.
During: July, August, and September.

EXCURSION TICKETS, at the undernoted Fares, are issued by the swift Steamers
"Gondolier," " Gairlochy," and " Glengarry," sailing Daily (Sundays excepted) at
7 and 11 am., from Muirtown Wharf, Inverness to Fort-Augustus, etc.
Also by
" Lochness " to Dochfour and Aldourie, daily at 3 p.m., available to return same evening.
Fares for Double Journey,
Cabin.
Steerage.
Inverness to Aldourie or Abr.achan
to Temple Pier
to Inverfarigaig and
to Invermoriston
to Fort-Augustus
to Cullochy

„
,,

,,

„
,,

Is
2s
4s
5s
6s
7s
6s

Foyers

Breakfasts, Dinner, and Tea

SUMMER TOURS

IN

6d
6d
Od
Od
Od
Od
Od

is
Is
2s
2s
3s
3s
4s

Od
6d
Od
6d
Od
6d
Od

SCOTLAND.

THE ROYAL ROUTE.

GLASGOW ANDr HIGHLANDS
{VIA

CRINAN

CALEDONIAN CANALS.)

A

Week^s Tour to Storno%vay by Steamship '^Claymore'''' or ^^ Clansman^^
Via Mull of Kintyre, going and returning through the Sounds of Jura, Mull, and
Skye, calling at Oban, Tobermory, Portree, and intermediate places.
Cabin Fare, with superior Sler ping Accommodation, 45s or inc'uding meals, 80s.
The Route is through scenery rich in historical interest and unequalled for grandeur
and variety. These vessels leave Glasgow every Monday and Thursday about 12 noon
and Greenock about 6 p.m., returning from Stornoway every Monday and Wednesday.
;

The steamship -'Cavalier" will leave Glasgow every Monday at 11 A,M., and
Greenock at 4 p.m., for Inverness and back (via Mull of Kintyre), leaving Inverness
every Thursday morning. Cabin Fare for the Trip, with First-class Sleeping Accommodation, 40s; or including Meals, 70s.

OFFICIAL GUIDE BOOK,
Time

Bill,

Map, and

6d.

List of Fares sent Free on application to the Owner,

DAVID MACBRAYNE, 119 Hope St., GLASGOW,
Or JOHN MACKINTOSH, Agent, Queensgate, INVERNESS.
For additional Sailings

see

Time Tables,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

X.

Glasgow and the Highlands.
ROYAL ROUTE
VTA CRT N A IV

AND CALEDONIAN CANALS.

The Swift Steamers "GONDOLIER" or '^GATRLOCHY" sail
from Inverness as under, conveying Passengers in connection with
Steamers "Columba," " lona," ''Grenadier," "Chevalier," etc., etc.
For Banavifi. Fort-William BallachuUsh (for Glencoe)

Oban, Greenock, and

Q^lassjow.

(ex. Sunday) during June, July, August and September, and every Monday,
at 7 a.m.
Wednesday, and Friday, till about 9th of October

Daily

Banavie, Fort-William, and BallachuUsh to Glasgow.
(ex. Sunday) during June, July. August and September, from Banavie,
Corpach 5 Fort-William, 5.10 and Ballachulish, at 6.5 A.M.

4.45;

Daily

;

;

Oban

to

Glasgow.

at 8.30 A.M.
Daily via Crinan. June, July, August and September
Also daily v'a Lochawe during June, July, August, and September.
"
"
"
"
or
Tona
sails
Columba
daily
at
7
a.m.
(Sunday
exThe Royal Mail Steamer
cepted) from Glasgow Bridge Wharf for Ardrishaig and intermediate places,
conveying passengers from

Glasgow

Oban.

to

Daily via Orinan, during June, July, August and September
Also daily via Lochawe during June, July, August, and September, at

Glasgow

to Ballachulish, Port- William,

at 7 A.M.
7 a.m.

and Inverness.

Daily during June, July, August and Septemb ^r

Oban

at 7

A Jl

to Inverness.

Daily in June, July, August, and September, at 6 A.m., arriving at Inverness same day!
and at 4.45 p.m., arriving at Banavie same evening, and Inverness following day.

Oban, Ballachulish (Glencoe), Fort- William, and Banavie.
daily during June, July, August, and September, at 6, and 9.45 A.M., 12.30
p.m.. and all the year round, daily at 12.30 p.m.
Fort- William daily during June, July, August, and September, at 5.10 and 9 A.M.,
1.10, and 3.30 P.M. and during the year, daily at 9 A.M.

From Oban
and 5.5

From

;

Oban

to

Loch Scavaig.

Every Tuesday during June, July, August, and September

Oban

to

at 7 A.M.

Skye and Gairloch.

Every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, during June, July, August and September, at

Oban

to Staffa

Daily in June, July, August, and September

Glasgow
"

to Oban,

7 A.M.

and lona.
at 8 A.M.

Tobermory, Fortree, and Stornoway.

or ''•Clansman. every Monday and Thursday (during the greater part of
leaving Stornoway Monday and Thursday, and Portree,
the year), at 12 noon
Tuesday and Friday at 3 A.M for Grlasgow, etc.

Claymore"

'

;

,

Portree, Stromeferry,
Calling at Eaasay, Broadford, Plockton,

Stornoway (Mail Route)
ferry).

etc.,

and Inverness.

daily (to

to Inverness

Daily

(to

and from) during the year.

and the South

{via

Strome-

and from) during the year.

Portree, Tarbert (Harris), Bodel, Iioehmaddy, and Dunvegan.
Mail Steamer from Portree every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday morning returning
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning, calling as above going and returning.

Oban (Railway

Pier), to

The Boyal Mail Steamer
hours

Tobermory, Castlebay, Lochboisdale,

Loehmaddy, and Dunvegan.
leaves

Oban Daily

of sailing see Handbills.

(except Sunday).

For arrangements and

,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

REGULAR STEAM COMMUNICATION

^^LEITH,

LIVERPOOL,

ABERDEEN & LONDON,
ABERDEEN).

(VIA

T^HE
'^

''''

Screw

Steamers

Pri/ieess

/rcv/t',"

Earnholiii^^

''^Princess

Beatrice^^

''''Princess

Louise,''

Sophia^''

''''Princess

Mary^

''''Princess

''James Hall^' or

other

steamers,

sail

and Passengers between Inverness and the above

—
ROUND

Summer Tours by

Sea

with

Goods

Ports.

—

NORTH OF SCOTLAND, calHng at various places of
Also ROUND the UNITED KINGDOM, and
LEITH and INVERNESS and MORAY FIRTH Ports.
the

interest en route.

between

For Dates of Sailing^•, Hates or Fares and Freight, apply to M. Langlands
Glasgow, Liverpool, and Leith Jambs Crombie, Aberdeen or here to

D.
1-5

&

Sons,

;

;

MACPHERSON,

Agent.

Union Street, Inverness.

The Nopth of Scotland Tobacco Coy.
1a

union street,

Have always on hand

Choice

a

Selection

BRITISH CIGARS and CIGARETTES.
and BRIaR PIPES at Reasonable Prices.

of

Real

FOREIGN

and

MEERSCHAUM

THE BEST TOBACCOS TO SMOKE—
north smoke mixture

...

..

...

in 4

HONEYDEW

...

...

...

in 4

...

in 4

Do.
Do.

...
FINEST SMOKING
...
FINEST GOLDEN FLAKE, Manufactured from

the

Finest

and
and
and

8 oz.

Tins

8 oz.

Tins

8 oz.

Bright Virginia

Tins
Leaf,

in A

* # *
^ ^ ^

GOLDEN BAR in

2 oz.

BOGIE ROLL,

2,

1,

and 1 lb. Boxes.
Bars, and other FANCY

and

CUT TOBACCOS.

4 lb. Rolls.

Manufactured at Works Abban,

Street.

ADVEKTISFMENTS.

^«

i^T T^
OLD
TIMES.
rnTTI/TTTiei

99

EXCU RSIONS BY CO ACH.
—

A

FOUR-IN-HAND COACH —
WILL START FEOM RAILWAY STATION

Every Tuesday^

Thursday^ a?id Satin-day^ at 10.30

a.ni.^

For CuLLODEN Moor, Kilravock, and Cawdor Castles, returning
from Cawdor at 2.30 P.M., arriving at Inverness at 5 P.M.

Every Wednesday and

Friday.,

at lo.jo a.vi

^

For Falls of Kilmorack, Druim, and Beauly Priory, returning
from Beauly at 3 P.M., and arriving at Inverness about 4.30 P.M.

Fares for Double
Journey (both routes)
Seats

may

be

6s; Box Seats,

7s 6d.

ordered at all the Hotels^ and booked at

MACRAE &

DICK'S

COACH

OFFICE.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Highland Jewellery

—

«i

^

<4

ESTABLISHMENT
*^'

Ve

By

Special Appointment to

CIjc Prince

^

r<

^

y1^

H.R.H.

i?^ Special

otWialt^.y^

Appointment

to

H.R.H.
Cfjc Prince of

FergHSon
TJlSriON

&

Males.

Maelean,

STREET CORIJER, INVERNESS.

THE GLENALBYN HOTEL,

INVERNESS.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Stop at Cameron's.
Clean and Comfortable Rooms, and a Good
** gill of W^dM '^ at WLQ^^%^^%% Fri€©§*

^

l^ame from l^ome

is

our JEotto.

A WELL STOCKED BAR.

A GOOD BILLIARD ROOM.
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.

DUNCAN CAMERON,

Proprktur.

—
ADVERTISEMENTS.

XIV.

CLOTHING FOR CASH.
JOHN JAMIESON &
Vicunas, Serges,

Walking, or Dress

Co.

showing

New

— to order, 35/- to 70/-

TROUSERINGS.— The
Englands.

are

Tweeds and Worsted

Made

to

Season's

Goods,

Suitings for Business,

newest Designs in Scotch and West of
Measure, 10/6, 13/6, and 16/6— Faultless

Fitting.

SUMMER OVERCOATING.— Patent Millerain Waterproof, entirely
superseding the old Style (India Rubber Coat),
Fabrics and Colourings, to order, ^2/- to 45/-

THE READY-MADE DEPARTMENT

in

the

Newest

affords a grand variety of

Fashionable Garments for Men and Boys.
Prices most moderate.
all our own make.

Excellent Materials

JOHN JAMIESON & Co.
44 HIGH STBEET

(\\YTl§ii°^fi?),

IHVERNESS.

DUNC/VNROSS&Co.
Grain and Seed Stores.
of

Farm Tmplemeiits and Wire

Fencing.

Importers of Guanos and Feeding Stuffs.

ACADEMY COURT,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JOHN

H.

FORSYTH &

CO.,

Wholesale and Family Wine Merchants,

iKGLiS

48

S TREET, IN

ESTABLISHED

1813.

Every l>es0rlpti©ii*
OLD HIGHLAND WHISKIES.

Wtess
LIQUEUES.

VERHESS.

of

FINE OLD PALE BRANDY.
JAMAICA RUM, HOLLANDS, ETC.
BASS & ALLSOPPS INDIA ALE.
BARCLAY PERKIN'S IMPERIAL STOUT.
GUINNESSS STOUT. YOUNGER'S £7 7s SWEET ALE.
SIR

Schweppe

J.

&

R.

BURNETT &

Co.'s -ffirated

Co.'s

VINEGAR.

Waters.

Old Highland Whiskey.
We

desire to

OLD HIGHLAND WHISKEY, which is the
matured by us in Bond in Sherry Casks, is of great
bear favourable comparison to Cognac Brandy. We are enabled to offtr

draw

special attention to our

perfection of Scotcli Whiskey.
age,

and

will

this Unrivalled

Whiskey

It is

at

EIGBTEEyi SHILLINGS PER GALLON.

HIGH STREET, INVERNESS.

A.

ROBERTSON &

CoT,

yHfON STREET, INVERNESS,
Hairdressers and Tobacconists.
37

A. R. & Co. have always a large stock of Loewes G.B.D.'s, and
other veil- known Brands of Briars. Also a large stock of Havana
Cigars, and Egyptian Cigarettes, and Smokers' requisites.

SOLE PKOPHlETOllS OF THE

'

LOVAT

'

PIPES

AND MIXTURES,

.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Telephone No.

14.

MACGRUTHER & MARSHALL,
Goal, Lime, Cement,
i6

&

General Merchants,

LOMBARD STREET, INVERNESS.

Agent at North Kessock— JOHN PATERSON.

THE INVERNESS TOWN AND COUNTY
Posting, Goaching,

HORSES

and

&

Hiring Establishment.

CONVEYANCES

ot "every description turned

out on the Shortest Notice.

GLEHALBYfTSTABLEST HVEHHESS.
f

xMACGREGOR, Proprietor
Orders by Letter or Telegram promptly attended

to.

CHARLES FREEMAN,
Fisiisnong^r, F@mltar©r, andl Gaiiie Dealer,

34

OHiOH STREET, INVERfJESS.
{Opposite the Foot of Dfiii]uno7id Street)

ALL KIISDS OF

GAME, & POULTRY IN THEIR SEASON.
Freeman, Fishmonger, Inverness."

FISH,

Telegrams—

^^

Macdonald

&

Morrison,

COAL MEBCHAHTS,
35 Grant Street & 18 Baron

Taylor's Lane.

M|,M|)<l|M|,i<|t1hM|i>lHW|M|,>l|<<l|M|i'l||l||'*|i>ll

STORES— LOWER KESSOCK STREET.
Telegranw^'*

Morrison, Inverness."
Telephone

56

and

64.

;:

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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The Inverness Fflunipy

Co., Ltd.,

Ironfounders, Electrical & Mechanical En8:ineers,
Millwrights, Blacksmiths, Boilermakers,
Bridgebuilders, and Workers in Iron,
Brass, and Aluminium.

ELECTRIC BELLS, HAND-WROUGHT AND CASTIRON GATES, RAILINGS, Etc.
SOLE MANUFACTUEERS OF SMITH'S

"CELYDDON" WIRE FENCE
AND

Safety Kitchen Range
Telegraphic Address-''

Boi/er.

FOUNDRY, INVERNESS."

W.

SMITH, Managing

J.

Director.

NEW AND SECOND HAND MACHINERY BOUGHl,

SOLD,

AND REPAIRED.

MACHINERY AND MILL VALUATIONS UNDER XAKEN,

FOR SALE, CHEAP, PREVIOUS TO STOCK-TAKING.
4-H.P. Portable Engine by Marshall Sons & Co., flrst-class condition; 1 48-incli
Contractor's Mortar Mill, with overhead gearing, £20; 1 Baker's Biscuit Roller Machine,
1 Chaia Pump, complete, with 10 feet lift, 60s
as good as new, £4
3 American Garden
1 Strong Three Roller Mangle, as good as
or Farm Pump, each 15s, 17s 6d, and 20s
naw, 40s 1 Lawn Mower, 10-inch, 10-; 1 2-Cylinder Water Engine, suitable for Butcher's
mincing machine, etc., 40s; 2 Single Cylinder Water Engines, suitable for Roasting Jacks,
Organs, etc., 60^ Miniature Rifle Target and Ringing Bull's Eye, 10s; 1 Tea Mixing
AJaehine, 37s (id; 1 Banker's or Solicitor's Fire and Thief-proof Safe, Door 6 feet by
100 Field Gates, 9 feet wde, complete, 2C/S each; 2 dozen Fox and
2 feet 6 inches. £8
Vermin Steel Jaw Traps, at 2s 6d each 2 doxen Cast-Iron Clothes Poles, at 10s each
2 Opening Skylights, 3(5 inches by 36 inches ;
2 Gatrix Inlet A'entilators, at 7s Gd
Gas Heating Stove, 30s
1 Counter Beam and Scales
]
1 Counter Weighing Machine
A Quantity of 1, 2, and 3 Sheave Pulley Blocks L')t Fencing Winding Pillars, Strainers,
and Standards 1 dozen Strong Steel Wire-work Frames for Wine Merchant or Grocer
1 Pair French Burr Mill Stones
100 yards' Cast-Iron Rustic Garden Edging
Open and
Tile Grates
Close Fii'e Kitchen Ranges
Tile Hearths and Flooring
Iron Sheds and
Buildings.
1

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Estimates Free.
The Inverness Foundry Company, Limited,

W.

J.

SMITH,

Managmg

Director.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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ESTABLISHED

1820.

All the Regimental and Leading: Clan Tartans.
ALL THE BEST COLOURINGS OF

TWEEDS FOR MOOR AND COVER.
ONLY THE BEST WORKMEN"

KEPT.

Patterns Post Free.

FRASER &
ROBERT
MILITARY TAILORS AND BREECHES

SONS,

^^[AKERS,

Highland Tweed and Clan Tartan Wai^ehouse,

24: OSIXJIiOiH: STI?,E]E1T,
E R. ^ S ^.
I
]>^ 'Vf

]>^

PAUL CAMPBELL,
(SUCCESSOR TO JOUN M'CABE),
FaEEiily ]g@@t aadi Slia© Maker,

TOWN HALL BUILDINGS, INVERNESS.
Deer Stalking, Shooting, and Fishing Boots and Siioes. Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Boots and Shoes of every description. Cricket Boots and Shoes. Lawn Tennis Shoes.
" Pinet's" celebrated Ladies' French Boots and Shoes.
«So''e

Agi:7itfor th a

far-famed Waterproof

Children's

Work

''•

7?" and

''

Euknemida" Shooting

JOHN W. MACKENZIE &
Ladies'

9

Boots.

in Great Variety.

CO.,

and Gentlemen's Boot and Shoe Makers,

i^mwmom mTMBi^T, iNrVBRN:^ss.
Deer Stalking, Shooting, and Fishing Boots and Shoes,
Highland Brogues, etc.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

:

SCOTTISH

THE

«

WITH WHICH

IS

HIGHLANDER
INCORPORATED THE

"CELTIC MAGAZINE,"
ESTABLISHED IN

PUBLISHED

Every

1875.

THURSDA V MORNING

— EDITED BY ~

ALEXANDER MACKENZIE,

MJ.I.,

THE HIGHLAND CLAN HISTORIAN.
ITh© Best Cgeneral

Im

t]^e

A<i\reirt£®£iig l€©€iiiimt

llogth of

itcotlanidl.

aiGHLANDERS SEND IT TO THEIR FRIENDS IN ENGLAND, IRELAND
THE COLONIES, AND EVERYWHERE.

All Btisiness Commitnications

to be

Addressed

to

THE MANAGER,
"SCOTTISH HIGHLANDER"
47

OFFICE,

HIGH STREET, JNVEBNESS.

i6

ADVERTISEMENTS.

6ATGHEN & CAMERON.
9

CASTLE STBEET, iNYEBHESS.
British

and Foreign Dress Materials, Mantles, Boleros, Jackets,

Capes, Outfittings, Tea Gowns, Blouses, English and Paris Millinery,
Hosiery, Gloves, Laces, Ribbons, Umbrellas and Sunshades.

BED AND TABLE LINEN.

Shetland Wraps, Bugs, and Plaids.
Diessinaking and Millinery tender Efficient Management.
PATTERNS ON APPLICATION.
Letter orders promptly attended to.

Batchen & Cameron^ Inverness.
When You

are in Inverness Dine at the

Peaeoek Hotel and Eestaurant.
€##»'
REFURNISHED AND REDECORATED.
TARIFF STRICTLY MODERATE.

HIGH

*

STREET,

WM. LOBBAN,

Proprietor,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

& W. RE ID,

J.

VICTORIA CARRIAGE and CYCLE WORKS,

FRASER STREET, INVERNESS.
Carriages of every description built to order, Quality and Finish Guaranteed.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

Inverness Game Wa^^on.
SriPPialtv 1^^ i"^^®
bpeciaity
^r^^^^
Inverness Shooting Cart.

e^

Carriages

may be had on Hire

for the

Season with option of Purchase.

EXCELLENT STANDING EOOM FOR CARRIAGES.

KEPAIRS.

cycles: cycles/ cycles/— We
Agencies

for

have

secured

EngHsh and American Machines

the

best

— RAGLANS,

OSMONDS, CENTAURS, WAVERLEYS, CLEVELANDS,
etc.

Ladies'

Send

for Lists

and

Prices.

and Gent/s Machines on Hire by

the

Week or Month with

option of Purchase.
Repairs done at Works, and Machines built to order by our

VICTORIA

CYCLE

own Workmen.

agency!

Extension of Premises.
We

beg

to Intimate that

we have now opened

EASTGATE, as a Branch Estabhshment, where
of CYCLES and ACCESSORIES will be shown,
New Beestons, New Rapids,

that Shop, No. 65
a Choice Selection
including

Waverleys, Gilchesters.
Suitable Premises have been built at the back where the Latest Plant
is laid down so that we may be better able to cope
with the ever-increasing Repair Trade.

and Machinery

Note the Address—

65 EASTGATE, INVERNESS
W. M. EEID, Manager.

"

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JOHN SINCLAIR,
Goob and Confectioner,
ACADEMY STREET, INVERNESS.

17
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Marriage, Christeni?t^, and Birthday Cakes.
iMatriarje

Cake Boxes

Creams, Ices.

Jellies,

m

alinags

Stock.

Tea, Coffee,

|¥larriage ©ejeuners.

Lemonade,

etc.

OF

WATCHES, CLOCKS, BRONZES, JEWELLEKY. MUSICAL BOXES. SILVEE AND
ELECTRO PLATE, ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING RINGS, BROOCHES,
AND OTHER FANCY GOODS.
SPECTACLES, EYE-GLASSES, AND OPERA GLASSES, FIELD GLASSES

AND TELESCOPES.

PRICES DEFY COMPETITION.
Watches. Jewellery, eic., repaired on the premises by experienced workmen at
Price Lists on application.
Parties requiring any of the above
Moderate Charges.
articles

should

call at

Macpherson's Jewellery Establishment
(CORNER OF CASTLE STREET).

LOVAT ARMS HOTEL,
TEN MILES FROM STRATHPEFFER.
Proprietor has pleasure
THEGentlemen,
and the Public

in informiDg Tourists, Commercial
generally, that this elegant and commodious Hotel is situated in the midst of the loveliest scenery in the
North of Scotland, and Avithin a few miles of the Falls of Kilmorack,
the Druim, and the mountainous scenery of Strathglass, the wild and
unrivalled Glen Aflfrick, Glen Strathfarrar, and Glen Cannich, Guisachan, and other beautiful localities frequented by Tourists, Sportsmen, Artists, and Lovers of Nature from every part of the World.

A

family Trade specially Catered for, and a special Tariff, which can
application, is charged to those remaining a Week or more.

A GOLF
Parties

may

COUllSB,

LAWN

he

had on

TENNIS, AND BOWLING QUEEN IN CLOSE PROXIMITY
TO THE HOTEL.

conveniently leave for Strathpeffer at 7 a.m., by Rail, to drink the Waters
and return in good time for Breakfast at 9 a.m.

Omnibuses attend

all

Trains North and South.

DONALD MACINNES
(Late of Portree Hotel),

PROPRIETOR

ADVERTISEMENTS.

RATIONAL POTEU
<€

DINGWALL.

'W^

WILL FIND THIS HOTEL
Replete with every Comfort and Conyenience.

PGSTINC

m ALL JTS

Telegraphic Address-''

BHAHCHES.

KOBEETSON", DINGWALL."

CALEDONIAN HOTEL,
3D 1 1^ Gh "W .A. H,

3L-

CHARGES STRICTLY MODERATE,
—

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. —
Roderick Mackenzie, Lessee.

VERY IMPORTANT

.

HENDERSON,
ALEX.
Furnishing Ironmonger,
China, Crystal,

General

and Stoneware Merchant,
in the North of Scotland for Furniture, Household
Requisites, General Ironmongery Goods, etc.

The Largest Establishment

All arc respectfully invited to

visit the

Premises, with or withorU a

vieiO to

purchase.

CATALOGUES POST FREE ON APPLICATION.
Sole Agent for the Celebiatcd Beige

Lamp

for Dining,

Drawing, and Sitting Rooms.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

^^ T_E3IIEj ^'

FARMERS' CHRONICLE.
^I^HE NORTH STAR came into the field to supply a much
^f§ felt want in the NORTHERN COUNTIES, more especially
in

SUTHERLAND,

ROSS, CROMARTY, and

Proprietors are

making every

and the

render the Newspaper an

effort to

unqualified success.

Reliable and unbiassed Reports of all matters of Public interest
appear from week to week, and Letters addressed to the Editor bearing
upon all questions of public utility are always welcome to its columns.

Special prominence is given to the interests of

Large and Small Farmers alike can look with confidence to the
pages of the North Star for trustworthy information upon all matters
affecting their interests.

The welfare of

the

Crofters^

Cottars^

Ploiighmcji

cvid

these classes

The
Price

"

North Star "

ONE PENNY,
A. M.

Fishe?-?iie?i

and articles of special interest
will from time to time appear in it.

receive close attenlw?i ;

can be obtained from

all

to

News- Agents,

or Direct from the Publishers,

ROSS &

CO.,

DINGWALL.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Tdejraphie Address—
" KOSS,

ESTABLISHED IN

DINGWALL."

Seedsmen, Grain,

& Manure Merchants,

185(J.

etc.

Agents for all Kinds of Agricultural and General Estate
Implements of Merit.

The Leading Kinds of Sheep Dip and Netting.
FEEDING STUFFS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Plumper, Gasfltting,

& BelHianging in all its Branclies.

Kitchoi Ranges^ Parlour a?id Bedroojn Grates,, and Ge?ieral
Iro?iiJionge?'y and Fire-Clay Goods.
fire

^qnceSy

hot1\

^aacl S

M^oii,

M^l^^^ ^"^^ S^f^f-

fj'ar

SPECIFICATIONS AND ESTIMATES SUPPLIED ON APPLICATION.

STRATHPEFFER HOTEL.
HOTEL

THIS OLD ESTABLISHED

and FIRST-CLASS
has
undergone thorough repair, and is now enlarged, giving fourteen
extra Bedrooms, with large Dining and Drawing Room.
Nearest Hotel to the Eailway Station, the Wells, and New Grolf Course, No 'Bus
requh-ed.

Boots attend

Every home comfort
^Election

TOin£0

of

anti

Trains.

a'l

HOT AND COLD BATHS.

BTI.IJARD ROOM.

vsrith.

moderate charges.

^Spirits

of

tf}e

jjfnest

(J^ualfty.

The PpopheGiesoftheBpakn Seep
C'

CO

I

NN EAC H OD HAR F OSAIC H
I

E.")

Cloth Gilt, with an Appendix of 66 Pages, containing the Rev. Alexander Macgregor's " Superstitions of the Highlcmders."
Fifth Edition, 2s 6d.
'^

Commended

A.

to

the

& W.

lovers

of

the

By Post—jd
marvellous

as

a

Additional.
sweet

iwov&qI.''''— Scotsman.

Mackenzie, Publishers, Inverness.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

STRATHPEFFER

SPA.

— THE PRINCIPAL HOTEL.—

THE

"BEN-WYVIS,
Two Minutes Walk from RAIL

WA V STATION.

AND THE

:lttttl

Stiff «•! gtHi
f

SPACIOUS DINING HALL:—
AND

—
Billiard,

;

MAGNIFICENT DRA WING ROOM.

Reading, and Recreation Rooms.

BOWLING AND TENNIS GREENS.

New

Cycle House and Private Cycle Course.

The Hotel is beautifully situated in its own Grounds and commands a splendid view of " The Mountain of Storms, " and sceneryunsurpassed in Scotland.

SUPERIOR ANGLING FOR SALMON & TROUT
On

the

Lower and Best Reaches of the Blackwater.

Hear Post and Telegrapli

Offices,

Apply

to

and

to Golf Course.

THE MANAGER.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Visitors to the Highlands
SHOULD MAKE A STAY AT

JWHIS

Health Resort is beautifully situated in Eoss-shire, less
than an hour's rail from Inverness, amid varied and romantic
Scenery, on the Southern declivity of Ben Wyvis. In addition to

^

great climate advantages, the

SPA

possessed of

is

Powerful Sulphur Springs,
WITH EFFERVESCING TONIC CHALYBEATE WATER

.

The singular variety of Mineral Water dispensed by Nature
within a short space affords invaluable facilities for Medical treatment at Strathpeffer. Tired brain workers and other victims of
civilization, as well as martyrs to Rheumatism and Gout and Skin
Affections may here, with a due mixture of self-denial, often ffnd
relief, whilst the spirits and bodily functions are stimulated and
refreshed by the environment of mountains.
The growing popularity and increased patronage of the SPA
have made many Extensions and Improvements necessary,
and these the liberality and enterprise of the noble Proprietor are
yearly affecting.

Greatly improved methods in the

Heating and Administration

SULPHUR BATHS have been introduced. Also
Superior Douche Baths and the famous Peat or Moss
Baths. Also a New Russian Bath, with Inhalation
of

the

Room on

—

the most modern principles these, with Massage and Pine
Baths, will now be available for Bathers and the Strath has been
furnished with new and comjjlete Drainage and Water Works. An
excellent Band plays during the Season, while in the evenings Balls,
Concerts, and sundry Entertainments are held in the Pavilion.

—

CTitijm STen IBmutes' TOalk of a Superior (gclf Course, 18

l^oles.

.

ADVERTISEMENTS

AUGHNASHEEN HOTEL,
Connected with the Auchnasheen Station of the Dingzvall and Skye Raihuay,

HOTEL
situated amid
THIS
Mountain, Loch, and River,
is

Loch Maree, GairLch,

Touris'.s for

The Coach
secured

by

&;c.

for these places starts
letter
or
telegram

Proprietrix of the Hotel,

very fine scenery, varied with
is the
starting place of

and

from the door, and seats can be
addressed to Mrs M'lver, the

and of the

COACHES TO AHO FROM CAIRLGCH.
Comfortable and! well-aired Bedrooms, and
careful attention in every way.

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Mrs Jane M*Iver,

Proprietrix.

STATION * HOTEL,
[Termlttms ®f ©Ingwall, amij Sky@ jRailway.]

UNDER

MANAGEMENT.

>fEW

W. WALLACE,

Proprietor.

THE ISLEORNSAY HOTEL,
A New

s k: -Y- E.
Hotel, with

all

Modern Improvements.

Daily Steamers from Oban and Portree. Twice a Week to and from
Glasgow. Daily Mail. Post and Telegraph Office next door.
iFree iFisj)ing

on ILocfjs

m bfcinitg.

— MODEEATE CHAEGES

lExcellent ^£a jFisjjmg at i^^z ©oor.
BY THE WEEK OE MONTH. —

ARCHIBALD NICOLSON,

Lessee.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Til® Sp@rtlag

licit©!

mi iMm

XXIX.

MighMm€m.

HOTEL,
GLENELG
STROM FERRY.
E

I^HIS HOTEL, w liich has been rebuilt, is situated in one of the most beautiful parts
of the West Coast of Scotland. It is easy of access by daily steamer from Oban,
and is quite near the Island of Sk5-e. The scenery in all directions is magnilicent.
The Hotel is one of the most comfortable in the North of Scotland, ami is under the
personal superintendence of the Lessee. The Bedrooms are large, airy, and comfortable,
and the Coffee Koom affords excellent accommodation. The Cooking is good, and the
Wines and Spirits have been selected with great care.
Gentlemen staying at the Glenelg Hotel have the privilege of SALMON and
SEA-TKOUT FISHING FREE on the Glenelg River; also GROUSE, BLACK GAME,
and HARE SHOOTING, by the Week or Month at a Moderate Charge.
The Sea-Fishing is about the best on the West Coast, and good Boats and Boatmen
are provided for Guests.

Billiard
Among

Hot, Cold, and Shower Baths.

Room.

—

EXCELLENT GOLF COURSE.

—

Towers of Glenbeg, Cup Marked
Loch Duich, Loch Hourn, Glenshiel, Falls of Glomach,

places of interest near are the Plctish

Stones, Glenbeg
Shiel Hotel, etc.

Water

Falls,

Letters should be addressed ''[Glenelg Hotel, Strome

Ferry.''''

Telegraph

Office,

DONALD MACDONALD MACKINTOSH,

r^

Glenelg.

Lessee.

^/.

v^

BROADFOE.D HOTEL, SKYE.
Nearest landing place for Lochs Scavaig, Ccruisk,

and

the Ciichidlin Hills.

Good Sea and River Fishing.
''*"''" '''"^'
callhere'lJafly.'''

'''"'°'^'

^^^^tTSG^''''''''

Stornovvay,

etc.,

'

Po^t and TeUgroph

Office.

j.

rqsS,

Lessee.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

XXX.

•' Sligachan in Skye is
tlie rock-climbing centre par
Badminton Library, Vol. "• Mountaineering," p. 342.

excellence of the British Isles."— See

BEAUTIFULLY SITUATED AT THE FOOT OF THE
COOLIN HILLS.

Ponies and Guides for Loch Scavaig and

Parties living in the Hotel have the privilege of
good SEA
FISHING on the Pviver Sligachan ; also good
Loch and Sea Fishing.
Locli

Coruisk.

TROUT

Boats Free of Charge.

Boatmen

4/-

Per Day.

Parties landing at Coruisk can have Ponies or Guides sent to meet
them at Camasunary or the hill above Goruisk, by sending letter or
telegram the day previous. Post and Telegraph Office adjoining
Hotel.

I IsT G-,
O S TWM.
SHARP,

IP

Frojrnetor.

THE 40GHMADDY^ HOTEL,
VISITOBS CAN

HAVE SPLENDID

Extensive Additions and Alterations have just been carried out,

and the House now contains

Hot and Cold Water Baths,
— AND

Salt

Water Baths,

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.

—

Excellent Golf Course within short Drive from Hotel.

D. C.

MACMILLAN,

Lessee.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

ROSS-SHIRE.
Her

(Lately

Majesty's

P^HIS HOTEL,
Maree

•^i^fe

by

Loch
and overlooking the Loch, is now leased
MACALLISTEE, Inverness, and under firstbeautifully situated in the centre of the

District

THOMAS

Mr

class

West Highland Residence.)

management.

N.B.

—A

Coach

awaits at Gairlocli the arrival of MacBrayne's

Steamers during the season to convey Passengers

to

Loch Maree —

eight miles distant.
Visitors can have twenty square miles of Free Fishing in

Maree

;

also

fishing

Loch

on several other small Lochs quite close to

the Hotel.

Boats and Tackle supplied free from the Hotel. Hill Ponies kept
Post and Telegraph Office adjoining the Hotel.

for hire.

Posting in all

its

Branches.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LEWIS HOTEL,
STORNOWAY.
%li]S
undergone
is

now

Old-established

Additions and

extensive

replete

Hotel

every

with

has

recently

Improvements, and

modern

Convenience

—FOR—

Tourists and Travellers.
It

commands

view

a

is

NEAREST

is

the

most

the

of

the

Castle and Grounds,

STEAMBOAT

convenient

for

WHARF,

Railway

and

and
other

— Steamers. —
-^

^>0-

ALF.XANDER KENNEDY,
— PROPRIETOR. —

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ROYAL HOTEL
STORNOWAT.
RECENTLY EXTENDED & THOROUGHLY RENOVATED.
Commodiovfi and Comfortable.
Castle

Near

the

Entrance

to

Stornoiray

and Grounds.

— CHARGES MODERATE.—
DUNCAN MACKENZIE,
Projjrietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

IMPERIAL HOTEL,
STORNOWAY,
IF^k-OHtTO-

THE

-Bj^-^.

HOME COMFORTS AND THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.

MALCOLM MACINTYRB,

Proprietor.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DRUMNADROCHlt'^ HOTEL,
Drimnadrocliit, &len-Urguhart, InYerness-sMre.
Convenience in this OLD-ESTABLISHED, WELL-KNOWN COMMODIOUS,
EVERY
and BEAUTIFUL HOTEL at very MODERATE CHAEGES.

The Scenery, Walks, and Drives about
Drumnadrochit are unrivalled for beauty
and vaiiety, and have been made famous
by Philip, Millais, Shirley Brooks, John
fr%^ Bright, and others.
'

The

Inn

(Drumnadrochit)

lines are dated faces a scene

^1 these

illitflthis planet. I say
iflHMiyM we are all perfectly

I'iPli i
:^i-lOiBiilffl5J*ll liJllliJ-

SiPiifll^llltili^tlllll

h-^ppily.

whence
which,

Sin because

well r,ware that this

world is a vale of tears in which it is our
duty to mijrtify ourselves and make everybody el-e as uncomfortable as possible.
^ If there were many places like Drumna^g^ drochit, persons would be in fearful
danger of forgetting that they ought to be
miserable - 'ihirley Brooks in " Puneh^
Free Fishing on Loch Meikle to Visitors staying at the Hotel. Free Fishing can also
be had on Lochness, The Enerick, etc.
Landin;/ Stage— Temple Pier. Conveyance from and to Free on intimation.
Drumnadrochit Post and Telegraph Office Two Minutes' Walk of Hotel.

POSTING.

LAWiV TENNIS.

BOATING.

Tourists by the Canal going to Strathpeffer and the North should land at Temple Pier
and join the Train at Beauly twelve miles.
Telegraphic Address-

D.

HOTEL, DRUMNADROCHIT.'

(Under

New

MiCDOUiLD.

Proprietor.

Management.)

FOYERS HOTEL,
loch: itess.
FALLS OF FOYERS. Beautifully situated, and
commandino: Finest Views of Loch Ness and the Great Glen.
Near

the celebrated

Redecorated and most Comfortably Refurnished Throughout.

Salmon and Trout Fishing: Free
Foyers

i?

the best place for Passengers

down

to

Visitors.

the Caledonian Canal to break their

journey, as Steamers from Inverness arrive about 5.15 p.m., leaving
9 A.M. next morning, thus avoiding the early start from Inverness.

Foyers about

re%rams—" HOTEL, FOYEES."

POSTING.

Post and Telegraph

Office.

Charges Strictly

Moderate.
^. IT'li^/Siraif J Fr@pri©t@^.

ADVERTISEMKNTS.

XXXV

CHISHOLM'S
:FOI?,T-_A.TJGI-"CrSTTJS.
Recently much Enlarged

& otherwise

Every Comfort and Convenience for

Improved.
and

Tonrists

others,

WITH MODERATE CHARGES.
Salman

antj

5Erout jFis^intj ^xzz

m

Boats

Hacb Ness.

Itept.

Parties coming per " Lochness

" Mail Steamer can join the Swift
Steamer going South next day, and thus avoid the early-

rise at Inverness.

BANAVIE HOTEL,

N.B.

CAUTION—To see Ben Nevis youmust stay at Banavie.
''Another magnificent sight

is

Ben-Nevis

at Banavie.

wake up with that in front of your window."
Hall in Graphic^ September 24th, 1892.

there and
P.

Telegrams -

Better stay

— Mr

Sidney

" Menzies, Banavie."

CORPACH HOTEL,
— WEST END

OF CALEDONIAN CANAL.

—

C. D. Macpherson, Proprietor.
'l'*HIS long-established Hotel has been Rebuilt and greatly Enlarged, and is now fitted
up and furnished in the most approved modern style.
Arrangements have been
Y
specially made for the Comfort and Convenience of Visitors.

FAMILIES BOARDED BY THE

WEEK OR MONTH.

The Hotel commands

the best view of Ben Nevis and other interesting scenery, and
within two minutes walk of Corpach Pier, the terminus of Mr Macbrayne's Oban and
Glasgow Steamers.
Visitors will find this Hotel a delightful country residence, with
good attendance and very Moderate Charges. A beautiful beach for Sea Bathing within
is

three minutes walk of Hotel.

POSTING AND BOATING.
17
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WEST END HOTEL
POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES, and GUIDES

PROVIDED FOR ASCENDING BEN NEVIS.
This Hotel has been recently Enlarged, having double its former
of Public Rooms and Bedrooms, and newly P'urnished
Throughout.

number

Charges Strictly Moderate,

THE SITUATION
The View from

IS

all the

UNSURPASSED.

Rooms Magnificent

Donald Macintosh,
FORT-WILLIAM (Near the Base

Lessee.

of Ben-Nevis).

CALEDONIAN HOTEL,
THE LEADING HOTEL IN FORT-WILLIAM.

Parties wishing to ascend Ben-Nevis should break their journey here, Fort- William being
the nearest landing place to the far-famed " Ben." This Hotel will be found one of the
most Comfortable in the Highlands.

Elegant Ladies' Drawing Room.

Spacious Smoking and
— CHARGES moderate. -

Billiard Room.

Passengers for Inverness breaking the journey at Fort- William leave next morning by
Steamer at 9 a.m., thus avoiding the early start from Oban.
In connection with THE VICTORIA HOTEL (First Class Family and Commercial),

GLASGOW.

ALEX. CAMERON,

First-Class Stock Rooms.

Proprietor.

MACDONALO ARMS HOTEL,
FGRT-WI LLi AM.
{Near
Every Comfort
found at

the

Pier

and

Railivay

Station).

and Commercial Gentlemen
combined with Moderate Charges.

for Tourists

this Hotel,

James Macdonald,

will

Proprietor.

be

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ROYAL STATION HOTEL.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Patronised by the Royal Family.

—

ADJOINING THE RAILWAY PLATFORM^ FORRES.
^tantimcj

its

irritbin

©ton ^rountis

GOLF. *

anti

Beautiful

—

ffiarliens.

BOWLiKa

CooTcs and the Caledonian Railwaij Company''s Coupons accepted.

ALEXANDER MACDONALD,

Proprietor.

:fo:ri?,e]s

COMMERCIAL HOTEL
(IN

The

THE CENTRE OF THE TOWN.)

Commercial Hotel

only

Visitors will Jind every Comfort

Good Cooking.
'BUS

•

•

Despatcli.

•

•

and

in

Forres.

Convenience.

Moderate Charges.

AND BOOTS MEET ALL

TEAINS.

UNDER THE PEESONAL CONTROL OF THE PEOPRIETOR,

JOHN WYNESS,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

i^^'flilM'Zf Jil^l/|l^

—

RECENTLY ADDED TO

NOW REPLETE WITH EVERY

IS

Situated near the base of the
the famous evergreen Pine

^''^l^il'El

COMFORT.

—

Cairngorm Mountains and surrounded by
of Strathspey, Grantown is acknow-

Woods

ledged to be one of the most valuable health resorts in Scotland.

Fishing:.

Excellent Golf Course

within Five Minutes'

Walk of Hotel,

POSTING IN ALL
^Btts will

ITS

DEPARTMENTS.

meet all Trains on the Highland Raihvay.

Conveyance sent to meet trains on Speyside Railway when notice

—

Charges Strictly Moderate.
L. MACDONALD,

is

given,

—
Proprietor.

BOAT OF GARTEN, STRATHSPEY.

STATION * HOTEL.
Comfortable Tourist and Commercial Hotel.
THE MOST CENTRAL AND NEAREST POINT TO THE FAMED CAIRNGORM
MOUNTAIN.

Posting in all

its

Branches.

SPEY
FHEE.
TROyT fJSHIHG OHGEORGE
GRANT,
Proprietor.

CARR-BRIDGE.

CARR-BRIDGE
Qm

til©

HOTEL,

lf©w A.^mimmt^m Hallwa:^*
PETER GRANT, Proprietor.

ACCOMMODATION EXTENSIVE.

ENTIRELY REBUILT & REFURNISHED.

POSTING IN ALL ITS DEPAETMENTS.
Golf Course and

Lawn

Tennis Court in connection with Hotel.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

STAB

*

HOTEL,

*

i^i3src3-"crssiE.
WITHIN TWO MINUTES' WALK FKOM RAILWAY STATION.
Beds,

2/-

Every

;

Breakfasts, 1/6 and 2/Luncheon, 1/6 to 2/6
Plain Teas, 1/-, with Meat, 2/-.
:

atte7itioii

and Comfort.

;

2/-

for.

Any

Charges Strictly Moderate.

size of

Marquee

supplied.

Boots awaits all Trains,

W. WOLFENDEN,
Telegrams-''

and upwards.

Every information regarding Fishing.

Luncheons, Dinners, and Garden Parties Catered
Postinrj in all its Branches.

Dinners,

Proprietor.

M'FARLANE, KINGUSSIE."

Kingussie

=

Hiring 'Establishment.

Every information regarding Shootings, Houses

to Let, Fishings,

and Golf Courses.

Coaches and Carriages between Kingussie and
TuUoch, West Highland Bailway, and vice versa.
ABO^^'E Establishment now

the principal Posting place in the district. Upwards of CO
Patronised by all landed proprietors, jirinand acknowledged to have best class of

Horses, Cobs, and Ponies employed.

cipal shooting tenants, and the general public,
Ho^^es and Carriages in district.

Charges less than any other in the

District.

IU,i||,l||M|,i<|ti||M|,l||)<|,M|,i||><||'l|i<l|MI|ll|,<)i

Sj)ecial
:S

arrangements for supplying SJiooiing Lodges.

AND CAEKIAGES OF ALL KINDS JOBBED PER MONTH
OR WITHOUT DRIVERS.
Luggage Carted to Lodges. Corn., Hay:^ Straw.

^lannicrs, ©ecr

^alDti'Ies,

FISHING TACKLE.

—

Drumgask

Hatiies' anti (Sent-'gi ^atitiles

SADDLERY.

IN CONNECTION.

Hotel,

on

l^irr.

AMMUNITION. PIANOS ON HIRE.

—

Lagg an, Kingussie.

Fishing on Loch Laggan and Loch Ericht (Boats Free) which are
the best two Lochs in the North for Salmon-ferox and Trout, and
River Spey for Sahnon and Trout.

OTHER LOCHS AND RIVERS CLOSE AT HAND.
Above Hotel Refuinished, under New Management, and

in centre ef Fish'ng

Shooting Lodges supplied tviih Beer, Whisky^ Wine^
FISHING TACKLE FOR ALL WATERS.

POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE.
TeZ-'irrowns—"

M'FARLANE, Laggan."

etc.

Ground.

Delivery Free,

GOLF COURSE.

ADVERTISEMENTS,
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ROYAL
KIHG
FAMILY

This First-Class

HOTEL,

*

S S

and

E.
TOURIST HOTEL,
I

now under

New

A'lanagement, has been enlarged and greatly improved, and is one
of the most Comfortable and Commodious Hotels in the North.
Every comfort and attention given, at the lowest possible price.

HIRING IN CONNECTION.

LAWN

GOLFING.

PISHING.

BILLIARDS.

Boots attend

all

TENNIS.

Trains.

DUNCAN MACPHERSON,

Proprietor.

ATHOLL ARMS HOTEL
{Adjoining the Bailway Station.)
unequalled
THEFINEST SCENERY
Situation

as a centre from which to Visit the
of the

is

;

Braemar the
Fender Dunkeld
Grounds of Blair Castle,

Tilt

;

;

;

;

PERTHSHIRE HIGHLANDS,

LoCHS TUMMEL and Rannoch Glen
Falls of Bruar, Garry, Tummel, and
Taymouth Castle and Loch Tay the

comprising Killiecrankie

;

;

This is also the most convenient resting
journey to and from the North of Scotland.

Special

Terms for Board by
.

.

.

;

etc.
place

for

breaking the long railway

the Week, except

during

TARIFF ON APPLICATION.

THE POSTING DEPARTMENT

IS

Experienced Guides and Ponies for Glen

D.

NEW

.

.

THOROUGHLY WELL EQUIPPED.
Tilt,

Braemar, and Mountain Excursions.

Macdonald

65:

Sons,

Proprietors.

EDITION RECENTLY ISSUED

Neatly hound in Cloth.

A tigust.

.

Price, 2s

6d

;

.

by Post^ 2s 9d.

The Life of Flora fflaeionald
And Her Adventures witn
By

the

Late

Rev.

Order from A-

Prince Charles.

ALEXANDER MACGREGOR, M

& W. MACKENZIE,
or through

Publishers,
any Bookseller.

A.,

Inverness.

INVERNESS,

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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€L

^
AND

Posting Establishment,
^ccommat(ati0n auti P^onu (ITomfort far jjamilies anti
^nrjkrs at fHotiErate ffl^Ijarges.
TROUT FISHING CAN BE HAD ON A LARGE STRETCH OF THE TAY.

ISberg

—

SPLENDID GOLFING COURSE.

Post Horses and Carriages of every description
be had reasonably by day or other^wise.

—

may

EXCURSIONS.
During July, August, and September, GRAND DAILY EXCURSIONS at Exceptionally
Cheap Fares are arranged for during the Season, so that visitors may see the Historic
and Romantic Scenery in which the district abounds.

m

SEATS REQUIRE TO BE BOOKED BEFOREHAND.

SEE HANG BILLS,
J-Z^IMEEZS lO-^k-XST, Lessee.

FOB

EK-C-IinS!OHS

OR APPLY TO

Patronage of U.R.H. the Prin:e of Wales and other Members of the
Royal Family.
Wool ( Established Oyer
Products by Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, 1889. \ HALF A Century.

Under

Awarded

the

First Prize (over all other Competitors) for Cheviot

WnnT^&J-^AGGART,
IIUUL.
WOOLLEN M/iNUFACTUBERS.

BREADALBANE

MILLS, ABERFELDY,

Man'UFACTure and have a Large Stock For Sale

of their

Well-known Make

of

Genuine Home-Spun Goods.

BREADALBANE DEER-STALKING and other
SPORTING TWEEDS in Stylish Checks.
HEATHER MIXTURES,
Moor
Loch and

suitable for
or
Business Wear.
And a Variety of
LADIES' COSTUME TWEEDS. The Correct Sets of CLAN TARTANS for Kilts and
SHAWLS, RUGS, PLAIDS, WRAPS, in Saxony, Clan, Reversible, and
Dresses.
Patterns.
SOCKS and KNICKERBOCKER HOSE (Hand-knitted).
Cheviot Twee
STOCKING YARNS in Marls or Mixtures and Native Dyes. CAPS and HATS of HomeSpun Twee is. REAL SHETLAND SHAWLS, etc.
^° Special Make- of TWEEDS in Shades to suit the various Deer Forests,
I

Such as Blackmount, Ranncch, Glenfeshie, Glencanisp, Reay Forest,
Various Lovats in Mixtures and Checks.

GENUINE HOME-WOOL BLANKETS -They Wear a Life-time, and won't Shrink in
Washing. GENTLEMEN'S TWEED SUITS from 45s. HIGHLAND CLOAKS from Sos.
LADIES' CAPES and Ulsters Made to Order.
jSZ^^ VISITORS to the HIGHLANDS

^^

Kilts Correctly
invited to

are

Made.
Inspect

our

Far- Famed

Woollen Manufactures.
Patterns and Price-Lists Free. Any Length Cut. All Sales at Mill Prices.
Send a Post-Card for our descriptive Catalogue and Self-Measurement Forms, Post Free.
Awarded a Diploma at Glasyow Exhibition 1888.
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CLAN
HISTORIES
ALEXANDER

By
Published by A.

MACKENZIE,

& W. Mackenzie,

M.J.I.

Inverness.

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE MACKENZIES,

New Edition. Re-written, re-casb, enlarged by 200
pages and brought down to date, with Portrait of the
Author and plate of the Tartan.
Demy 8vo.
Roxburgh binding. A few unsubscribed copies ...
Large Paper (Quarto) do

..£15
2

2

1

1

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE MACDONALDS
AND LORDS OF THE ISLES. {Out ofprint.) New
Edition in preparation.
Demy 8vo. Roxburgh binding

To

Subscribers

...

...

...

Large Paper (Quarto). A few copies
" The work is one Avhich no future historian

...

...

1116
of Celtic Scot-

land will be in a position to overlook."— ^co^smaw.

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE MACDONALDS
OFGLEjNGARRY. a few copies remaining at
...

6

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE MACDONALDS
OF CLANRANALD. A few copies at

6

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE CAMERONS.
Demy 8vo. Roxburgh binding. Only 500 copies
printed.
Getting scarce
" The record is remarkable for its completeness."— i>a% Mail.

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE MACLEODS.
Roxburgh binding.
Demy 8vo.
Only 425 copies
printed.
A few unsubscribed copies for sale at
Large Paper (Quarto) do

...

15
15
2

2

" A record in concise form of the principal stem and branches
of a family whose origin took root far back in Scottish history.
The book is characterised by g^e^t industry. It is beautifully
printed and handsomely h\i\xn(\.."—Scottiinan.

MACKENZIE'S HISTORY OF THE CHISHOLMS.
Demy 8vo. Roxburgh binding. Only 325 printed.
...
A few unsubscribed copies for sale at ...
...
Large paper (Quarto) do. Only 75 printed
" Mr Alexander Mackenzie has made another welcome

...

...

contribution to the literature of the Highlands. Probably because of
scarcity
material
of
tirst-rate
public
interest
his
of
the comparative
History of the Chisholms is not so bulky as any of the other histories
come
which
from
his
pen;
but
as
refamilies
have
of Highland
gards the care and industry which have clearly been bestowed

upon it, and the mastery which every page shows the wi iter has
acquired over the ma,zes of gene'^loiiical det<ils, this latest volume
is worthv of being placed alongside his histories of the Mackenzies,
the Macdonalds, the Camerons, and the Macleods."— ^co^.swff.n

15

110
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LOCH TAY STEA MERS.
STEAMERS

Sail Daily on Loch Tay from Killiii Pier on arrival of principal trains
from Edinburgh, Glasgow, Oban, Fort-William vi,a Crianlarich, etc., and from
Kenmore in connection with Highland Railway trains at Ab3rfeldy, thus maintaining
Tegular through transit between both Railways.
Tickets for the grind Circular Tour of Loch Tay sold at all the principal Railway
Stations in the Kiugd^m.
For further information see Tim.; Tables and Monthly Sailing Bills, or apply to

JOHN P. STEWART, Manager,
LOCH TAY STEAMBOAT COMPANY, LIMITED,
Kenmore, Perthshire.

ARMS HOTEL,

KING'S

REBUILT AND ENLARGED. FACING THE BAY.
CLOSE TO STATION AND PIER.
Billfarti anil <%mcikintj

i^aoms.

'^iis not ncccssars.

A. D. Mactavish,
J

^j

^

^

Proprietor.

PUBLISHED.

"""

FOURTH LARGE EDITION OF

The Seottish Clans & their Tartans,
Containing 96 Coloured Plates of different Tartans, with the History
Map of Scotland in 16th Century,
each Clan on the back.
Cloth, 16mo, in Tartan Cloth Binding,
divided into Clans, &c &c.

of

,

Price, 2/6.

Companion to above— WHAT IS MY TARTAN? By Frank
Adam, F.S A. Scot. Crown 8vo, 112 pages, Price 3/-.
Should there be any difficulty in procuring the above works, the
Publishers will be pleased to send either of the Books post free to
any address in the Postal Union, on receipt of ful] price remittance.

W.

&

A.

K.

JOHNSTON,

(Established
Geograplters

to the

1825.)

Queen, Ediicntional and General Puhlisliers,

EDINA works, EASTER ROAD &

7
;

5

WHITE HART

HANOVER

STREET, EDINliURGH
STREET, WARWICK LANE, LONDON, EC,

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Inverness

Visitors to

Are respectfully invited to call and Inspect the Stock of

THE ROYAL JEWELLERY ESTx^BLISHMENT,
i mi^m m t r e e t.
p. G. "WILSON begs to invite inspection of his Stock, which contains a fine
Selection of Jewellery, Including all the Old Highland Patterns, and many new designs
which he has had the honour of supplying at different times to Her Majesty the Queen,
their Royal Highnesses, the Prince and Princess of Wales, and all the Royal Family.

Jewellery,
Plate,

Watches,
Clocks,

Bronzes,
Optical Goods, etc.
Of that Superior Quality which has won the fame of P. G. Wilson, the Court Goldsmith
and Jeweller at Inverness, extending his business connection to the principal Courts of
Europe and he would call attention to the fact, that while his productions and articles
for sale are of the best quality, his prices are very moderate, his desire being to secure
a large amount of patronage, and at the same time the approval of his customers.
;

Corner of Hisfh Street and Church Street.

S^ourists ini^en in

tf)e ?^ig]^Iant(S
SHOULD NOT LEAVE

INVERNESS
WITHOUT VLSITIXG

MEDLOCK'S
HIGHLAND

JEWELLERY
ESTABLISHMENT,

BBiBGE STBEST.

m
ADVERTISEMENTS,
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Established nearly Half a Century

Telegraphic Addrens—'''' ^IAoleay, Inverness."

.

Impoptant to Anglers and Spoptsmen
The Largest
Birds,

and

Animals,

Stiiffliig"
Fish

Establishment in Scotland.

Stuffed,

and

if

desired

fitted

into

Glass

HEADS OF ALL KINDS MODELLED.
Stag, Roe, and Earns' Heads Always for
.

.

.

iFis]^in(j

tackle of

Cases.

.

Sale.

all i^intis.

Best Gre nheart Salmon and Trout Eods. Keels, Lines, Casting Lines, Minnows, etc.
Salmoi and Trout Flies to suit all waters. Flies Tied to Pattern on the shortest notice.

—
Deer

S.-ddles,

W.
65

A.

Tackle sent on approval Carriage Paid.

—

Pony Panniers. Gillie and Fishing Baskets, Game Bags, Fishing
and Luncheon Bags, etc., supplied.

MACLEAir& SON,

CHURCH STREET & ERASER STREET.
i

I:N^^VE:E^J^TESS ,

NOBLE & DREGHORN,
Cabinet Makers and Upholsterers,
6

&

8

mGLIS STBEET, m¥EBfiESS.
Specialities

:

f ^infill, Ills, llllllfi,
And

other Requisites for Shooting* Lodges.

all

Inventories

and Valuations Personally Attended

w tj m E mM% "un^mmmTA m m
Telegmphic

^^^m^j—" NOBLE

to.

^.

DREGHORN, INVERNESS."

—

AtoVERTISEMENtS.
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Suitable as Gift Boo lis or for the Library.

THE BEST AND ONLY LIBRARY EDITION OF THE
— OF —

ROBERT BURNS
ROBEET

BURNS' Complete

and Prose Works, Edited with Explanatory
and Indices, by Wm. Scott Douglas.
Illustrated with Facsimilies, Maps, Portraits, Vignettes, and Frontispieces, from
Drawings by Sam Bough, W. E. Lockhart, Clark Stanton, etc.
Notes, Various Readings,

Poetical

Glossaries,

£2

6 vols., royal 8vo., Cloth,
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AT

£4

53 nett.

10s.

" Of this edition as a whole, it may be said that it is certainly the most complete, as
textually the most accurate hitherto published.
It is sumptuously printed,
elegantly bound, and admirably illustrated."— Scotsj>mn.

...

it is

THE "EDINBURGH EDITION

) f

of the

Poetical Works of Robert Burns,
Chronologically

arranged,

3

vols.,

with Notes,

fcap.

^vo,

Glossary,

doth

and Index, Portrait and

gilt.,

gilt tops,

Plates.

bs.

text of the Poetical Works, edited by W. Scott Douglas, with a
from the notes in the " Library Edition." A charming little edition.

The complete
selection

ALSO

NOW

READY.

The l^ew "Edinburgh Illustrated" Edition
OF THE

POETICAL WORKS OF ROBERT BURNS,
Chr nologically arranged, with Notes, Glossary, and Index, Edited by Wm. Scott
Douglas, to which is added Life of the Poet, by the late Prof. Nichol, Glasgow.
Illustrated with 12 Photogravures after Drawings by W. Marshall Brown.

4 vols.

"The volumes
Poet's career

cr.

Svo,

cloth

gilt.,

\2s.

The summarj^of the
and genius which occupies one of the volumes is written by the late
It is admirably written, and as a tribute from one of the most keenly
are in neat,

handy form and

finely printed.

Proffc^ sor Nichol.

discerning of literary critics
A}jr Adveytiscr.

Edintargli

:

it is

really valuable

;

JAMES THIN,

the illustrations are exceedingly good."

Bookseller

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS

&

PuMisher;
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BELSFIELD
HOTEL,

WINDERMERE.
AND OVERLOOKING LAKE WINDERMERE.)

(CLOSE TO

BELSFIELD HOTEL
position

among

has justified

its

claim

to

the premier

the leading Hotels of the neighbourhood.

beautiful building— originally erected as a private mansion

This

— stands

within no fewer than Eight Acres of charmingly designed and wellwooded grounds that are remarkable as vantage points for some of
the

most

picturesque
the

decorated,

remarkable
played

in

as

the

ceilings

works
details

handsome surroundings
or out of

The

views.

interior has been superbly
embellishments being really
while equal taste has been dis-

and mural
of

art,

of

the

Indeed

Furniture.

costly

are rarely to be

met with

such

at Hotels either in

London.

Private Omnibus attends all Trains and also at the Steam
Pier,

jfour-m-l^ant)' ^^oacl^es leabe

tfje

3Lake

Golf.

Yacht

Bowness Bay.

Billiards,

LIGHTED BY

ll^otel

©ailg for

all

parts of

tlje

19istrict.

rishfng-.
E LE C T E I C I T

Under the personal superintendence

Tennis.
—

Y.

of the Proprietor,

{Late Manager Qairloch Hotel, Ross-shire.)

Telegrams—
''

BELSFIELD. WINDERMERE."

TELEPHONE-123.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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GLASGOW AND SOUTH WESTER N RAILWA Y HOTELS.
ST.

ENOCH
STATION
HOTEL,

GLASGOW.
300 Rooms.
MngniJice7U Public Rooms.

ELECTRIC LIGHT EVERYWHERE.

to Every Floor.
ELEGANTLY FITTED RESTAURANT.

Elevatofs

STATION
HOTEL.

AYR
100 Rooms.
Hydraulic Passenger Lift.
Within 15 Minutes' Drive of Burn's Birthplace, Alloway Kirk,
The Celebrated Prestwick Golf Links are within

5

etc.

Minutes by Rail.

Station

Hotel,

Dumfries.
(NEWLY ERECTED).
Handsomely Furnished Public Rooms.

ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT.

EXCELLENTLY SITUATED.
above-mentioned Hotels are modelled on the same Extremely
Moderate Scale, Single Bedrooms ranging from 3s Gd to 5s, and DouLle Bedrooms from
5s to 7s 6d including all attendance, Light, and Removal of Luggage from and to the

The

Tariffs at the

Company's Trains.
Apaitments wire.i for, free of charge, on application to Stationmasters
Glasgow and South Western or Midland Railway Stations.

of

any

of the

Philip Blades,
Hotel Manager,
(G. (^S. W.Ry. Coy.)

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Telephone No. 424.

Telefframs— " Maekinlay, Leith"

GHAS. MAGKINLAY
Distillers, Scotch

&

CO.,

Whisky Merchants, and

Blenders,

&

87

89 CONSTITUTION STREET, LEITH.
London

11

Ofllce

—

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

E.G.

GLEN MHOR
Distillery,
INVERNESS,
DISTILLERS OF PURE
HIGHLAND MALT WHISKY.
PROPRIETORS-

MACKINLAYS & BIRNIE.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JOHNORAN&OO.,
of Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs,
Respectfully intiinate to their Agricultural Friends in the Northern Counties that they
are prei ared to supply
their

at

WORKS

at

all

the

STANDARD FERTILISERS

BUNCHREW

and

INVERGORDON,

any Railway Station or Seaport, carriage paid,

Crushed Bones
Bone Dust
Bone Meal (Home and Foreign)
Bone Flour
ViTROLizED Bones
Dissolved Bone Compound, No. 1.

at

at

or

;—

viz.

Liebig's

aud FEEDING STUFFS
INVERNESS STORES,

Guano

Calcined Guano Phosphates
Basic Slag Phosphates
SoMME Phosphates
Ground Corprolite
Slag Mixture
NiTRAT ; OF Soda
Do.
Do.
Sulphate of Ammonia
Corn Manure
Nitrate of Potash
Grass Manure
Muriate of Potash
Potato Manure
Sulphate of Potash
Turnip Manure
Kainit
Superphosphate No. 1
Calcined Gypsum
Mineral Superphosphate
Agricultural Salt
Phosphatic Guano
Bock Salt
Fish Guano
SuLPHUBic Acid
Peruvian Guano
Special Manures and Mixtures of any description prepared to
Order on the shortest notice.

Fx-dlrecf TrrpoH Ships, or supplied at Bunchrew, luvergordon, and Inverness Stores.

Miller's St. Petersburg Cake
Aberdeen Cake (Lime Co.'s;

Locust Beans (Whole and Ground)
Dried Grains

American Cake
Hull Linseed Cake
Harburg Cake
Bremen Cake
Riga Cake
Bibby's Cake
Cocoa Nut Cake
Decorticated Cotton Cake
Undecqrticated Cotton Cake
Maize (Whole and Ground)
Beans (Whole and Ground)

Bice Meal
Feeding Meal
Lentils

Bran (Broad and Medium)
Bibby's Fattening Meals
Sharps

Barley Bran
Barley Dust
Corn Dost
Poultry Fo »d
Treacle
Linseed and Cod Liver Oils

Pease (Whole and Ground)
Prices,
15

Tcrms^ Analysis,

etc.,

May,

1896.

EaHy

on application.

UNION STREET, INVERNESS,
-

...

-

Orders
^-

Solicited.

-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

H.

THORNTON & Co.
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Waterppoof and

Infliapubliep

Roods

Of Every Description.

WATERPROOFS for LADIES.
WATERPROOFS for GENTLEMEN.
WATERPROOFS for MISSES.
WATERPROOFS for BOYS.
WATERPROOFS for DRIVING.
WATERPROOFS for SHOOTING.
WATERPROOFS for FISHING.
WATERPROOF GAME BAGS.
WATERPROOF CARRIAGE APRONS.
WATERPROOF HOLDALLS.
WATERPROOF KNAPSACKS.
WATERPROOF CART COVERS.
WATERPROOF WAGGON COVERS.
WATERPROOF HORSE LOIN COVERS.
WATERPROOF BED SHEETING.
may be selected from very large Stocks of newest and most Approved
Materials, of most recent Designs, and can be manufactured to order on the
shortest notice. Patterns and Prices on Application.
and DOLMANS, embrace
The Vaiiety and Eange of Patterns in LADIES'
the LATEST NOVELTIES manufactured, and while being productions of Unequalled
Value, are Specialties
at our WAREHOUSES.

These goods

MANTLES

ONLY PROCURABLE

LAWN
TENNIS GOODS,
OWN
PATENTS AND ALSO BY BEST MAKERS.

OUR

SOLE MAKERS OF THORNTON & CO.'S
Celebrated Gold Medal Match Golf Balls.
GARDEN HOSE, BEEWERS HOSE, BELTING, SHEET RUBBER,
VALVES, WASHERS, DOOR MATS,

THORNTON
Waterproof, Airproof,

EDINBURGH,
EDINBURGH

GLASGOW

...
...

LEEDS

...

„

...

&c.

&

CO.,

& Indiarubter Manufa^cturers.

(wholesale^* expokt

78 Princess Street.
90 Gordon Street,
45 Boar Lane.
50 Briggate.

I

\

|

2

BRADFORD,
,,

BELFAST
LONDON,

FACTORIES— EDINBURGH

HANOVER

ST.

20 Tyrrel Street.
58 Darley Street.
24 & 26 Donegall Place.

88 Bishopgate St. within E,C.

and

BELFAST.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

lii.

ESTABLISHED

185

2.

LANCASHIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Capital

-

Three Millions Sterling.

-

CHIEF OFFICES—

EXCHANGE STREET, MANCHESTER.
Branch

Office in

LancasMre Insnrance

Inverness—

Biiildings, Queensgate.

SCOTTISH BOARD—
Sir Donald Matheson, K.C.B., Chairman.
Richard Kidston, Esq.
Hugh Brown, Esq.
Sir J. King of Campsie, Bart., LL.D.
David S. Cargill, Esq.
of
NewAndrew Mackenzie, Esq. of Dalmore
Sir Charles Dalrymple
Sir Kenneth J. Matheson of Lochhailes, Bart.. M.P.

Andrew Dougall, Esq.,
Walter Duncan, Esq.

Inverness

JohnChas Dunlop, Esq Edinburgh
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Inverness
,

133

Office

—

M.

BAER,

Scott, Esq., Dundee

Edinburgh

WEST GEORGE STREET.
J.

burgh.

Alexander

James Keyden, Esq.

Glasgow

alsh, Bart.

Alex. Ross, Esq., LL.D., Inverness
Sir James A. Russell, LL.D., Edin-

12
a.

Res. Secy.

LIFE DEPARTMENT,— Moderate

Office

—

YORK BUILDINGS.
SMEATON GOOLD, Res.

Secy

with

Liberal

Conditions as to Foreign Travel and Residence, and

Interim

Bonuses.

and

Payment

Rates,

of Claims immediately on proof of death

title.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.— Insurance
Abroad

granted at

Home

and

at equitable rates.

R.

OSBORNE WARK,
Resident Secretary at Inverness.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

liii.

Waverley Hotel, Inverness.

•

reZei/mp/iic^dcZms-"

One Minute's Wa^lc from

the

Railway

WAVERLEY."

j)^

Station.

DAVIDSON",

Proprufor.

Antiques, Curios, Old
China, Articles of Vertu.
Beinf a rare Assortment collected from various sources
period of seve ral years.

All

marked

in the

North of Scotland during
low prices.

in plain iigures at extremely

" Messrs A. Eraser & Co. are well known for the fine collection of Antiques, Curios,
and Works of Art they exhibit and distribute all over the United Kingdom and
AhToa.d."- -Northern Chronicle, September. ISth, 1895.

Removal Contractors.

Furniture, Luggage,

etc.,

Stored.
SHOOTING LODGES StJPPLIED WITH ALL KINDS OF F[JENITUEE AND
REQUISITES AT LONDON PRICES.
" We were much impressed with the extent of the Premises, and the extremely low
at which Furniture adapted for all requirements can be produced "—From the
Inverness Courier, April 26th, 1892.
prices

Funeral Undertakers.

WORKS AT FALCON SQUARE AND DEMPSTER GARDENS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

liv.

WHEN YOU ARE

THE HIGHLANDS

IN

MAC DOUGA LLS'.
Established Half a Century.

OUR FAMOUS CAWDOR CAPE AND HIGHLAND CLOAK.
OUR SPECIAL STYLES IN LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S COSTUMES.
FAMOUS FOR

TARTANS

in all the Clans in the old Original Sets.

TWEEDS

in
pattes-ns

HIGHLAND HOMESPUN and Lamb's Wool in all the old Standard
for DEER
STALKING, GROUSE SHOOTING, FISHING, and

DRIVING.

REAL VICUNA CLOTH Rugs and Shawls— superb quality,
LADIES' Shooting,

Fishing,

and Travelling Costumes

tumes, Cloaks, Jackets, Driving Coats,

GENTLEMEN'S

also Ladies'

;

New

Kilt Cos-

etc.

Stalking, Fishing, Shooting,

and

Travelling

Suits,

Deer Stalking

Coats and Capes, Driving Coats, Highland Cloaks.

HIGHLAND DRESS

complete, suitable for Morning and Evening Wear,
Shetland Goods, Hand- Knitted Hosiery, Gloves, Plaids, Rugs, Shawls, Bonnets,
Capes, etc.

The

~

"""

Palterns and Self- Measurement

TELEPHONE

FISH,

Forms by

Post.

~

No.

28.

GAME, AND PO ULTRY-

SHOOTING LODGES, YACHTING PARTIES, AND PRIVATE FAMILIES
Supplied with

all

kinds of Fresh Fish, Game, and Poultry on the shortest notice.

Highest Market Prices given for all Kinds of Gaine.

''CLEAR BLOCK ICE."
a-C-

STREET,
-UHIGH
PATTILLO, INVERNESS."

Telegrams—''

I

HESS.
NVEH
ESTABLISHED
1860.

TO ANGLERS AND SPORTSMEN.

D.MACPHERSON
GUN, FISHING ROD, & TACKLE MAKER,

Drummond
A

large supply of

Salmon and Trout Rods,
to suit all

Street, Inverness.

Reels, Lines, Casting Lines,

and

Flies

Waters.

Largest Selection oj Golf, Cricket, Tennis, Croquet,

^^ all

Sporting Requisites.

ALL ORDERS AND REPAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED

TO.

K

ESTABLISHED

REBUILT

1818.

1893.

POLLO
DISTILLERY
DELNY STATION,
Ross-shire.
-r'vi•<^>4£^«ii*'l^s3--—

ANDBEW ROSS &

SON,

DISTILLERS OF
HIGHLAND MALTWHISKYONLY

THE ALBERT HOTEL,
Under
Is a First-Class

New

Management.

family and Commercial Hotel. Only One Minute's
Walk ffom Railway Station.

Contains large airy Bedrooms, Stock-room, Commercial Eoom, Dining Koom, Billiard

Koom, and Bathroom.

A few Private Parlours.

Parties Visiting Inverness will find this a Home from Home
Taeiff Strictly Moderate.
Hotel Boots Attend all Trains,

JOHN W. SINCLAIR,

Proprietor.

(Late Manager Cosmopolitan., Leitk.)

Neiv Premises

&

Deuelopment of Business.

PUBLISHERS, LETTERPBESS PRINTERS,

NEW

^ ^mQ^mw^MMmw MQQmmMiE,,^mmmt

intimating to
HAVE pleasure in removed

their

many

friends

and patrons

PUBLISHING and NEW and
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLING Business, as well as the
Publishing and Advertising Office of Mackenzie's " GUIDE to
INVERNESS and the HIGHLANDS," to those Convenient and
that they have

their

Central Premises

2 Lombard

Street,

Inuerness.

In addition to their present business of Letterpress Printers,
Stereotypers, Publishers of Clan Histories and other Highland books,
in Gaelic and English ; and as Buyers and Sellers of Rare Books
connected with the History, Traditions, Antiquities, and Folklore of the Highlands, Messrs Mackenzie will also pay Special
Attention to the supply of the very best

Professional

&

Commercial Stationery,
—INCLUDING—

Ledgers and Account Books of every Description
at MOD ERA TE PRICES.
the highest price given for any second-hand books in good and
clean condition connected with the past history and
SOCIAL condition OF THE HIGHLANDS OR WITH THE
HISTORY AND GENEALOGY OF HIGHLAND FAMILIES.
Please Note the Address

—

LOMBARD STREET

2
(The farthest

left
ft

Corner Shop, through Me srs Macdoogall & Co.'s Archway,
Ar
going
from High Street in the direction of Union Street),

SB"VJESX&IKrXSSS.
All

New

Books ordered supplied on the shortest 7totice^ a7td every
to procure any Second-hand or out-of-the-way book of
any kind., not in stock., connected with the History., Traditions^
Folklore., Family., and Ge7ieral History of the Highlands.
effort

made

THE PALACE

EL NESS WALK.

W

g

<

o
o
»
H
O
W

»

OPPOSITE THE CASTLE, INVERNESS.

srj'

